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Endorsed

of God. Endorsed in his
would not be, but pitied.

in his purpose

atmosphere

to breathe the

of worship and to test its

___ value, he certainly would be.

Protestant

. churches, whether using a ritual or not,
are convinced that ¢ faith cometh by
. hearing,” therefore they earnestly invite
to their congregalions the unbeliever,

the

skeptic, the infidel, the atheist,
and
agnostic. Has not their Lord said, ¢* They
that be whole need not a physician, but
they that are sick"? Hence they welcome
the sick to the place of healing. But the
more earnest, sincere and. unprejudiced

BY J. 8.

|

such men are, in their search for truth, the

more

Frawe

The crested sen-waves gleam andiance.

blies of devout men and wait

. Storm-swept or calm, with fearfu roar
Or noiseless lapse, they meet thy shore—

{And orangegroves, in green And
I'he sapphice-tinted bays enld.

| Divine Spirit.
:
Mr. Grey thinks his agnostic brethren

will agree with the bulk of biblical teach |

ra

:

/ sablug Waves press Bis gilaia ool

(Ais sails the seaward broezes feel;

A speck, he sees his vine-wreath’d home,
And, trustful, on the freshening breeze

His prayer ascends, in words like these,—
“ Keep me, my God! my boat so frail

and guide across the foam,

The Breton’s prayer becometh me.
waves of Time,

by the corsair-crews

of crime,

of doubt

Rings out the fisher’s simple strain;
Its burden here finds voice again

‘ Keep me, my God! Thy ocean sweeps
My barque o’er vast, unmeasured deeps;
Uphold! and guide by that strong hand
Which

reared the mountains old and grand,

Secure from all the gales that rise,
To peaceful port *neath stormlessskies! ”

[Editorial]
—We
are pleased to give place to the
above beautiful poem, ‘ Afloat”, the sending of
which, though written earlier, was induced by

a paragraph
columns,

which

——Meetings

in

recently appeared
this

country

to

in our
protest

against the persecution of the Jews by the
Russians are well enough; we would like now
to hear of mass meetings in

Russia

protesting

against our treatment of the Chinese.
——Over a thousand operatives of the Pacific

mills in Lawrence are, at this writing, idle on
account of a strike by over six hundred of their
number. Nearly six thousand hands, in all, are

usually employed by this immense establishment.
Strikes are usually sad
blunders.
Whether this shall prove an exception we wait

With the greatest interest to see.
~——What a fearful calamity is this which is
now visiting the great Southwest !—and what
lessons

of

unworldliness,

and

charity,

and

sympathy, ought we to learn therefrom!

Let

Us not fail to look up to Him who holds the

Waters in his hands, and let us not forget our

brother's needs, now that his earthly possessions have ‘been swept awayby this terrible

besom, Here is another grand opportunity to
bind
love.
me
Will

North and South together by bands. of
| If such opportunities are improved, the
fs not far hence when North and South
be only names, and the Union will be-

come real and perpetual.
. ===The passage of the Edmunds bill by both
houses of Congress seems a grand triumph
over the Mormon fmiquity. Its provisions,
among which are the disfranchisement of po-

Iygamists and their disqualification to sit upon

Juries, strike the system at vital points.
While the bill was under consideration, there
Was a great bluster of opposition to it and Mor
on agents were especially active in efforts to

defeat It; but it speaks well for the House of

Representatives that only forty-two members
could

be found who were

bold

enough’

which thousands of our fellow beings have
been subjected, in Russia and involuntarily
exclaim, Can this be the nineteenth century, when deeds that would disgrace the

most savage nation are sanctionedby the
authorities of a so-called civilized people?
2
Says a writer in the Living dge, ¢‘ The

value of the property destroyed in the
South “has been reckoned;
to reach £16,000,000 ‘sterling. It is possible that an

in

him

to know

positively that

to re-

cord their names against it. The President's
Signature is assured. Let the bill be enforced.
The monster, however, will die hard.

ot the. AUSURAR
DURST: gr
there " huddled in
SUIT

yes
cellars.

TvInein

What horrors are in store for

the

thous-

biblical teachings do tend to * the good
of Humanity.” He is an agnostic. It is
an open question with him, or, if not with

out resources,

do good

can soil witness an
¢« Gospel of mercy
preaches that love
best shown by love

erous, manly stand against the fashionable

amusements.
jection

bear the rigors of a Russian winter withno

one

outside

of Russia

can possibily imagine.”
When,

some

months since,

the news

He would have his brethrén

have

been menamong

people, and the only social exyou can actually

mingle

I trust’ this

is exaggerated; but

I

company so inane as represented is worth
any one’s attention evén for mere amusement. Itwouldcertainly never help my di-

.

eli

16%

very high example..

many

profane a8suciations

TTIVOIOUS OF

wand

habits—

would not alarm me in your case as if
would in that of most young characters.
Your own rooted contempt- for the mental
and morakcaliber of such people as mostly
make up the dancing community would
probably preserve you from becoming
much fascinated.
The third reason you instinctively feel

On the other hand,

what Is always going on from age to age;
the very qualities and conditions which and it is no wonder if a resolute apostasy
are now kindling the envy and rage of An practice, to all the pride, pomp, vanity

of London society, and by instruments as
rudely constructed as the : Salvation
Army. Without the gospel, Londoners | Russians

and

Germans,

is due.

possibly

nificance and ‘tendency

innocent

by

association—

with the addition, as to dancing, of its
extreme puerility and of the: unatterably
contemptible, if not loathsome, design and
conditions under which it is cultivated by
its patroness, the society female.
x I will add a word on the single plausible
excuse for dancing,as a means of grace—
in manuver. It puts on the ¢‘ superfine”
which I find to be always shifting, selfcontradictory between one gratification
and

another,

even

to

sooner

itself,

or

later

and

grotesque

immutable

only

in antagonism to the. chaste simplicity
which is the eternal standard of true taste.
To those, indeed, who are shallow or illbalanced enough to admire the sdperfine
in manners, apparel and equipage, there is
not a word to be said. Let them get their
manners of the dancing master. For your
part, be content with nothing lower than
to be manly and simple. * * *
VipL

YORK

CITY, March 16, 1882.

to ‘the | and self-indulgence cherished: by the pro-

‘Wall Street, that hot-bed of stock gamblers,
has been in a highly feverish condition for

some time;

came that the king of Dahomey had
look at this question, and ponder it. They sacrificed hundreds cof young girls to the force of. Unmanly, undignified, childmust not be too sure: that worshiping gratify a terrible superstition, all Chris- ish to the last degree, in its-aspect and its
“the Unknown God” **ignorantly” is tendom turned pale with horror; and analysis; the semse of humiliation with
injurious. It-is probable that ‘‘in the again and again was the question asked, which a mind like yours would mirror to
present state of the world” the people *Can nothing be done to - prevent a itself your own person in the senseless atwho *‘ cannot grasp the abstract idea of repetition of such . wholesale * butchery?" titudes and evolutions of a purely barbaric
Duty and Humanity ” need to go to Buta savage ruler is this African monarch ; parade, might be trusted to warn you off
church ; but when they can grasp those and well we know that even the tender from such a compromise of self-respect.
ideas Mr. Grey intimates that they will mercies of the heathen are cruel. But what When I see you proud to march the streets
not need the church. And, as he himself shall be said when atrocities incomparably in an embroidered horse collar and butler’s
and those of like doubt seem ‘to have worse than the murder of the young maid- apron, or flourishing the gorgeous trapcaught the full import of these two terms, ens of Dahomey,are committedby a nation pings and baton of a drum major, swolthey would never need to go to church calling itself civilized? Should not every len with the idolatry of small boys and
again were it not" that their influence in Christian people on the globe, as with serving maids, I shall expect to see you
reconciled to a part in that equally primistaying away might not be ¢¢ for the good one voice, earnestly protest in the. name
tive and maudlin ceremonial, inherited in
of God and humanity, against such fiendof Humanity."
:
like manner from the childhood of human
It is pleasant in reading the article of ish cruelty, such flagrant injustice?,
nature, the dance of society—and, I was
Mr. Grey to discover that agnostics do
It is true that mob law is cruel as the
tempted to add, vice versa. For my part,
know some things usually thought to be grave; and all history shows that when when I behold grown people gravely and
fundamental in moral philosophy. For the passions are excited the demons that ceremoniously dancing, I am a Darwinian,
instance, he knows that there are such take possession of mankind are more
and don’t think the ¢‘ descent of man” much
than legion; hence the atrocities com- ‘of a descent either.
things as ‘“ right,”¢“ duty,” ¢* conscience”,
and justification at its bar. The pre-em- mitted by Russia’s half civilized hordes,
And yet, I think you would find the coninence of moral obligations he always inflamed by hatred and envy, may not descension to this puerility less galling to
surprise us. But that the government your self-respect than doing it’in servility
assumes.
To outsiders, this seems to be very should sanction the doings of infuriated to the dictation of a class of people whom
much like knowing that man is a moral mobs, that officials of that government you consider fools if you consider anybody
should permit and sometimes participate such—I mean the class of fashionable
being, that man is subject to moral laws,
and that, therefore, the inference that in cruelties that would befit the name of a show females, who alone keep this thing
there is a Lawgiver is founded on solid Nero, seems simply incredible. But facts up for their own purposes of self display
are stubborn things ; * they cannot be dis- and fascination, and as their best trick for
reason.
entangling men in love and matrimony
proved.
Besides, Mr. Grey, having put so much
It has been stated that the maltreat- through a voluptuous excitement. All else
intelligence and candor, docility. and love
ment
of this unfortunate people is not that can be sald of this degrading pursuit
for the truth into his investigations of the
of matrimony by the female sex fails in
Gospel, must certainly have carefully con- because they are Jews, but because they just contempt, compared with» the nature
sidered its effects on the worst forms of are filthy and troublesome members of of dancing as their chief lure. In youth
society,—on pagans, savages and canni- society.
Were this the case, it would: be we have romantic ideas of the dignity and
bals. We hope it is a maxim with him no excuse for this maltreatment. There delicacy of the female sex, and for the digto judge a tree by its fruits. Madagascar, can, by no possibility, be any justification nity and delicacy of the ideal maiden and
the Fiji and Sandwich Islands, we have for the deeds of horror committed. But of some actual examples we can hardly
seen revolutionized and uplifted by the the reasons given for these oppressions cherish too high reverence;
but it is
preaching of Christianity to them. And are contradicted by those who should know wholly a romantic illusion to imagine that
this is the natural fruit of the Gospel, not of what they affirm. Says Canon Farrar:
any expedient for magnetizing the male is
merely in one quarter, but in the four ‘‘ The anti-Jewish agitation, first excited too low for the av:
e female of *sociquarters of the globe.
ety”, except as it
be too low for her
in Germany by an obscure journalist, has
It must be clear fo any one capable of derived its chief source from envy at their purpose.
I have reserved the first reason for the
teaching the ethics of agnosticism that a success and wealth.” Again he says: “It
lagt,
Dancing, like cards, wine, theaters,
is
undeniable
that
the
Jews
have
always
false system of faith could not lift the
lowest tribes of the heathen to a state of shown, as a race, many high qualities. races and all that kindred of amusements,
moral purity not excelled by men of Mr. They are industrious ; they are able ; they or rather stimulants, was and is, first and
last, the bridge of ungodliness, hewever
Grey's culture and creed. Can Lhe stream are kindly and hopeful; they produce
ignocent and silly it may be in itself. It is
rise higher than its fountain, or carry many men of genius; they furnish the the banner, or standard symbol, hostile to
higher those who commit themselves to it? relatively smallest amount of criminals; that of the cross, by which the world is
The Druids did not make England and their sanitary regulations give them a crucified unto me, and I unto the world.”
Germany what they are. The best estate singular immunity from epidemics; in It Is idle to cite the examples of church
of men and nations the Gospel somehow filial reverence, domestic affections, in members. It is no new thing if apostasies
secures to them. - What it has done for loyalty to each other, in temperance, of all sorts and sizes. break out in the
the South Sea Islanders, it is doingjnow, chastity and frugality, they oftenset a church.
On the contrary, that is just

right'under Mr. Grey's eyes, for the dregs

is not. to the

form or extent of indulgence, but to its sig-

|

The first question it suggests is whether a-

i

doing for the Master.

women are

Let all pray for them

and their work,
'

;
The

THE

PRESS.

' difference

worth

between

nonsence

talking, and nonsense

simply this:

not

worth

it, is

the former is the result of a

ofa

superior

The Roman Catholic Bishop of Montreal

has refused to allow any

property

under

In the case of each, the ob- | his control to bé rented for liquor saloons.

NEW

have no doubt the case is bad enough.

eveny

city know

what these unobtrusive Christian

would discountenantce wine-drinking by | abundance of them.— Leigh Hunt.
your example, I entreat you to take a gen-

STOCK GAMBLING.

to be universal

with your contemporaries.

| 4

How few of the great

in this bustling, crowded

His course is commendable and is worthy
of imitation by all property owners who
would avoid complicity with the deadly
‘work of the rum trade. Temperance sen-

timent is certainly

marching

fous Intelligencer.

on.—Relig2

;

¢ Our pedobaptist exchanges, with the
exception of The Independent, whose vigorous protest we published last week, are

| not saying much about the recent action
of the American Bible Society. ' Come up,
brethren, and vote yes or no. The Society
needs to know

its backers in this thing.”— .

St. Lonis Central Baptist, March 9th.
This outlook into * pedobaptist exchanges” is from a Western standpoint—

more

particularly.

Frem

the

East

the

outlook is similar to that of the West.
What is the matter?
Is The Independens,
true to its name, the only pedobaptist
journal that dares to speak out on one ef
the gravest
subjects—confessedly
so—
which has been precipitated on the public
mind in a generation?
Speak
out, brethren,—even if it be in accents defensive of

the American Bible Society.— Watchman.
Our Presbyterian brethren are begin—
ning to announce the fact that to be * Liturgical” is not to be ¢ Ritualistic,” in

brought to my afjention as a practical one
with you. The arguments for condescend-

preposterous mews

to find

NEW YORK LETTER.

* * * Thy question of dancing has been

ercise in which

examination,

world

On precisely the same ground that you | want of ideas, the latter,

(From a letter to a son.)

the young

distinctive banner
You don’t find an
it. Possibly here
forward professor

a soft or a light head on the top of him.

THE FASHIONABLE AMUSEMENTS.

It is'said

of | age this institution are doing for their more

In fact, these elegant vices

be certain, on critical

O-0-O--0
“4-044

tioned.

in all branches

may be drawn into the circle, but you will

exemplification of that
and bumanity, which
to God our Father is
to our brother man.”

ing to that amusement

vices

are the one appropriate,
of such an apostasy.
earnest Christian under
and there an active or

Let them come! and on Ameri-

Men have fled from the villages in which ‘gestion inthe least. Certainly social culture
could:
gain little there. The second of the
eY have residedall their lives. Of five grand
arguments against dancing—that
is,
thonsand whe managed to reach Brad

ands on thousands who have been left to

or harm.

And bring my shallop safely home 1”
Afloat on Life's uncertain ses,

Swept

Rl aS hye

He is not godel not be

whether churches, on the whole,

the surging tide,
Such perils 'nexth Its surface sleep,
I die, uress Thy hand shall keep!

Where passion’s storms and mists
Oft blot the heavenly planets out,
Above the deadly reefs of sin,
Perils without,—nor less within,
Across the dim, dark-heaving main,

as it * tendsio help Humaniy.n

him, with the classto which he belongs,

Can scarce withstand the rising gale;
Thy ocesn spreads so deep and wide,

Borne on the surging

ings;

seemly

Bounding above the billows’ foam,

Guardthen!

them

pressed.

horror we read of the fiendish cruelties to

aggregate of one ' hundred thousand
|
families
has been reduced to poverty.
so

¢

a

the land

Aveten fisher

with

near the altars of God ‘and long remain
insensible to the presence there of the

gold,

‘4viling from that shining strend,

will their coming be.

Doubtless no man who loves the moral
law and yields to it can eater the assem-

EATON .

Around the shores of sunny

auspicious

visited, during’ the past year, on the uvfortunate Jews, one almost imagines that
the wheel of time has indeed turned backward. Even cultured Germany, though
as yet guiltless of shameful riots, so fatal
in their results, has been exhibiting in
various ways her bitter hostility to this
persecuted people.
With shuddering

fashionable

present day.

THE PERSEQUTION OF THE JEWS.

lin the house
opinions he

AFLOAT.

the

the church, as the notorious fact is at the | unfortunate sisters.

indeed, it can scarcely

be said to

be a very calm or serene quarter at any time.
Just now, and for seyeral days past, there has
been an obstinate contest between a clique of
bear speculators and an association of capitaliste, who have been engaged in supporting
what is called in street parlance ‘¢ specialities”

—favorite stocks,

In the midst of all this, that

marvelously strange and sphinx-like individual, Jay Gould, has disturbed not a few of the

schemers, both bulls and
and

strive in

curb-stone.

the stock

It

was

bears, who wrangle
exchange and

industriously

on

the

circulated

that he was selling largely his stocks, and that
this was made necessary by his great need of
money. He was variously represented by dif-

ferent parties as sometimes among the bullsand
Vag with tiv boars; but all the while steadily

No denomination
has undergone so
marked a change in its social status with—
in the last thirty years as the Methodist.
From the extreme simplicity and unosten—
tatious habits of social and religions life
of earlier years, they have come to stand
among the most wealthy and fashionable
of the churches—at least in our cities and
larger towns.
By which change, as we
think,

he was

induced to invite several gentlemen to his office and lo! we have a revelation!
He brought
forth his budget, and from the report of Mr.

Russell Sage, who made the-examination, we
get

the astonishing

disclosure that Mr. Gould

possesses $53,000,000 stocks at their face value,—$23,000,000 of Western Union, $12,000,000
Missouri Pacific Railroad stock, and the bal-

ance

in

Manhattan

Railway and

Wabash

stocks. It-was found that these stocks were
not endorsed by Mr. Gould, bgt were the original certificates issued to him by the present
companies.
There is not in the U.'S. any other man who could make such an exhibit of securities, except Mr. W. H., Vanderbilt.
Mr.
Gould came to this city a poor mar a few
years ago, and he has secured this enormous
wealth by his shrewdness in stock gambling.
A short time since, a few men secured a ma-

jority of stock in the

Western Union

Tele-

their

people

religious

has

been

influence

greatly

over

the

weakened,

their power, as an agency

for

and

the conver-

sion of souls, has been greatly diminished.
e—- Watchtower.

unidading his stocks on the market. These

rumors came to Mr. Gould's ears, and

the

common objectionable acceptation of that
term. The distinction is made in all the
articles flowing to the press on that subject. Another marked feature of the dis—
cussion is that even those who think there
is no need for forms of worship, are careful to make their objections only against
an enforced liturgy. All are willing to
allow scope and freedom.
This auogurs
well for the final settlement of the question.— Messenger.
:

Anthony

;

Comstock,

in

the

ten years

since he left his clerkship in a store

to

work for the suppression of vice,

se-

has

cured the arrest of 582 persons,

251

of

whom were sentenced to pay fines aggregating $63,931.
He has seized and destroyed 27,584 pounds of immoral books
‘and 203,238 pounds of obscene pictares.
His official efforts are now directed against
the lottery business.
The sale of lottery
tickets in 20 cities during
-amonnted

to

the

$1,755,090,87, and the net profits

owners

during six

of

lotteries

years

were

in

six

to

cities

$1,442,926.78.

He

says there are now about 550 policy dens
in New York, fifty having been broken up
during the last year.
The swindling concerns represent a capital of about $10,000,-

000 and

wield

‘a

Chris. Intelligencer.

tremendous

Our Canadian neighbors
Vatican

would

look

power.—

think

well

that

the

on

the

planted

graph Company art} heh at once created it a
monopoly and issued millions of what is

heights of Quebec.
They have accordingly importuned the Pope to remove his
seat of rule to the banks of the St. Law-

known

rence. His Holiness condescends to

as watered

stock. ~ This

is an easy

method of acquiring riches, but by it the people
suffer and grow poor. This business thfives
apace and there appears no way for the masses
to escape being ground
to powder.
Wall
Street rules the hour and bank presidents,
cashiers, clerks and directors are its daily vietims. To-day Baldwin and Cornwell are its
representative wrecks.

ELECTRIC LIGHT.
The Edison Electric Light Company is resuming work again of laying its wires. The
reason of a suspension was a lack of wires, and
also the difficulty of excavations in the winter.

They

have already pat

their wires into 946

houses, and have in operation nightly 14,311
lamps.
The central station in Pearl Street,
near Fulton, supplies these lamps.
It is proposed by this company to lay 73,313 feet of
wires, 39,403 feet is already down—this leaves
88,910 to be laid, and wires are now being laid
at the rate of 1,000 feet a day. This company
has canvassed
six other districtsy extending
from 23d Street south to 34th Street north, and
from 4th Avenue east to 8th Avenue west.
Mr. Edison is supervising this work in person
at the central station and elsewhere.
It is believed that this electric light is destined to supersede all others.
We shall see.

A CONFEDERATE

COIN.

body knows who ‘ South” is. It is asserted
that there are only four of these coins; one is
owned by Jefferson Davis, but the whereabouts of the other two is not known.
THE Y. W. C. A.
The Young Women’s Christian Association
of this city is, I judge from its annual report
just issued, doing a good work.
In New York
there are many women who are alone, and

who are obliged “to fight their own battles, secure

their own

livelihood, achieve

their own

independence or fall out by the way and sink

to ruin.

The crowds who go down with ‘her

whose steps take hold on hell is appalling to
contemplate,
The Young Women’s Christian

Association addresses itself to this work of furnishing

aid, religious instruction, counsel, ad-

vice and material help to these struggling lone
ones.

It furnishes

Bible classes, prayer-meet-

ings, social gatherings, and church , homes for
such

as desire them—when converted—in

cordance with their own liking,
crowded

ac-

The report is

with interesting matter, all showing
!

There was an Indian problem, but it was

long ago solved, and it is not to the credit
of our public men that so many of them
have not fonnd it out. In the Dominion
of Canada there 120,000 Indians.
Among
them are the remains of the once warlike
Hurons,
familiar

the Iroquois and the Algonqains,
names in the history and tradi-

tion of the

colonial period.

has, for a long time,

A silver half dollar coined by the Confederate States Government at New Orleans in 1861
was sold in this city at auction this week for
eight hundred dollars. It was sold after a
sharp contest to an agent for ¢ South’’, but no-

peruse

their overtures and to tender them a re
sponse.
He has, he says, been holding the
question of removal under advisement for
some time. What will be the future site of
his abode is as yet far removed from a settlement. Santiago is too far South. Quebec, it is implied, is as much too northerly, and then there are not a great many
Catholics after all in the Canadas, and it
takes a great many Catholics to support
the papal college.
Ireland is in a troublous state.
What then? Is it possible
that Leo XIII. proposes to come to Chi~
cago?
No.
The United States Govern.
ment, he thinks, is committed to Protestanism,
Where shall the Pope go then?
Quebec doesn’t know of any better place
than her own summits, and so she is still
hopeful. But the pontiff will not remove
without letting the world know of it. It
must be a grand departure.
Catholicism
is nothing if not spectacular.— Standard.

had

no

But

Canada

Indian

wars.

The mutual dread of the white men and
the red men is gone. How is this? The
answer is as simple as it is significant.
Canada is at peace with the Indians, because Canada fulfills her promises to them.

Treaties are made to be sacredly kept.
Honesty is, after all, the best policy. And
these peaceable Indians are making progress

in

civilization.

The

report

of the

Superintendent General of the Indian
partmentis conclusive

of

this.

De-

Canadas .

has the praise and felicity of having not
only a sound and righteous policy, but of
haviug carried it out with such efficiency
and persistence as to have secured a complete success.
In our own country, on 8
limited scale and intermittently prosecut—
ed, through the inadequate protection af-

forded by the

Government,

like results

have been labored for by Christian philan-

thropy, with more than the measure of
success that could have been anticipated.

Let the “wards of the nation” have a
powerful and just guardianship, and transformed as soon as possible into self-supporting, intelligent and Christian citizens;
and we shall then soon hear the last of the
necessary barbarism and the worthlessness of the Indian. It will be seen thas
he is not less capable of moral, social, re-

ligious

development

than

the

African

within our borders— Wabchman.—-—

ey

2228
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The Borning Star.

fane world, lifts up boldly the banner of | what these noble Christian women who man-

Ba

steal,

hI Jo

h

fight,

“ Humanity.”

ES

In all his
murder, brutalize | persecutions of past centuries.
With the gospel the vilest | worst features the Jew is what the Chrisof the vile are redeemed.
This is the | tian hag made him.”
:
hat
In the January number of the Nine- work of truth.
tanceses ofOBC.All communications designed for
:
Alas, that the descendants of God's
tanc on should be
to Editor THE
teenth Century; an article bearing this
ablicati
But, asit is, what good to degraded ancient people should witness so little of
;
RMorNING' STAR.
title
appears.
The
writer,
Mr.
Louis
ad‘*
Humanity " does agnosticism give, or | Christ
in
kindness and sympathy in the
ctly
stri
Terms: —$2.00 per year, if oid first thirty days,
Grey, informs bis-readers that agnostics promise to give? Preach it in the streets nominal followers of the Nazarene! = Itis
vance; $2.20 if paid within
and $2.50 if not. *
are not to be confounded with atheists,— of our great cities or among the corrupt no marvel that so few of this persecuted |
a common mistake. The atheist denies any where in high places or low, and will. race are ready to embrace a religion,
the existence of God ; the class of unbe- it regenerate character,or sink it to worse
which, all ‘along the ages, has been to
lievers represented by Mr. Grey neither: degradation? While Mr. Grey is cautious
them a synonym for injustice and oppres© CONTENTS.
deny nor affirm the existence of God. In not to encourage evil institutions, we
ra
sion.
<3
ia
this
of doubt, however, all hope is fear that he is not equally careful to study
ry). 4. W. G.
Beside my Dead (poet
There are fears that the end of these
.
.
try). J. 8 Eaton,
takgn
away; for the agnostic. declares the tendencies of his creed. He must
A, owe, D.D.
re at Church. P Fhgrin
Moat
tearful persecutions is not yet. The Rus3,
aie
if he exists, is ** ufiknowable.” know that, if his doctrine is a mill-stone sian Government seems determined by
The Persecution of the Jews.
v
,
ments
Amuse
The Fashionable
.
er.
“York Letter. Observ
Hence the question which Mr. Grey asks : on the neck of struggling ¢¢ Humanity,” it some means to get rid of this hated peoD. Peck.
Mormonism, The Reo: B.
.
IS
.
.
.
«Is the agnostic justified, under ordinary is fundamentally false and cruel.
G. C. Waterman.
Peace.
.
B.
8.
J.
ree Baptists.
ple. The commissions appointed to inci Conelndcircumstances, in attending regularly the
Jome thousis Siarriage Knnirersai
.
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l
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If Mr. Grey and his brethren would vestigate matters have, it is said, made
7
ke
ed. The Rev.
worship of a God whom indeed he does regularly attend church, though in any
TONS.
:
aghich will, if adopted,
SUNDAY
not absolutely deny, but of whom he obscure chapel, they would learn that bringisek
all-the horrors of the Middle
knows nothing?"
hy
ese Problem—" Our Brothe.
* Humanity ” is hurt by their doctrine, Agés gn the unfortunate Jews-of Russia;
After gazing long at this problem Mr. and is saved only by that of the gospel.
and the question is pertinently asked,
.
‘
'
Grey comes to the conclusion (hat the
«¢ Are three and a half millions of human
S
D
.
.
xs, ete.
Catholic church and the non-conformist
)
=A Day of Tears (
beings to perish because they are Jews?”
Livy,
Five's Secret. Annie
,
churches, except the Unitarian, would
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.
‘
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.
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I see that the city of Brotherly Love is
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have no place for such an attendaat.
*
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Myron
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opening wide its gates to receive these
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.
Obituaries.
Certainly in this conjecture Mr. Grey
News Summary.
Have the Dark Ages returned ?—that oppressed refugees. So may all our cities
Educational.
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Py at
is wrong. For, should he go to church
Farm and Home.
.
.
.
.
terrible
time when love and mercy seem- welcome with kindness and deepest sym-.
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+The Markets,
merely to see and to hear, and. go with
pathy these victims of envy and hate.
ed to abandon the earth, and leave manhis mind made up that God cannot be
Let them come! - Our acres are broad,
kind
to
revel
in
bloodshed
and
atrocities
|
known and so cannot be intelligently
our resources unlimited. Thank God!
of
the
most
fearful
description?
After
worshiped, he would be received by any
the hearts of our people ever, beat with
4% ‘body of Christians as entitled to a place, reading of the brutal persecutionsthat in compassion
for the down-trodden and opsouthern and western Russia have been
drink,
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they are members of a great arm, and
that any army wins victories. chiefly by
enthusiasm, determination, and onward
push.
Small numbers, by quick, vigor-

china, of the twenty-fifth the silver, of the

virtue and

sever all

the dear and sacréd-ties of home. In its
incipient stages, polygamy craved one indulgence—it asked to be let alone. It

‘had its way.

‘the

bat.

methods of the gospel
;

Constitution

was formed, con-

to com-

Eo

PEACE.

It was, and ever has been,

let alone; and so it has grown to its]
present hideous proportions. It is ever
thus with sin, as the text declares.
We haye a previous illustration of this
rath “in the growth, power and domina‘tion ‘of human slavery.
Our fathers,
‘when

peaceful

to the

BY

intelligent Christians they would win the
intelligence about them to them, and would
:
not a happy old age, at
least
& fragrant memory; ©
>
Two,
of our institutions

G. C. WATERMAN.

in

New

land are tow crippled and sadly in want
of financial support.and trae apprecia-

F.J. D. ina letter from Washington
(Congregationalist, Feb, 8) says of Miss

by war, fire or good;

little while; so they gave it the sanction Barton has a bill before the present Conof law, believing that it would perish aft- gress urging America to join the humane
dn little. - Liberty would grow, and thus cOmpact.”™ ‘It is certainly very desirable
slavery would gradually become extinct.. that she should be successful. The UnitThis was the honest opinion of the fram- ed"States should not hesitate to aid in so

eastern Vermont must remember: i:

evil that it eould not be tolerated for a | have already signed the:treaty; and Miss

ers of

the Constitution.

Jefferson,

Madison,

Washington,

Adams,

Hamilton,

and others, all believed slavery a great’
moral wrong, and they also as honestly
‘thought that the increasing moral forces
of liberty would overshadow and ultimately

crush

it

out

without

strife.

They let it alone.
They
provided
for
its
temporary
“existence.
The
history .of the struggle is written—is
written in blood!

True, liberty survived,

slavery died; but the conflict was a fearful
one. Once, slavery could have been vanquished with a single stroke of the pen;
but when it was conquered it took billions of treasure and hundreds of thousands of lives. The cause of all this
waste of treasure and blood may be
found in what was deemed a slight tolerance in the beginning,
Polygamy has entered into its strong-

should

my, industry, benevolence, honesty, character, church support, national worth and

a life that will be worthy of imitation, If
we should keep; Jefferson's birthday, the
2nd of April, we should commend his
declaration of American independence.
If Washington's, the

220d

of February,

However it may

possible, but, as

countries, it is not best. to mi the races
in Southern school-rooms,” Right or

has

been

suggested, in

many cases something must precede.
There must be a knowledge, more or les
definite and extensive,of th: f¢ld

which Missionary work is in proj

part, giving

some

account

of

foundation on which

we honor high

on the 3d

of June,

treason, ignominious re-

bellion and the slaughter of three

hun-

dred thousand of American citizens. In the
festivities of our anniversaries we should

look well to some

virtue or grace that

will be a worthy model

for friends.

‘In

Christmas we commend Christ to the
children and the world, and in our birthdayswe should do the same.

oi

portion of the Mission field, inc

commend his theological works on deif Jeff. Davis's,

sionary hymaus, will sérye to buil

»

to rest a ¢ (on ur

of Prayer”, and

as time goes

gregation

with

dealt

ed
mis:

bs

in this wi;

«il.

come to have an intelligent ides of th
missionary work of the church si.

wii |

be prepared to pray with earnestuiéss «od
devout longings for the conversion of i

world.
How.

i
to Make

:

the Monthly
teresting.

Conesri

member cannot suffer without th

3

On

sreviouy

We have said that it dughtto be full of

young

men

ac-

quired ‘a love for intoxicating liquors
while in the service of their country,
and instead of being a blessing to
their friends and -their country, they
have become the scourge of both. The
disregard of the sacredness of human life
so fearfully prevalent, is traceable to the
same cause, The vast increase of murders, suicides
and divorces since the war,

is largely due to the lax views of moral

holds in the same way. Mr. Fillmore,
with Congress and the Judiciary, could

obligation which have prevailed since the
war, and which were occasioned by it.
War is expensive, and the necessity of
have obliterated it with ease. The later
regrets of Mr. Fillmore and his ministers being always prepared for it renders
were of no avail. The Republican party large standing armies needful. The loss
did well when it denounced this crime as of the labor of millions of able-bodied
the ¢ twin relic of barbarism”; but for men ; their equipment, pay and rations;
the twenty years and more it wielded the the cost of a navy, forts and arsenals,
power of this great government ii did make an aggregate of hundreds of mil
not do its duty; for it neglected to assign lions of dollars. How much good might
this ¢¢ twin relic” to the same doom to be accomplished by these millions of
which it assigned slavery. And more, it men, aided by these hundreds, of millions
allowed polygamy to live, and aided it in of dollars! Harbors might be improved,
reattaining its present insolent attitude by obstructions to ‘inland navigation
allowing a polygamous delegate in Con- moved ; the cultivation of' the earth iwmgress, and a territorial legislature in proved, the ignorant instructed ; asylums,
Utah, made up largely of the same class orphanages, schools, colleges and higher
- of persons.
As a consequence of this seminaries endowed ; houses "of worship
neglect there is te-day an unclean host of built for those who need aid, and every
rapidly carried
moral lepers midway the continent who benevolent enterprise
take pride in flaunting their brazen ef- forward. The changes that might be thus
frontery in the face of civilization and effected, words cannot express, nor can
Christianity.
the most sanguine imagination anticipate.
The policy of letting little sins remain May God hasten the day when nabecause they are little is always mis- tion shall not lift up sword against nation,
chievous. They are sure to strengthen neither shall they learn war any more
and defy us. There is a time when we (Is. 2: 4).
We are justified in the belief that the
can master them, but” let alone they are
sure to master us. Thus, to-day, the na- sword shall net devour forever. But to
tion stands almost appalled and paralyzed obtain so desirable a result, appropriate
What ar
before polygamy, an evil which, twenty- measures must be adopted.
i
five years ago, could have been over- some of those measures P
1. A strong public sentiment must be
thrown with perfect ease. Our fathers
did not like to cast out the simple toler- created in regard to the expensiveness

by one.

They

its greater spread

must

be the power of God in men and women
trained to think and estimate the worth of
a cause lo humanity, even before their
emotions have been stirred, who, realizing its worth, will labor with vigorous

consecration from day to day, remembering that the greatest changes of earth
have been wreught by almost impercepti-

ble but unceasing forces.
Our

Government

maintains

its West

Point, and its Naval Academy at Annapolis, that
leaders
and be
pulses

it may have a constant supply of
who shall know the arts of war
able to lead and guide the imof millions unused to the cam-

paigns of war.

It is time for effective ac-

tion «on the part of our denomination.
Its successful past will not secure the future. A delay to reinforce these outposts
at once will make us appear insignificant
in the eyes of other denominations, will
dishearten the forces hard at work, will
prevent new recruits,—in short, will
sound the prelude of continuous disaster,
if not permanent defeat and death. A
general conviction of the worth of our
cause will

speedily

remove all

fear, and

infuse new life und

zeal into the weakest

parts of our body.

When the thought is

grasped that our good works and achievments are not only to be enjoyed during

life but beyond death also, in the life
whose bounds are the eternal majesty
and glory of God,—when all this is considered,

who

will

not

wish,to become

earnest and active in the performance
of his duty touching a cause of this kind?
J.8.B.

neighbors will be preserved for the instruction of the whole
family
circle.
Nothing can be more encouraging te the
living or more worthy of remembrance
when we shall be dead.
How many hearts have longed to know

more of the life and experiences

‘of pa-

rents; the children have wanted brief
biographical sketches, bearing the proper outlines of trying hours and laborious
days, filled with illustrative incidents "as
exaniples for the children to follow. Then
the worthy lives of parents will live to
stimulate the labors of children when

their bodies lie moldering in their
graves. As it was said of the martyrs,

so it may be-said of them,

‘They rest

from their labors, and their works do follow them” (Rev. 14: 13).
hh Sn on no

There is nothing harder than a lava
stream grown cold-—Mrs. Mulock Craik.
A husband should not chill an enthusiastic wife, and above all should not separate himself from her favorite topic when
she loves him well enough to try and
share it with him.—Charles Reade.
When men ask their teachers not for
that which will make them more humble

and God-like, but for the excitement of
an intellectual banquet, then farewell to
Christian progress.—F. W. Robertson.
It belongs to every large nature, when
it Is not under the immediate power of
some strong unquestioning emotion, to
suspect itself, and doubt the truth of its
own

impressions, conscious

ties

beyond

its

own

of possibili-

horizon.— Geo.

A-monthly concert
Dogs any meeting?

which cannot
but

must

first

get

’

.

jts impulse

from

the

who keeps pace with

the progress of the

kingdom in our day.

And one who does

it will not

be at a loss to know how to

make a live meeting once a month.

Then"there * is the offering to clinch it
all.
it.

Some churches seem to be afraid of
We knew a good

Methodist brother

who objected to it because ** it brought
on a sort of deadness.” Pity the soul to
whom an opportunity for an offering,
in the Lord’s name, to extend his kingdom, brings on a *‘deadness.” In just
that onght prayer and news to head up.
Faith and works, prayer and life, go together. Help to send swifter on the
chariot of salvation.
Every concert
should be a sort of grand session over
what has been, and an eager meeting of
inquiry as to what may be, Change the
attitude ef the church toward Missions by
making it Christian, and you have taken

the first step towards a live meeting.
Imphasize prayer above news. Don't
pray that God will open China, but pray
for

grace

to

enter

prayed open.
nity.

Pray

the

door

long

ago

Don’t ask for an opportufor

grace

to use

the one at

hand.
The world is one vast overwhelming opportunity. Enter in.
Pray the Lord of the harvest to send

‘but he spread

th

wv

the world bere them, and show «.
the field of
tlpir labor, and cow
{ them

to enterinto

it.

Are

wi

this command § our Lord an

— Bishop Simpson.
;
CONVERSIONoF MOHAMMED: 5

pillow, and

his son

to confiss openly

his fails

+

sor
ia Je

sus Christ, which he had not had courage
.

o

do

corded

himse

his

Bishon

own

very

Fre

has

strong

el

wonviction

that the future progress of Christiwity in
North India among the Mohammegdans
will be largely due to the extraordinary
influence of converted Mohammedan fakirs, of whom we have already had some

Christian lands found men and women of
met in North Chia higher type thaI n
na,~—of a Tiner spiritual experience, of a
higher spiritual tope, or of a nobler spiritual life. I came away with the conviotion that there are in the native churches

in China, not only the elements of stabili-

ty, but of that steadfast and irresistible
resolution that will carry over the whole
empire to the new faith.
;
Missionary

News.

WESTERN = ASIA.— Turkey .~Diarbekir,
with a population of 30,000, has a strong
Protestant church, which holds an influ-

ential position in that city.——There are
extensive and valuable copper-mines in
the Taurus Mountains; and’ the soil of
the region south

of these

mountains is

said to be exceedingly fertile.

Rev. Mr.

Barnum thinks that the undeveloped agricultural and mineral resources of Meso-

potamia and Armenia are amply suflicient

to save

the

from its present

Turkish

Government

bankruptey,

but con-

cludes that they will not be developed
until the introduction of the gospel lays
the foundation for a true civilization.

INDIA.—A viceregal commisgion on education in India

has “been appointed,

which will consider carefully the whole

forth laborers into the harvest. Do it subject, and ‘recommend such changes in:
and kegp doing.it.— Gospel in All Lands.
the present system of government educs~
a

How to Help the ¥roolimen.
Ia respect to this matter, the Rev. Dr.

Haygood, of Georgia, in his book entitled
¢ Our Brother in Black”, says:

unbelief can bape other than to overcome ~clear the ‘way.

vig!

own locality

fq

wrought in and for Christ, in all lands remarkable specimens.—Church Missionunder the sun.
Missionary news is just ary Intelligencer.
now a very juicy thing.
There is no end | CHINA.—A writer in the London Mis
of it. One must needs be on the alert sionary Herald says, ‘I have nowhere in

{The conclusion of a paper read at the last sessiqn of the Ashtabula, 0., Q. M., by the Rev. Ru-

;

less this,

Word and Spirit of God, and then be fed
by the account of the wonderful things

Eliot.

:

Much

be spun out of one’s self,

BIRTHDAY AND MARRIAGE ANNIVERSARIES,
ns
fus Clark.]

shui "OR ud Suiting wat casi
in the erated and narrow kmitt «

professor of Arabic at Lahore [111+
its, their removals and settlement in- life, | pu’s~ Missiobary Sociefy—they bring in died with an Urdu Book of
their revival efforts, their school-heuse |: e young folks to sing or reada paper.. Prayer under -his

Christianity, It had become established ‘meetings, grove meetings, church sekvi- Sometimes they take a map and lecture
in the hearts of nota few, some of the ces and all ‘the links from childhood;to for an hour of a Sunday evening and stir
fullest and truest appreciation coming manhood. Let poems be read, songs be the people up to come together and pray.
f
he
itsotf

force to prevent

ihe

ing simply, BAER
Bina
in} OFY TOW Ana tHE wu kiewe 08 Ni"
Africa, now in Japan and again in Tar- | dans dying who naver had the ¢ .
‘key. Théy give their liymen souiething confess Christ, but were convo +!
‘to do. They use the papers of the Wom- converted at heart. An aged

| This would be a legitimate--and noble | from the most-competent judges outside | sung; addresses be made and prayer be
work, for the ‘Society of the Red Cross ;” of the denomination.: The disgrace at- offered.
Let the parties be notified that
or for any. philanthropic organization. tending its death is not the chief thing to tertajn parts of the ceremonies are asFew realize fully the ‘demoralizing ef- be regarded ; the paralyzing effect it will signed to them and make them responsifects of war. The present generation exert upon our other interests and our ble for their fulfillment. In this way the
will not be freed from the immoral infiu- future is the main thing.
items of the history of our fathers and
ences generated by the last war.
Many
Spiritual lethargy is widespread. The mothers, brothers and sisters, friends and
promising, temperate

lands, one

ub ge, not what thei

tie

body suffering thereby. Lyndown™ Lit:
ry Institution tried quietly to do efficient
work for the camse of education and

beneficent a work: Bat why not extend
the work still further and labor for the
entire abolition*of war?

1

ai

Fi. | °

Ong

-

Hos

&

18

this

"blsh.

os

way, that it may be quickly gri:

the work of missionaries, obst:
with, and
encouragements
These, interspersed with genuvioe

ism;

other sstions or

surely held. This may often be 1 1 i=
tractive by a careful preparation of
cises in which several persons

we should honor his acheivements in the
revolution as the father of our nation.

But if we should keep Tom Paine’s birthday, the 29th dayof January, we should

.

3

wrong

be in

what has already been done, aid
needed. Information must be con
cated; facts presented, statistics siate
and all this in a sharp, terse ani takin

of the most happy meth- thrilling interest. . We know that some
Of
observing
our birthdays, mar- pastors succeed in making it so. We
Clara Barton,—*¢ She is now engaged as tivity brings disease and finally death.’
riage
Anniversaries,
and family reunions’ have before us schedules of pastors for
president of the ¢ Red Cross Society of Every Eree Baptist family in New I,
is to'tlirn some portion of the social into each month of the year, and they work
the Geneva 'Convention,” a philanthropic land can better afford to give from #!
diexe
a
literary entertainment. Let some servie- 10tion them. They ara sending for informa‘movement for the alleviation of sufterers $50 to Bates College than have He pak:
e= these
glory diimel‘'or 1s
preSnv
ome.
tarded. Free Baptists outside 6!

an

Observe then—

all these gatherings

take on largely some good priaciple commendatory of Christ and of his cause.
There should be some example of econo-

tion. .-Exertion increases strength; inac-

@hirty-five nugions’

sidered slavery
an evil, but: not such

Eng-

That

It is best for all sarties.

desirable to attain to that ideal as soon as

‘‘1.- The first thing of all to do is the

tion-as may seem to be for the advantage
of all classes.——India is the most exten-

sive, as well as the most hopeful, field for
missionary labor among the Mohammed-

ans, Itis estimated that the number of
Mohammedans in the world is 160,000,000, . «

Our human task .in the battle against simplest, yet, perhaps, the most difficult and that one-fourth of these are in British

opponent by

and spiritual means,

Sometimes young converts made grand
and criminalityof war. As a matter of receptions or parties for Christ. * Levi”
mere expediency, war is a great mistake, which is another name for St. Matthew

drances;

make

Remove all hinthe paths straight—not

India, under a government that will protect the missionaries and the converts

First of all, that is, by an earnest, spirit- strait; give him the best chance possible from Tslam.——It is reported that tho edually vigorous festimony for Christ; next to him,
:
shit
ucated Brahmans look upon the Revised
into conflict with South Carolinas, and
by a truly scientific delineation of Chris- | * 2. He should be encouraged and Version of the New Testament as an atjeopardize the Constitution. The Repub- Uhniversal- peace .may be obtained by the evangelist, after he had become a tian belief, a8 a view of the world and of cheeredto do his utmost. Right motives tempt to modify the original records of
lican party did mot like to wage a war- means far less expensive, and all the disciple, Luke tells us, 5: 29, “made him God, which is strictly coherent and cor- should be brought to bear upon him, He Christianity so as to make them accept:
fare against slavery and its ** twin relic” rights of individuals and of nations be a great feast”—splendid entertainment, roborated . by history and conscience, should be taught how dangerous to him- able to the modern mind.—~The De:
at the same time, lest it shonld be weak- preserved. The aid of the press, espe- says the original—‘‘in his own house, while at the same time openly acknowl- self, how hurtful to all, is citizenship with cennial General Conference of all Indian
ened in its contest, and fail in prosecuting cially of the religious press, must be and there was a great company of publi- edging all its difficulties and obscurities ; ignorance.
He should be taught, as Missions will meet at the close of 1882.
the war, and in re-construction after the invoked for this purpose.
Ministers of cans and of others that sat down with and last, by a practical demonstration of white people who do not know should be ~The missionaries are agitating the
temperance question in India in.oppost®
war; so it tolerated the one for a time, the Prince of Peace should show their
Levi seems to have invited a its truth in Christian living and suffering. taught, that ignorance is always weak- tion to the revenue system of the Goverm
them.”
little heeding the fact that if it did not people the sinfulness of war, and urge
:
Magazine.
great crowd of the unregenerate for the —Christlieb.
ness, and that voluntary ignorance is a ment. —Bapt. Miss,
ance of slavery, lest it should bring them

i 1

-

PRS

iB

vomsie,
A

Q

i

aa”

domestic

be left

1.

* There should be separate schoob for

negro children.

ma

every

folly, may

ments of ancient times.

to other

2

out

tion, fraud, and

liar significance as the stone age monu-

burden
:

BE

cence pollutes the heart of -the-nation,
and an infamous band of moral lepers
disgrace the age in which we live, stamp

worth of our schools has not come home

Every one of these has its pecu-

ideal meeting is suggested by the name
¢* Concert of Prayer”, and it is eminently

the entire

DE bet

to uproot the evil. It left the ulcer to
foster and grow, till its moral putres-

former is no worse an example to us than

the latter.
:
: to many a Free Baptist
becanse he has
The time has come when the polyga- nt stopped to think how much he loves
mous feature of Mormonism must be hig'denomi
nation and how sad he would
stamped out by the Government.
What- feelto have it lose its power.
He has
ever else there may be in it of supersti-’ ‘notithought that by making his children

mond.

transfer of
shoulders.

the

bed

tion, denounced polygamy as the ‘twin
relic of barbarism”, and when it exergised
the power of the Government did nothing

fiftieth the gold,of the seventy-fifth the dia-

doubt

SE

publican party, in its National Con¥gh

will stimulate others to do likewise.
The permanent foundation of the true
he became an idolater. His polygamy church is a sanctified education.
Anyand his idolatry were alike reprehensible | thing short of that leaves the way open
and alike condemned by God, and the wfor bigotry and superstition. - The real
|

poverty—utter poverty—makes help nec.

essary for not a few white people,
When I say help, I mean help, not the

end of the second the cotton, at the end of ' devoted to the preparatory work which
will insure faith-filled and fervent, effectthe third the linen,at the end of the fourth

ual prayers in the end.” No

for a generation at least,

Their poverty makes this a necessity,as

BL

the Re-

dom, and he set in order many proverbs.
But wine and women led him astray, and

parties

the leather, at the end of the fifth the
wooden, at the end of the tenth the tin, of
the fifteenth the crystal,of the twentieth the

ous assaults, have won fame for themselves and honor to their cause; while
larger bodies, awaiting reinforcements,
broad territory.
While we have been
hesitating and talking ir a gingerly sort was commended and rewarded; for his have often lost their opportunity and sufof way, this foul monster has intrenched crimes and his sins he was punished. fered defeat.
i
ry Christian who has found a home
itself in its strong fortress and is now Any careful student of the life and history |
of David will see that it was this very si
mong the Free Baptists loves that demore defiant than ever.
—polygamy—that
brought upon him a
President Fillmore made
Brigham
nomination as he loves his home.
He
j
it no success, however, achieved
Young—the prime mover of this mischief his house the punishments of God an
e despoiling of another sect or
—Governor of Utah. He should have his consequent suffering. So with Soloomination. He believes that beautifysent him to the penitentiary instead. . It mon. He prayed for wisdom and he was
is said that Mr. Fillmore afterwards
Te- | adofvered by God with an excellent wis- ing. his home, cultivating his grounds,
gretted this act.
More than twenty years ago

the

MN

that

reward

who have lived in wedded life faitbfally’ and tillage. And so itis sometimes nectogether. Henceat the end of the first: essary that the ** Monthly Coneert”, or
year we have the paper wedding, at the +¢ Missionary Meeting”, or a part of it, be

se

deeds are placed before us in the Scriptures. We may follow his good example,
but not his bad. For his good deeds he

remember

to

But the negroes must have help

from without

oh

evil

should

presents

“4.

which there has been previous sowing

Sd

and

Free Baptists

to bring

for the guests

bet Bd

good

that

In their wedding anni-

80 that they enter into every fiber of the.«
character,sthe sentithents and habitsof
manly and womanly personal independ.
ence.

Sue

David's

everything

dulging in them.

versary days it is common

' One of the mogt

parts of education is learning,

tereSE

Solomon are named as lending a sanction
to this practice. There is a very obvious
distinction between the conduct of a good
man when “he. does right and when he

does wrong.

greatly benefited
exalts a nation.

in

itself be

SOME THOUGHTS FOR FREE BAPTISTS.
He,

It does not avail that both David and

to grow.

would

Stoneham, Mass.

nor Brigham Young, nor to any other
man, a law contravening the decalogue!

To-day to grapple with it is no easy task.
The Government is no stronger now than
it was thirty years ago; but polygamy
has sent out its roots in many directions,
and its baleful branches overshadow a

ingto the world, and

important

es
ot pee >

by his Son never gave to Joseph Smith,

bear the

Once this crime could have been suppressed with comparative ease, but fora
generation it has been allowed

every nation, adopting and faithfully carrying out these views, would be a bless-

He

It is rooted in the very cong.

-

not

so -doing,

and not retard the cause of Christ? And
especially does the question return to us
in our day,"when birthday and marriage
anniversary gatherings are becoming so
common among us. All classes are in-

the skin.

tution of human nature.

PM

he must

now

these sol-

A

to this'evil work;
sword in vain.

as they

should

2

‘avoided; but the law that uproots and.
destroys polygamy must have plenary
power. The magistrate must be a terror

rations

Especially

zens and’Christian men. By

who gave and perpetuated this great
commandment
by the mouth of his
prophets and hath confirmed it unto us

that all bloodshed will be

pay and

0

be hoped

and ‘said, They twain

of Sinai, the seventh commandment.

tainmenls so as to have them premote

same

diers receive such instruction as. would.
enable :(them to become
useful: - citi-

shall be one flesh. He wrote upon the
tables of stone, amidst the thunderings

are always to be desired and sought for
as the most appropriate agencies, and it
may

for one Adam

the

receive.

ed

Eve

Peaceful and legal methods of dealing
with immoral - practices-ard social vices

God is not inconsistent with himIn the beginning he created one

a

this monster iniquity.

as much so as Guiteau's claimof inspiration.
: self.

sw

abolish

With these lights of inspiration before
us, how should we conduct great enter-

ee

to

blasphemous claim,

Pn

quite unlike

required

This is a

Ee

himself!

that Christians, at least, ought

terested in it, ought
to attend and
+ take hold” and make it both interesting
and profitable. That we ought ‘to be
ready to pray with faith and fervor for
the success of Christian Missions is too
plain to need argument. But faith and
Theyfervor depend upon conditions.
can not
always be had upon call, or be
breught ilito exercise upon short notice.
They are of the nature of a crop for

soi-

porting man. To make the:negro's ogy
cation, or any other man’s, an absolute
gratuity is a grevious mistake. The phi.
losophy of this principle goes deeper tha,

and’
to be in-

religion.

of the

’

Heshould be encouraged to do hj

utmost to help himself—to be a self-sup.

mat-

diers thus, disbanded in peaceful employments for a limited period, with

armies and the employment

“3.

be

be

that polygamy, a feature

of the Mormon creed, is authorized by God

that the

bondage of ignorance.

it is
un-

bd

will

sion of all disagreements between nations

to an impartial grbitration. This convention should also agree upon some system ‘of gradually disbanding the standing

the
Mis-

BE

It is claimed

indeed, there are

sides diseuission, something

public

human society.

time for talk is past; that something bediscussion,

a

with this hideous wrong against God and

Mormon-

many.signs that we are tco late;

such

opinion should. -be ereated that the Government will feel compelled to grapple

This discussion has not commenced

a moment too soon:

and

MISSIONARY MEETINGS.
Being rich, he could lay out his means in
If is a common experience that
a commanding way to constrain men to
hear the gospel and it would be unbecom- «« Monthly Concert of Prayer for
ing indeed for a guest to deport himself sions”, or ¢ Missionary Concert”, as
unkindly in the house of his host, and ‘often called, proves to be a dull and
hostess. Thus a splendid entertainment profitable affair. It does not help
conld be directed in support of the true ters to say that it ought not to be so,

Bl

as polygamous

it;

Conducted by the Rev. G. C. Waterman.

else.

Sty bol

ism.

known

‘should denounce

Christian nations should be held to devise and adopt some rules for the submis-

anywhere

~

heresy

and every newspaper in the land

preach

"M

The pulpit, the pews, and even Congress, are now engaged in what might be
called a lively discussion of that pestilent

pulpit

him

-l

:

hear

|

James 1: 15.

led to hear him at sucha feast that would
never

od BY dl ~ TI . BE ~~

iquity a longer lease of life, and every

Then when lust hath conceived, it bringeth forth
sin; and sin, when it is finished, bringeth forth

death.

and resolutions against war shomild be
adopted by all the churches.
?
2. A convention of delegates from all

There is no excuse for allowing this in-

iy

- Pissions,

Cut

tantamount to choice.

the pastor,

Is

City, by

Tre

York

purpose of having them presentto behold

Christ and his miracles; some might be

He should be taugh

OC

,Baptiet church, New
the Rev. B. D. Peck.]

its immediate abolition.
The subject
shouldbe discussed in public meetings,

shame and a sin.

©

MORMONJSM.

| choose the evil it tolerated it, and that.
[An abstract of a sermon delivered inthe Free 5 tolerance, under such circumstances,
ircu
isis

OY

/

Cai

THE MORNING
‘arrangement for doing this is worthy

of

| tions, They were to go out two by two,
that they might be companions for one

For Questions see Siar Quarterly and
Lesson

Papers.

DAILY

Matt. 10: 115.

7. The aposties called.

Mats. 10: 16-31,

Tho apostles persecuted.

and Bliss, a Pentecost and Stebbins

82—12.
wn. Faithfulness required. Matt. 10:
¥. Pauls counsel. Acts 20: 35-38.
§.

you,
GOLDEN TEXT. —% He that receiveth
receiveth me, and he that receiveth me receiveth him that sent me.”—Matt 10: 40.
MARK

he clothed them with power

to cast out

‘unclean spirite-and to heal diseases; they
| were to go ‘“~in light marching

6: 1-18;

( Revised

in his company and under his instruction ;

free from

Version.)

hindrances;

peaceably about their work, having no
6 And
strife with anybody; they were to live
country; a
ometh into his own
2 Qsciples follow him, And when the Sab- ‘quietly and simply among such friends as
he began to teach in the

“bath was come,
synagogue: and many

this man

Whence hath

astonished, saying,

they might first find in any community.

were

him

hearing

The result proved the wisdom of the arrangements and instructions.
gone
It is well to notice: the fearful doom

that.

these things? and, What is the wisdom

is given unto this man, and what mean such
works wrought by his hands? Is
$wighty
not this the carpenter, the son of Mary, and
brotyer of James,

snd Simon? and

and

Joses,

and

sisters

not his

are

pronounced upon those who should refuse

Judas,

here

And they were offended in him.
, with i?
ims said unto them, A prophet is not
4A
without Hoogr, save in his own country,and
among his own kin, and in his own house.
5 And he could there do nomighty work, save
that he laid his hands upon a few sick folk,

T

villages

the

about

And 5 called unto him the twelve,

8 spirits;, and

he

charged

them

that

they

should take nothing for their journey, save
a staff’ only; ne bread, no wallet, no money

ye do them ;” and Christ himself

went

out, and presched that

men

should

taught

us that a servant knowing his master’s
| will and not doing it should be beaten
with many stripes. We who enjoy the
privileges of this age of light and knowledge must expect to be judged according
to the opportunities we have had. Let us

9 in their purse; but to go shod with sandals:

10 and, said he, put vot on two coats.
And
he said unto them, Wheresoever ye enter into
a house, there abide till ye depart thence.
11 And whatsoever place shall not receive you,
and they hear you not, as ye go forth
thence, shake off the dust that is under your
12 feet for a testimony unto them. And they

fatal error to suppose that any special attainment is the completion of our religious
growth. To be a Christian is something

«« If ye know these things happy are ye if

and.

begun to send them forth by two and two;
and he gave them authority over the unclean

Sodom and Gomorrah, which, in ancient
times, were destroyed for their wicked-

ness. They had never heard the gospel,
and none can hear and escape the responsibility that comes from hearing.

6 and healed them. And he marvelled because
of their unbelief.
And he went round
teachin

itis quite another matter to develop the
entire man into God-likeness of character.

seek for wisdom, grace

apd the blessed

‘influences of the Holy Spirit, that we may

not incur the doom of those who reject
the gospel,
THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.
I. Woe should be in the place of wor-

And they cast out many devils,und
- 13 repent.
anointed with oil many that were sick, aud
and healed them.
Torics—dJesus, the carpenter's son.
The apostles called.

ship on the Sabbath.
II.

The apostles instructed.

“Trath

is

whoever

truth,

may

preach it.
»

Notes and Hints.

III.

a fearful risk.

Connecting Link.—~Afer the raising
of
Iairus's daughter, = Jesus returned to Caper- |

TOPICS. FOR FURTHER

mum, whereas Matthew tell us, (chap. 9: 27)
18 healed two blind
‘men and a dumb men
yossessed of a devil: He then went. with
lisciples to Lower Galilee, and was again

ected at Nazareth...

Aki

th

in mdtters.

pertaining

to]

Of this" the lesson before us
grnishes a conspicuous example. Jesus

rd

ha

ghee

te

hubba

bbe

be

—

Ee

ll

there, affords the only

exception.

That

WS

WO

WOBK'

Uvnauvuwe

vl

uid

STL vues

his advance, who went out against a

rupt chureh, singing :

had been past eighteen years and was
probably forgotten by all save his mother.
"When,

Tis written by his finger,
“And though they take our life,

he

came

before

his

neighbors as a teacher of new,

old

strange

and beautiful doctrines, and a worker

of

wonderful miracles, he seemed to them,
and was treated by them as an upstart, a

pretentious fellow entitled to no consideration and really deserving of punishment.
Had they not know him all these years as
a plain young man, son of the carpenter
Joseph, and one of a well-known family
of boys and girls growing up among
them? Why should he be acknowledged
their superior and teacher? He had enjoyed no advantages better than other

young men of the village, and,

indeed,

he had hardly come to the estate of manhood. They ¢ould not endure the thought,
and freely spoke their minds concerning
him. Jesus was grieved by their unkind
treatment of him, and by the spirit of un-

belief manifested

by

them.

He

quoted

to them a familiar proverb, and made

neo

farther attempt at that time to teach them
the way of salvation. He marvelled at

their unbelief, and because of it could do

no mighty works among them, save that
he healed a few sick folks. His power
was not limited, but it would have been

used to no purpose in working

miracles

among a people so fierce in their opposition to him and so unprepared to receive
religious instruction from him. They
were different only in the degree of their
unbelief and opposition, from many that
live to-day. Young men and women
grow up in many “communities, proving
themselves possessed Of remarkable
powers in some directions, but fail of
recognition because they are so well

known to
munity,
Perhaps,
freedom,

everybody. In another comamid new surroundings, and
in an atmosphere of greater
they .step quickly to the front

rank. Our view is often imperfect by
reason of the very nearness of the object
we would examine.

IL. ' The apostles called. The time had
how come for organizing and putting into
operation a system of evangelistic work

by which the gospel seed should be plant-

ed in many different localities, and by
different agencies, that it might take root

cor-

:

God’s Word, for all their craft and force,
One moment will not linger;

now,

men.

He

now

stomach.

If

tt

*

ition; Nationalities represented;
Wages. all Trades and AA

very section,
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*‘His remedies are the outgrowth

parallel,

servant

of

Ghost ! We grasp their hands across the

things we have done.— Monday Club Ser© ano
o-& bon

NEWS AND NOTES.

Human nature is at first softly snsceptible. The tendency of all unsanctified
experience is to harden it. What a difference
between
the tenderness of a
child’s rosy palm, and the horny hand of
a blacksmith ! What a difference between
the generous sympathy of an unsophisticated soul, and the callous nature of a
thorough-paced man of the world! What
a difference between the ‘soft impressibility of untrodden soil, and the almost flinty
hardness of a traveled road-bed, beaten
down, as it has been, by innumefable

The

seeds dropped

there make absolutely no impression, but

only lie on the surface till the fowls of the
air shall jearry
Teacher.

them

_away.—Baptist

The National Temperance Society

has

published some pledges of various kinds
on beautifully illuminated cards.’ The
beauty of the cards alone is about inducement enough to sign them,
In many places the Question Box at the
entrance of the school, some years ago
excited a temporary interest. We notice
that in some schools it is being re-introduced with good effect. Perhaps it would
be well for others again to adopt it. It
is not likely to be a permanent attraction,
but, well managed, it is calculated to be
of some real service while it continues in

J., last summer,

he

read

the

following

notice: ‘Bank olosed on accountof
Sunday School Convention. Cashier may
bo found

on

the

>
a
[

to

of the galaxy
into

To those who

i

x

:

&

a

i
%

E

a band

FS

will not

speaker's

platform.”

acter multiply like the stars of heaven un-

til in their infinity they become a band of
golden radiance encircling all the exper1ences and fluctuations of life.
The only maturity of Christian experience is that which has settled down in
buoyancy of hope
and faith, to a patient
day by day study of God, and of the possibilities of human attainment under

the

‘thee,”

thy

promises,

‘‘ My

‘¢ As

grace

thy

is

spfficient for

day~is “sd

shall

strength be.”— Golden Rule.

put his case in

the

best

away!"

hands,

and

selves that they are purely
vegetable. Others
have not the time or the desire to. prepare the

medicines, and
wish it all ready to use.
To accommodate each class the proprietors
of Kiduey-Wort now offer that well-known
remedy in both Liquid a" d dry forms.

Ro'd by druggists ever; where.— Truth,

and the

consequent

GENTS WANTED for the Best and FastestSelling Pictoral Books and Bibles,
Prices reuced 33 per cent.

Bl

National Pub. Co.,

Phila,

his Cabinet

and

and

ST

for fall lid
and endorsements
. Liberal terms Jagd Canvassers.

PRDY & 00., Philadelphia, Pa.

Nerve and Brain
DR. E.C. WEST'S NERVE

|
“|

Diseases.
AND

BRAIN TREAT-

MENT; a specific fom Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache,
Mental; Depression,
Loss of Memory, Premature Old Age, caused by
misery,

decay

cent

and Heath.

Cidses.

oo

box

will

Each box contains.one

cure re-

month’s

treats

ment. One dollar a box, or six boxes for five dollars ; sent by mail, post-paid on receipt of
price.
We guarantee six hoxes to cure any case.
ith
each order received by us for six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, we will sénd the purchaser
or written guarantee to return the money if the
treatmentdoes net effect a

sued only when

from us.

the

Address

cure.

Guarantees

treatment

is ordered

i

SMITH, DOOLITTLE

Gen. N. E, Agts., 24 & 26 Tremont

Pa.

& SMITH,

St., Boston, Ms.

1y36

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O-

Blymyer Manufacturing Coes

Cincinnati,Ov

AGENTS WANTED EVERrazss, io so

f
the
3
Hnitting
Machine ever invented.
Will knita
a
with
HEEL and TOE complete, in
20 minutes. It will also knit a great variety of fancyoe Fo uich fers 121 Awa a Teady, Jaet, Send
circular an

rms

6

‘Twombly

tting

Machine Co., 49 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

.

for

I 8. Orooker, Williamsville, N..Y,
thirty years I have used PArw
and
Pe. it a never-failing remedy for
colds and sore
throat. —BARTON SEAMAN,
Have received immediate Tolle] from colds and:
throat, and consi
our
PAIN KILLER an

THAT
ANY WAT CH

A KEY

WILLWIND

Watohmakers,

REE.J.
8. BIRC!

a

aly

ORG. 8 EvererT, Dickinson,

== AND

NOT

WEAR OUT.
mail, 80 cts. Circulars

& ©0., 38 Dey 8t.,N.Y.

VIRGINIA
FARMS
AND
MILLS
Jor Sale or Exchange. Write for free cata.
logue. R.B. CHAFFIN & CO., Richmond, Va.
4tleow
All New Style Chromeo Cards, No 2 alike,
name

on,

10cts,

Clinton

Bros.,

conn.

YES

Clintonville,
26teowds

40 New, no 2 alike, Chromo Cards, name
on 10c., worth 26c., warranted best pack

sold, Agents wanted,L. Jones & Co., Nassua, N.Y
13t51
NEW STYLE CHROMO Cards, beautiful de
igns, name on 10c. § (Elegant new designs, the

AL

70
ALL. pack ps fe
0s name 10¢c, or 85 Ext re
aml21 £6 Chromos 10c, Gordon Printing Co. Northford Cn

TURKISH,
Kl RUGS! seme, mre, i
stamp

8. FROST & Co., Biddeford, Maine.

26t40

‘or whoo
cough "and_ croup it is the best
propusvdon mide "Wo ould not be without
it. —...
. P, RouTts, LibertyMills, Va.
:

10 ED
fcino

ov

[v)

ET

and

De La:

consider

oe

t
could’ scarcely

throat was so infl
any food. I was adv

havo Tiover, KNOW It to fall.RANSOM
Twas, Waynesboro, Ga.
1 began using

years

PAN

Kivu!

in my family twenty:

a have used it ever since, and have

{ound no Modloine to
ruggist, Oneida, N. X.

|

Dlaco—B. W. Shave
~

1

e

pot

swallow

Pp

18.

a, Sin

GC), Jnstance.

ELLEN B.

vi cay sick wi

8,
many
afraid to call a pl
KILLER,
He w

MASON

fact you
writes:

should

My son was taken

her, High fever and cold

vo died
, Iwas
Hoan, and tried your Pain
en on Bunday, and on

ednesday y his
‘was
16 t was
wi & wonerful cure, and T wish 1 could be known to tho

poor mothers who are losing so many chil

For Chills and Fever, PAIN KILLER has no Squal It curesswhen everything else falls.
ILLER in-the house is a safeguard that no
Delays are often
te dange rous. A bottle of PAIN
tamily should be without. All druggists sell it at 35c., 50c., and $100 per bottle.

PERRY

!

MAGICAL

REMEDY

For Coughs, Sore Throat,
Hoarsness,
and All Throat and Bronchial Affec=
tions.
Commended
by
More
Than
Seventy Clergymen During the Last
Two Months as Superior to Any Other

| Remedy for these
"Read

the Following

Troubles.

Names

of Mass. and N. H.

Clergymen Who Have Testified to the Great
enefit Derived from these Troches.

Massachusetts—Rev. A. C, Childs, West Gloucester;

Rev.

Geo.

H.

Cheney,

pastor

Broadway

M.

E. church, Somerville; Rey.John W. Dodge, pas| tor First Congregational church, Yarmouth ; he
J. H. Docher, pastor Sanford-street Congregational

church,

Springfield;

Rev. J. Scott,

memberof

the Massachusetts House of Representatives;
Rev. H. L. Kelsey, Brockton; Rev
. How-

ard, Saxonville;
Rev. W. F. Farrington, East
Bridgewater;
Rev. 8. M. Andrews, North Dart-

mouth; Rev. 8.8. Mooney, Salem; Rev.
M. Emory;
Wright, pastor M. E. church, Roslindale, Boston
Rev. W.
H.
Dowden,
pastor
Congregational
church, South Boston; Rev. John Duncan, D.D.,
fas
Baptist church, Mansfield;
Rev. Charles
. Smith, D. D., pastor First
Baptist church,

Spring
Hill, Somerville; Rev. H. 8. Kimball, pastor
Congregational church, Boyleston Center;

Rev. R. J. Adams, D. D., Holyoke, Rev. G. E.Fisher, Amherst; Rev. G. M. Smiley, pastor M. E.
church, West Medford; Rev. P. J.
rkins, pastor
v. B.F.Grant,

Plymouth;

Rev.G.W .Fuller,

Rev. O. 8S. Butler, Georgetown;

Rev. C.

Unitarian church, Northampton ;

Rev. 8. Kelley, Quinoy; Rev. David Metealf, Auburn, Rev. F.J.
Fairbanks, West Boylston; Rev.

C. N. 8mith, Ipswich ; Rev. R. D. Burr, Ayer; Rev.
N. A. Prince, Auburn; Rev. Joshua B. Gay, Han-

son; <Rev. Addison Brainard, Savoy; Rev. James
E. Smith, Abington ; Rev. James N. Nutting, Fall
Riyer; Rev. J. M. Avann, Southbridge; Rev.

Geo. W. Ryan, Franklin,
New Hampshire—Rev.

B. T. Sanborn, Fremont;

Rev.
Albert Watson,
pastor Congregational
church, Hampstead; Rev. N. F. Tilden, Leba
on;
Rev. Geo. W. Pierce, East Rochester; Rev. W., S.
Packard, Madison; Rev. J. H. Brown, Stark;

Stratham;

Rev.

Isaac

Tilton,

Rumney;

DAVIS & SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

Rev.

I. H. Shipman,

C.

Lisbon;

Rev. E. P. Moulton, Rochester;
v. F.
ford, Littleton; Rev. E. H. Prescott, New

ton; Rev. A.

Swain,

Sargent,

Wilmot

Lyndenborough;

M. D.; East Canaan:

Flat;

Rev.

H.

Rev.A. R.

Rev.

8.

H. LyHamp-

T.

P.

Parmalee,

Sylvester,

Gor-

ham; Rev. John George, Barnstead; Rev. W. U.
Carr, Barnstead: Rev. James P. Stone, Dalton;
Rev. John A. Goss, Portsmouth; Rev. H. P. Manson, Milton Mills; Rev. L. H. Winslow, Center
Strafford ; Rev. Joeiaah Higgins, Freemont; Elder

wJ. B. 8. Pillsury, Springfield: Elder

W,

M.

Har-

mon, South Barnstead, ; Rev.I, B. Hadley, Camp-

ton; Rev. H. Mecdy, Andover.

Rev. C. W. Morse,
Walcott, Vt.; Rev. F., 8S.
Smith, Richmond, Me. ; Rev. F. R.Wait, Litchfield,

onn.

TESTIMONY

REV.

J.

SCOTT-

Member of Massachusetts House
of Representatives,

Afflicted for More Than Ten Years With
¢¢ Throat Trouble,’ and Dr. Warren’s
Troaches are the Only ones that
ever
Benefitted
Him.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Boston,

I have
“ throat

Mass., Jan. 19, 18:2.

been afflicted for more
trouble.”
Have used

[

ten years with
many kinds of

Troaches, but have found none so
Indeed they are the only thing of

good as
the kind

them at your earliest convenience.

Address

has benef

me.

Please send

Member

yours.
that

me some more

of

REv. J. SCOTT,
House Repres¢ntatives,
Boston,

Mass.

To the American Medicine Co., Manchester, N. H.
Aa Price 25¢c. a box, or four boxes for $1.00.
Sent by mail, postage pald on feceipt of price.
anchester,
edicine Co.”
Address ** American
Geo. C.
N.H. For sale by leading druggists.
Agents.
General
Goodwin & Co., Boston,
dy

Is
for forty

hd

Lowell, Mass.

WARREN'S

THE

Pieces

Ga.

v

WILD CRERRY AND SARSAPARILLA

GRA
en T have_had for some time.
lief until
I
Fg
relieved me {mm
without it. —C. O. Foro,
used
KruLer in my fi

of

White, Newmarket; Rev. .W. R. Cochrane, An~
trim; Rev. James Holmes, Bennington ; Rev.J.D.

500

or

Ulcerations

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
SOLD 8Y ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS
Ia
EDICINES.
i
}

Rev. J. 8. Bachelder,

12t13 ous 21t

“Diphtheria =
Ary K1rLER has been my household

as

8t. Jerome’s church, Holyoke; Rev. John Bragdon,
pastor Fourth Congregational church, Haver-

1y1

4

ad 1, ownSt CRY rd
:
or

is-

direct

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULLY
WARRANTED.
Catalogue sent Free.

or

such

Kidney, Lungs, Eruptions and

DR. J.C. AYER &CO.,

his

most inti
Pp litical friends.
Cheap .pictures have been
le are now ready to buy this magnifithrown aside, and

cent engraving.

system,

from internal ulceration and uterine diseases,
Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and General Debility.” With their departure health returns.
PREPARED BY

Highly com-

household,

A cold or sore throat may not seem to amount to much
and if promptly attended to can easily be cured ; but neglec
i8 often followed by comsumption or diphtheria.
No
medicine has ever been discovered which acts so uickl
PAX
and surely in such cases as PERRY DAV.
ompt use of this invaluable remedy has
KILLER.
The
ILLER is not an experiment.
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN
saved thousands of lives.
It has been before the public for forty years, and is most valued where it is best known.
A few extracts from voluntary testimonials read as follows:
’

#

Liquid or Dry.
Some persons prefer to purchase medicines
fn the dry state so that they can see for them-

Displacements,

*No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, bi
and torpidity of the liver. 25 cents per box.
A5~ Sold by all Druggists. “G8

Jead the young into the ways of wisdom
and the paths of peace P— Christian Intel-

ligencer.

and

Lynn, Mass. Price §1. Six bottlesfor §5. Sent by mail
in the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, 81 per box for eithey, Mrs. Pinkham
freely answers all letters of inquiry, Send for pamphlet. Address as above, Mention this Paper,

it

seemed ag if the Father heard him. For,
that night, the disease took an unexpected turn, and his mother was spared to
hira,
We suppose it is to these two incidents
in the earliest years of John €. Lanphier,
that we owe the consecrated zeal, and the
faith in God as the hearer of prayer, out
of which grew the Fulton Street Prayermeeting with its wonderful and beneficent history. Should it not ‘admonish us
to improve our opportunities of wayside
preaching ; and especially to hope for
eat results, however indirect and far in
the future, from our kindly endeavors to

Falling

POUNDis prepared at 233 and 235 Western Avenue,

He

alts

Ohurch, 8chool, Fire-alarm, F ine-toned, low-priced, warrants
‘ od. Oatalogne
wit!
testimonials, prices,
eto.; sent free,

Spinal Weakness.
and is particularly adapted to the
Change of Life.
It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterusin
an early
stage of
develop
t. Tho
tendency
to cancerous humors theres checked very speedily by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Sloeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight
and
backache, is always
per
tly cured by its use.
It will at all times and under all circumstances act in
harmony with the laws that govern the female system.
For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex this
Comp
d is unsurp
d
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S VEGETABLE COM-

+O Jesus, spare my mother’s life ! Please

.

Engraved, Accurate, Elegant, Artistic.

WAL

disappear,

the Liver, Stomach,

B. Ferry, pastor

for all those Painful Complaints and Weakn
+ socommon to our best female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female
Come
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation and Ulcera
tion,

they produce

Hyannis;

Is
a Positive:Cure
Qi
la a
at

Nearly seventy years ago a little boy
was playing by a country roadside. A
gentleman who was passing stopped, and
turned aside to speak with him. It was
only a few words* he spoke, but they
were said tenderly and impressively, and
with his hand upon the child's head:
‘Sonny, I want you to read the Book of
Proverbs, and learn how to be a wise and
good man,” The other day we heard
that boy, grown to be a wise and good
man, publicly attribute his earliest religfous convictions and serious view of life
to this slight but kindly act of the Good
Samaritan who did not pass him by on
the other side. “‘ I seem to feel the pressure of that hand upon my head to this
day,” he said.
;
Again, that little fellow was in a sore
trouble. His mother was thought to be
at the point of death, and had been given
over by her physicians, : What ceuld the
child do ? | He went all by himself in the
darkness of the night, and prayed and
prayed again to his God and Saviour:

do not take my dear mother

CA
Newly

the

-TROCHES!

FIELD

bh

im

Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony’s Fire,
Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules,
Blotches,
Boils, Tumors, Tetter .and Salt
Rheum,
Scald
Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism
Neural id
in the Bones, Side and Head, Fe.
male
eakness, Sterility, Leucorrhea
arising

hill;

LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
{VEGETABLE COMPOUND. ".

TWO SOENES IN A OHILD'S LIFE.

umors

that undermine health and settle into troublesome
disorders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance
on the surface of humors that should be expelled
from the blood.
Internal derangements are the
determination of these same humors to some internal organ or organs, whose action they derange,
and whose substance they disease and destroy.
AYER’S SARSAPARILLA expels these humors from
the blood. When they are
gone, the disorders

DR.

Tro

RICE’S SUPERB PORTRAIT OF
k:

a most offectual

experience; they are

An Ideal Picture of an Ideal Man.
Go

of

plaints which are very
prevalent and afflicting.
t purifies the blood,
Purees out the lurking

cure.’’—Baptist.

Rev. T. P. CHILDS,

J

arch above the dead level of ‘necessitated

cepturies, who waited before they went,
for his benediction, that we and they may.
come again with joy to tell shim what

hoofs and wheels!

possibilities

refused

Re

‘AY

2 makes

the only known means of permanent

compound

\curé'of a series of com-

bs

To any suffering with Catarrh
or Bronchitis who earnestly
desire relief, | can furnisha
means of Permanent and Positive Cure. A Home Treatment.
No charge for consultation by
mail. Valuable Treatise Free.

HI. LYDIA E. PINKHAM, OF LYNN, MASS.,
| ioe
4
3.0. M

they threw out their measuring line to the
brain

.

+

This
O.

Publishes temperance literature, in shape
and price suited to general distribution.
Dollar books for 5-cts.
Monthly papers,
to individual addresses, 5 cts a year (18
kinds). _ Plans tosow whole towns with temperance
literaturé the year round for a song. Also, Band
of Hope goods, including library and weekly paper,
so cheap penny collection more than buys them.
Thirty-six column catalogue free. Send us names
of live temperance workess, 80 we can reach them.
Address The ‘‘ TEMPERANCE
REVOLUTION,” 148
Madison £t., Chicago.

of his own

Music.

For Purifying the Blood.

made

in fancy

of

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA

Sells at $1.

oul and

place

cal forms, from the simplest to the most eemplex.
This is the first attempt to present, in a lucid and
comprehensive manner, that branch of music
which is most troublesome to every student. Part
1, price 40 cts. Part 2, price 50 cts. Copies of any
of the above mailed on receipt of price.
WM. A. POND & 0O., 25 Union Sq., yy

ERANGE
YEMP
REVOLUTION

P. PICKERING.

ase vanted
for the sale of
the
Indian Blood
81, la avery town
or village, in which.
I have no
as
#2 rticulars given on application.
-

colors,
ht, w!Sr

the

Price 30 cents.

Reading

$0 . id to Sample
Book of 90 costly
EtylesforJorclubs.
1658 Particulars
85e. 40 with
per con
Ag’ts,
or beautiful
prizes
ev
Pra? CAXTON PRINTING CO. Northford Conn

‘This is to certify that I have Wised’ Dr. Clark

IY

of

fills

An entirely new method for the use of schools
and private pupils to develop rapid reading in vo-

[AUR NEW
PACK
FOR 1882.
50
Chromo Oa
Extra fine
Stock] Artistic designs of Swiss
Floral,SeaView, Wreath, Landscape,
Gold and
Silver Panel, Bird Mot!

Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup¢in my family
for the past two years, an consider it the best
fini
medicine
known.
When: the children
gel
i slight cold, and
are threatened «with fevirion
ew doses will set themxright.” In my

Raat

than

cal music. The exercises are thoroughly practical and progressive, embracing all the varied vo-

DowEsTic S0ALE Co., Cincinnati,

Manchester, N. H.

that no man can
eternal. silence as

the

Weighsup to 25 1hs.

a

Rockingham Co., Portsmouth, N. H.
I had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
_to attend to my work, as I could not eat to
keep up my strength.
I purchased some of
Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, and
was greatly benefitefi
by its use. I recommend it to be a relialile remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.

Mo

§5 a

More

sellin
our NEW HOUSEHOLD
ARTICLES and FAMILY SCALE.

“Ll

Oo phrply
fu
their - ©

fo'an untold distance
estimate, standing in

Arzents wanted.

A

= i)

fore I took your medicine.
Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.

-

Philadelphia, Pa,

NEW RICH BLOOD!

but, to my surprise;it

existence ; but as we increase the intensity
of our gave, the curtain recedes until his
immensity is beyond the-highest flight of
our faith, while the beauties of his char-

Jesus Christ ? Chosen of him, sent out—
not alone—wielding infinite powers, open
handed, to proclaim the kingdom which
is righteousness; peace, joy in the Holy

SUNDAY-SCHOOL

Wen Wwokuaa

Art
..

BRADLEY, GARRETSON

Street.

reading.

any ether primer or catechism:

Olimate, Soils, Products,
all Statistics; Areas;

Bells to every olass.

Co., No. 66 N, Fourth

West 3d St.,
CITY.
Portsmouth, N. H.
on my Breast, and

look up in faith, he is an impénetrable |

S—_——

here

Ana

ledge of God.

Goods, honor, children, wife,
Yet is their profit small;
These things shall vanish all,—
The City of God remaineth.

Is not

ed

sight

Parsons’ Purg
make New
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entire system in three months. funy person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1to 12 weeks
may be restored to sound health, if such a thing
1o
possible. Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.
po 8. JOHNSON
& CO., Boston, Mass.
f ormerly Bangor, Me.
©

xaplovod n tts man

=, EPHRIAM

Pike E

Rainfalls ; Manitoba. British Golnmbia, Alaska, Texas and

Fisherville, Merrimack Co., N. H.
I have used Dr. Clark Johbnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver
Complaint,
and
have
never
been
troubled since. I never knew a well day be-

‘méaren Tor truth, they Saw the earth fo be
a sphere balanced in space; then they
Pushed’the curtain of the sky back, back

*

Rd

'

Fi

whose distant worlds blend
of old.

Buch a sign as that is one of the significalls them togetherand
. sends them out to ! eant signs of the times.
of propagating it mong

and

soon made a great change in my appetite and
Strength, and I have had no sickness since, I
cheerfully recommend the medicine to old and
young, for purifying
thé Blood.

-4 more complete Christ-likeness of char-

-| compute the

for the continuance of -the work when
The editor.of the Baptist Teacher says
Jesus should no longer be present a-| that on the bank door, at Jamesburg, N,

be with-him for a time, learning the ‘prin.
ciples of the gospel and the true methods

in the

I bad little faith in it;

that we desire to know and be, than we
can ever attain in life. It requires eter-

nearest star, while

~ In a variety of soils and grow under a
variety of circumstances. It was also
favor.
Dhecessary that provision should be made
mong men in person. It was for this
purpose that he had chosen the twelve to

Starch

A new, short easy Catechism, with illustrations,
by H. H. Bullock. ~ With the help of this little
book mothers can easily teach their children the
elements of music in so simple and plain a manner -as_to impart to young children facility in

ust issued, b:
lest
Geographical scholar, Count;
Maps of every State and Territory in color: hd
Rail
and Town beausifilly illustrated, Tells of Mi
armting, Homestead,
Railroad and other Lands; TransLortation, Prices: Social, Educational and Religious Oon-

Tn titties not long gone by, as history : ow rane [use it, and think it the best medivor took for bronchial difficulty and
" Mourn
we ever so much over ‘the slow runs, men’ thought thé earth to ‘be a eid
plain surface, the sky ‘an actual dome eogstipalion, which (has become ‘chronic’ and
progress of ‘the kingdom of Goll without
slirht«
but I think the Syrup will finally
above the stars, but as’ science progress- Qf nie ree
BEETLE LAM
ds
NL.

N12v¢0 and so far as the record goes, will permit. The mountains shail disap1p: catly-one like all the rest. To ‘pear before even the 8mallest exercise of
Wis bis Siief visit to the temple at Jerusa- vital faith, even as they melted away at
lem when twelve years of age, and his
conversation with the learned teachers

Agents wanted for “Our EM
_— WESTERN
fm

being 70 years old, I was entirely
prostrated,
with no appetite.
I concluded
to try Dr.
Clark Jobnson’s Indian Blood Syrup, although

of God;

3

food

Laboratory, 77
YEW YORK
Rockingham Co.,
In 1877 I had an abscess

for when his character and attributes open up to us as they ought, we shall see more

iG

the

genuine without signature of Hiscox & Co.

50c,
& $1 sizes at dealers
in drugs. Large Saving Buying $1 Sze.

in the

—

Improved Musical Catechism.

disease or weakness, you will find the Tonica

Highlyinvigorating Medicine
that Never Intoxicates

None

ere are 1o spirits employed in its
nfacture, and it can be to ih the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
being required
in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
SELL IT.

have of our acquirements that is satisfactory tb ourselves, is evidence that we are

i

Ptyaline

converts

of the

Ar

We are too easily satisfied with our attainments, and every estimate that we

nity to satisfy the hunger of a soul aspiring after Christ-likeness of character and ®
knowledge.
Every view we get of God
is but a step into a new department of

which

Souri

prehending with definite clearness the
scope of bis mission in life, death and
resurrection ; is something more than the
hearty abandonment of every evil habit of
life, speech and thought, exorcising every
needless habit ; is something more than a
willingness to do everything the Lord requires. We may even attain all that is
attainable by us of sel-mastery, knowledge, and influence and yet be far from
Shprozimaning perfection of heart and
ife.

ater.

or any

‘the
medicineistaken immediately
after
eat
the fermentation of food is prevented.
.
,
It aots upon the Liver.
It acts upon the
Kidneys.
It Regulates the Bowels.
It Purifies the Blood,
. It
Quiets the Nervous System.
It Promotes Digestion.
:
It Nourishes, Strengthens
and Invigorates.
It carries off the Old Blood and makes new
It
8 the poresof the skin and induces
Healthy Perspiration.
It neutralizes the hereditary taint, or poison
In the b!
which generates Scrofula, Erysipelas, a
manner of skin diseases and

out after a clearer knowledge of God, and

mat

GLEANINGS. oo
[From Rev. DeWitt Clarke.)

!

If you are wasting away with Consumption, Age,

Varied: Properties.

the

‘using.

PARKERS GINGER TONIC

Sugar of the food into glucose.
A deficiency in Ptyaline causes Wind and

more than to have an intelligent and cordial faith in Christ as the Messiah, com-

wanting in proper appreciation

Stimulates

Saliva,

tainment is. but an inspiration to. reach

{spat nis boyhood and early manhood and within us, he is hastenjog1t as fas,
grade

It

a

‘er sensibilities to the possibilities of great| er Bnd gicher experience. Every true at-

Bb
d-

"and nowhere is it oftener jllus- |.

Its

J knowledge
which opens
interminable
avenues on every hand.
Every new experience is but an awakening of our high-

IIL: Methods of Christian laber.

I. Jesus; the carpenter's son. Itis an
)ld saying that ‘“ familiarity breeds con-

t.

‘STUDY.

I. The journeys of Jesus.
II. . The family life of Jesus.

his
re-

:

They who reject the Gospel, take

itself.

This Syrup possesses

but

to heed the gospel preached unto them.
It should be worse for them than for

That work takes eternity

a

SOLD SINCE 1870.

Some experiences are sudden and comlete while others are slow and
gradual.
ecisions are often the work of a moment, but they are simply the seed of
growth which is ceaseless.
It is oftentimes the work of a moment
for a man to surrender self to Christ, accepting the promises, taking the oath of

:

A new Anthem book by H. 8. Perkins; intended
to supply choirs of ordinary ability with fresh, attractive anthems from the best popular composers,
free from technical difficulty, and yet of an inter.
esting character.
Contaips about one hundred
different pieces, 18 full music size, and is the best
Anthem
Book ever
published. Notice the low
price. $1 per copy;
$7.50 per dozen.
Specimen pages free on receipt of application.

11,000,000 Bottles

RELIGIOUS MATURITY.

WORKS.
:

BLOOD.

The Best REMEDY RENOWN to Man!

==Saxe Holm.

MUSICAL

Perkins’s Graded Anthems.

umae,
y Heart Disease, Bil=
Nervous debility, etc.

tism, 1
iousness,

NEW
g

.

KIDNEYS, SKIN,

0 i 2 a S$ Doui. ia,VoveLir
Agu
BRhe

+4

allegiance through public confession,

.

(TRADE MARK.)

To take this-thing so dear, so sweet.

they were to go

:

HEART DISEASE &8080>

. Now, Lord, I leave at thy loved feet
This thing which looks so near, so sweet;
I will not seek, I will not long—
I almost fear I have been wrong,
I'll go and work thie harder ; Lord,
And wait till by some loud, clear word
Thou callest me to thy loved feet,
.

THE STOMACH,

CONPLUNTS

With looking at the thing so dear,
Which lies go far, and yet so near.

order,”

went out from fhenos; Jud be

he

32110 -

tasteand smell. Shi,
W.H.Schieffelin&Co( ese szN.Y.

ALL DISEASES OF

LIVER

My heart grows weaker and more weak,

prece-

dent, as well as the justification of experience,
:
. Jesus’ disciples had been some time

Isa. 6d: 1-12.

Isaiah’s prediction.

I cannot think but he will find
Some way to help, some way to show
Me to the thing I long for so.
)
I stretch my hand—it lies so near;
It looks so sweet, it looks 80 dear;
“Dear Lord,” I pray, ** O, let me know
Ifit is wrong to want it so!”
He only smiles—he does not speak;

have

‘been united has the best possible

1Peter 5: 1-11.

Peter's exhortation.

8.

only $90.
Pianos $125 up. Rare’
vy Inducements Ready,
Wri te or callon

I know hs is so good, so kind,

and Solomon said, ¢ two are better than
one ;” the modern evangelistic method -1n
which a Moody and Sankey, a Whittle

Mark 6: 1-13.

TV'S ORGANS, 27 Stops, 10 Set Reeds

. 1 cannot think but God must know
About the thing I long for 80 ;

the other’s labors. It is a common saying that ‘‘two heads are better than one,”

READINGS.

The mission of the twelve.

BEAT

BEATTY, WwW. ashington NJ.

WAITING ON GOD,

another, and that each might ‘supplement

THE TWELVE.

THE MISSION OF

He now |
instruc-

is the Hope of the Race.

2.

:

of Woman

X1V.--=April

-

ro

Health

Lesson

[y

Sitio

0,

careful study and close imitation.

III. The apostles insiructed.
gives them their final working

MARCH 22, 1882.

© Selections.

begin the work. The divine oie 40d

Sunday School.

STAR,

S
.

© Beautiful
A propriate

99
Faoe Pictures,
Verses, 9
Album

New Music, Mi 1 siz size, 1 Pack
’
Cards, 1 pack Humorous

"e k po Hi

Cards,

|

as
3 “ Hold

to

Acquaintance Cards,

Language of Jewels and Flowers, 1 Card Puzzle,
2 Transformation Puzzles, 9 Interesting Games,
13 Wonderful Magical Tricks, 23 lovely Work
trial.
Patterns, and a Literary Paper 8 months onstamps,
of 27 cents in
All the above sent oa yocel
stage
and
ng.
ALL % CO., Pubs., Boston, Mass.
dove RE
/)

ATLo0

INSTITUTE.—Send

for circulars

L.C.CHASE, A. M., Princjpal,
©o,, Ohio.
’

to

Lee, Athgns
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that

PE

Whether stamps will be needed can

rien

by ap

be d

to the list of accepted

arti

cles given at the end of this note each week. We
need at least
a week in which to decide whether

we can use contributions of any length.
We have
a large corps of paid editorial anc
special contributors and cannot pay for articles contributed

by others unless an understanding is had

to that

effect . before
publication.
The
following
will
appear:
The Carnival; Short Lessons in Chari.
ty; India Letter.

Ordinarily, the best, wisest, and. surest
way to overcome

errors

is

to

let

them

severely alone; they thrive on opposition
and persecution, but die of neglect.

7

Ofttimes the first intimation that a person has of his decline from piety and
virtue is the sudden realization that he is
slipping inte the practice of little deceptions and petty hypocrisies.
He has
lost something of his former candor and
truthfulness; he is no longer promptly
loyal to his conscience, but engages frequently in argument with his own heart,
striving to make to himself the worse ap-

pear the better reason.
and has

need

to

Ie is in peril,

be

greatly

‘ Set a double guard ,on

that

night!” cried an officer, when
was anticipated.

alarmed.
point,

an

to-

attack

a) NI: Holy Spirit is especially honored
in revivals. Itis by his power that the
weakest instrumentalities are made effective in conversion. And then he does so

quickly and extensively what men fail to

wgccomplish in years;

his work, toe, is

on

80 grand a scale as to command attention
everywhere. How the Holy Spirit was
honored on the day of Pentecost!
He it
was that broughtthe surrounding multi-

tudes to a stand, rugged, resisting, defiant

as they were, and then through the truth
brought them down.
And all along the
history of the church the same holds true.
The greatest prodigies of conviction and
pi
miracles of making
over opposers and haters of the truth—
have for the most part occurred in connection with special revival seasons.
———

Good Christian people, living in Christian society and reading only Christian.
+ literature, seldom know what is going on
jin other circles.

(iCise - their

They

minister

for

i8uch unpractical subjects

~ infidelity, atheism, ‘and

sometimes’

criti-

speaking

about

as

skepticism,

wonder so insolent, ap act aroused the indignation of all parties, and when, on the

next day, a motion that Charles Bradlaugh
be expelled from the ‘House was voted
upon, it was carried by an overwhelming
majority. For the third time, Northampton was called upon to elect a member,

botk had reache

an

edition of eight

thousand and was still in demand, entitled Thoughts on Theism, with Sugges-

manifest in the New World, and now get-

solved

way

be

ounces to fifty-three; white for the female

great” Evangelical

bill. If we cannot successfully grapple with 100,000 Chinese in a
total
population of 50,000,000, we might as

the average weight is forty-four ounces,
and the usual range is from forty-one
ounces. to forty-seven. The other claims
in behalf of man are equally well-supported. There is also added
the statement

doing all in

danger,

Bat

likely to be in vain.

their power
their

For two

efforts

to
are

centuries

ting dominant in some parts of the Old,
greatly enlarged and strengthened by the

movement

on both

and for the third time, though now"
by “4 sides of the Atlantic since first were heard
greatly reduced majority, she elected the preaching and the singing of the

Bradlaugh, and by an also reduced
majority the House still declines to allow
himto take his seat. ‘What will be the
outcome it is not safe to predict. But
little personal sympathy can be extended *
to a man who, assuming the name ‘‘Icon-

Wesleys in

England,—a

spirit that can

tolerate nothing whatever that makes the

Church and the forms of religion at all
dependent upon or formally allied with
the action and powers of the State. The
Established Church, not only of Scotland,

in the House of Commons.

:

DISESTABLISHMENT IN SCOTLAND.
The Roman Catholic religion was abolished in Scotland,

the

Protestant

Refor-

mation established and the Calvinistic
Confession of Faith approved,by the
Scottish Estates in Parliament, Aug. 25,
1560. During the next century and a
quarter, until the Revolution of 1688, the
Reformed (Presbyterian) Church was
the

true

State

Church

of

Scotland,

notwithstanding the attempts made by
the Stuart kingsof England to substitute the Episcepacy for Presbyteriahism.

upon

the

Es-

tablished Church by a famous act of
Queen Anne, in 1711. The act was opposed by all parties in the Kirk, and for
many years the General Assembly con-

tinued to protest against it.

says Macaulay,

‘has

flowed

From

it,

almost

all

s

and others, in 1843.

‘It made

the third

secession that had been occasioned by the
practical workings of the

law

of State

proposed

well give up the fight at

once,

by

this

and

ac-

for

themselves.

The

Nonconformists

there are not idle. They are laying the
foundation for their demand
in carefully
prepared statistics, which," as recently

published, clearly show that the Establish-

Establishment.

This state-of things can-

not last much longer without a popular
movement that will make . itself felt as

strongly and decisively against establishment there as in Scotland.”

We

THE CHINESE PROBBEM. «
supposed the time had ome in this

tianize the Chinese, no labors have been
better rewarded. This is the universal

testimony, be those who are to-day at work
amongst them. They have terrible vices,

but they are not irreclaimable. They
are open to all kindly and Christian influences. They are not less peaceable than
other
classes of citizens.
They have

many positive virtues, which the -Anglo-

Saxon would do well to imitate.

this bill, or any other like it.

"OUR BROTHER IN BLACK.”

The above caption gets its significance
largely from the fact that it is the title of
a book written by a prominent Southern
divine and recently published. The book

has already been mentioned in our Mission columns, and another reterence to it

may be found there this week. Twenty
years ago, it would have been scarcely
possible to find a leader in the church,
south of Mason and Dixon's line, who
would admit any claim to the relation

of brotherhood put forth ‘by the black

man; but the « whirligig of time” works
out wondrous changes. The Rev. Dr.

to the States.

But as no chain is stronger than its
weakest link, so also is no argument
stronger than its weakest point.
It is

stated that the male brain cannot fall below thirty-seven ounces without involving

idiocy, while the female may fall to thirtytwo ‘ounces

without

that result.

So

it

seems that from some cause, perhaps the

superior

quality

of

the

brain,

woman

can afford’ to have a brain of five
ounces less weight than man‘ apd. still

given to his utterancés,

be

es

iY

beter
A tr

that America would be
if he ever decided to go

Ah!'I

long for the hour when

we shall see Rome and America
in friendly
diplomatic relations ‘with each other.”
..——The successor of Prof. Paik

at Andover

is to be the Rev. Dr. Newman

ent

pastor

of

Quincey, Ill.

the

Dr.

Smyth, at pres.

Presbyterian
Smyth

has

church

place among theologians by his books entitled

day.”

Lights,” and * The Orthodoxy of To.
The authorities of Andover, in electing

Dr. Smyth to their Professorship of Theology,

have shown

themselves opposed to

Ortho-

doxism,” which Mr. Smyth defines as «qy.

thodoxy that has ceased to grow,” id in sym.

_pathy with modern demands for a revirsi
on of
the old creeds.
“4 3

‘——A gratifying piece of legislation ‘in the
interests of temperance is the passage, on the

10th inst., by the Senate, of the Alcofolic Cost.

mission bill, which provides forthe appoint.
ment of a committee of seven to investigate

the extent and effects of the liquor traffic, and

to report

There

can

at

the

end

be no doubt

of eighteen

passed by the House also.

months,

that the bill will be

Denominational,
T

North Carolina

Conference of Tree

Baptists.

As I am spending a few months among colored Free Baptists in the eastern part of North
Carolina. I think it duty to let those inter.
ested in their welfare bear from them occs
sionally through the Star. It was my priv
lege to be at the Annual Conference, held at
Wilmington, in the fall of 1879, and to spend ' five months in visiting among the churches,
Thus I became acquainted with the brethren
generally, and met many warm hearts, who
gave me another cordial greeting on my feturn
among them, three weeks ago.
I reached Kinston, Saturdsy, Feb. 18, and
spoke three times for the bretbren on Sunday,

is 16 miles southeast of Goldsboro, on

friends

the R. R. running to New Berne, and is one of
the prettiest and most rapidly growing little

once sacrificed his popularity, and almost the
good will of the English people, because of bis

Here we have two
towns in the State.
charches within the limits of the town. The
first church gave the second ‘possession of
their property ‘and attempted to buy more
suitable property oy one of thé prominent

—Ireland never;had more

ardent

+han she has to-day in the British Government.
The Premier himself has more than

have’ thought,

extreme

for the Union.
thies, ‘he has

friondof every

alak

Ine

classes;

streets;

country. but his own.”
hel

wre

Ween

while

the

ETE

oppressed

Juruive

have

His
wo

1 visited them two

years ago,

of their members, and the burden of debt that
hyng over. them, they were somewhat de
spondent. ' Since’ then, their membership hay

increased, their property hfs been psid fr

an

always

found him an eloquent pleader for their rights,

and a steadfast friend.

When

owing to the exodus, which. carried off many

Because of his large sympa.
sneeringly been called * the

Few men have meas-

ured Ireland’s needs better than he, and certainly no one with ‘a kinder heart and a braver
purpose to remedy its wrongs. Again, Secres

Wednesday night, Feb. 21. The brethren hh,

have sold their church: property, purchased s"

mare desirable site and are tn the act of building. a larger and better house. Their loss of
members, caused by the exodus, was heavy,

patronage. . The Free Church has grown
but it has been made up nearly, rough the
tary Foster, who accepted a cabinet position
It ‘reports over a
tions towards a public religious service in | to be a large body.
accession of others to the church, ~~
solely to befriend Ireland,in a recent speech
thousand ministers,. fully two-thirds as
Sution’s Chapel held its Quarterly Meeting
harmony with modern Science and PhiloA bill has just passed the Senate, and Do not, beloved white brother, scare at at Tullamore said, * We know that you have
as the whole number of clergy bemany
Sophy. The aim of Lhis book isto present
Nothing is said been a miserably and badly governed country; Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 25, 26. This
its advocates are confident it will’ sco this word ‘ elevation.”
bout
five piles south
‘““
e
4 church is in the coun
Aas
about
ttin
fo the Establishment. It is
a form of worship for those who think it longing
become a taw; which prohibits Tor twenty) white man.” Let me whispe
of Kinston.
A
large
number
met for’ busi
r
a
secret
and isthe “tincomis necessary for man to worship God, but Presbyterian in form,
years the immigration of all Chinese: la-| your ear. That! cannot be done unlessin done many. cruel and unjust things to Treland. ness at 4 o'clock Saturday afternoon, but Rev.
yon
make
and
that,
undo
to
wish
we
Bypt
promising
foe
to
all
alliance
between
that God gives no response to the worborers into this country. Even Chinese iyou get below him. Think of this and “prosperous, rich and powerful as ourselves.” J. H. Isler, the pastor, having to walk twenty
Ea=
shiper ; who think praise, adoration and Church and State, maintaining the right travelers and students
did not arrive until 7 o’clogk,
are not to be #l- if you find yourself underneath, blame Such men are the true friends of Ireland, and miles,
Conference was called to order and opened
humility are due to God, but that he and duty of the former to select its own lowed hereafter to enter our territory yourself.
far better would it be for the people of that
by devotional exercises at once. “After which
‘And much more to the same effect. -unhappy isle to look to them and trust them
neither answers prayer, nor comes into pastors, manage its own affairs, and pay
without an ela'sorate system of passports.
the church roll was called, each niember anHis
utteran
its
own
expenses.
It
is
only
‘what
muss
ces
are
full
communion with the devout spirit. The
of ‘sense and for devising honorable laws for removing the
The old Chinese wall of exclusion is to
swering to his name,
The list contained one
author proposes the erection of a Gothic have been expected, that the Free Church; be built on Americansoil. The American wisdom. Touching the way in which we causes of -their grievances than to be led byndred and seventy-five names,
most
by
a
party
that
issues
*
No
Rent”
may
manifesto
best
es, whom were present. After transacting of
serve our black brother, we ask
having once become fairly prosperous,
church with stained windows, ornamentgovernment is to stultify itself before the
the
our reader to read the quotation given and, without one word of reproof, allows its business of the church, listening to remarks of
ed with paintings and statuary, and kept should call up and ceaselessly agitate the world. A more complete reversal
and
membere to commit arson, murder, and all
“the writer and celebrating the Lord's Supper,
in our Mission columns.
open daily, as a center of benevolent question of disestablishing the national denial of the long established
kinds of outrages.
policy of ' Dr.
the meeting adjourned until Sunday. The
Haygood puts, a high estimate
work. An order of service for the con- church; and this it has done and is do- this nation: toward foreign
——According to the official returns of 1880, weather being mild and pleasant Sunday
nations than upon
the religious
gregation that might gather there is given ing notwithstanding the opposition of a this bill contemplates
element
in the the liquor bill of the Irish exceeded their rent
could hardly be
morning, there was such a large gathering
character of the colored people. In his bill by nearly $10,000,000, This
—an order which includes, among other very few of
its leading
ministers. conceived. What ‘is the ground
is a signifi- that one-half of the people could not get inside
upon opinion this
was the main thing that kept cant fact, and should receive more attention the church. I returned to Kinston after
things, one or two features of worship But dissenters are not alone in de- which it is advocated?
the
What is the supthe South from suffering the horrors of an from those who are disposed 10 attribute all 3 o'clock services and ‘preached ut the first
A large ele- posed public exigency
wanted to a greater degree in more or- siring disestablishment.
which demands it?
the
ills
of
Ireland to exorbitant rents and church In the evening. An appointment was
insurrection during the war, and he is
thodox churches: viz., *¢ acknowledg- ment still abides within the fold of the Why deny
to the Chinese the rights which
doubtless correct. Thisis what he says the oppression of the English government. made for me to preach at Holly Branch, Lement of dependence ; resolves to be more Scottish Kirk itself that is said to wait for
Mr. Frank
we have conceded to every race and naWise, who
recently died
noir County, Wednesday night, March 1, but
in
respectitlg the place and power of the pul- Cork, left
-truthfal, just, generous, &o. ;” ¢* silent de- that event as do they who watch for the tionality since the governmen
a fortune of $15,000,000, which he
t was foundthis is a country church, and it thundered,
pit among them :—
morning.
3
votion.”
had amassed in the manufacture and sale of lightened, rained and hailed
ed?
that
The hope of the African race in this alcoholic liquors. It would seem then, that the people could not turn out. so I fearfully
Thus we see one tendency of modern
The disestablishment and disendowwas with the
We are told by Senator Miller, and country is largely
in
its
pulpit.
"there
is
one
Jine
The
of
business
at least, which brethren at Goldsboro Friday night, the 3d
thought among those whose hands touch ment of the State church of Ireland, in others, that *‘ the coming of Chinese laschool-house and
have not is pecuniarily profitable in Ireland, and that, inst, They were engaged in a protracted
the keys of our literature. Such minds 1869, through the efforts of Mr. Gladstone, borers to this country endangers the substituted the pulpit,© newspaper
as a throne of spir- notwithstanding the ‘poverty and oppression meeting, which had been in
progress a week.
appeal to the ministry with the cry of the gave no inconsiderable impulse to the good order of certain localities.” What itual power, in any Christian nation; but of the Irish,
they are able to squander a very
Their meeting-house is one mile and a half out
dying Goethe: * Light! more light!” movement in Scotland. The first victory does this mean? If it means any- for this race the pulpit is pre-eminently large sum annually in making
their condition
of town, but efforts are being made to purits teacher.
Here they must receive their
They are half-taught, and in fatal error. or concession gained was in 1874, when the thing, it means that they are not
agree-’ best counsels and their divinest inspira- more wretched. We would suggest to the chase in town.
The pulpit cannot be silent, while they Scottish Kirk abolished lay patronage,
I next attended Quarterly Meeting at Wilable to certain other classes or races on tions. How urgent the need and how sa- Land League in America the propriety of devoting their funds to the promotion of tempera
practice
which
had
occasioned
the
withare erroneously teaching others.
son, Saturday and Sunday, the 4th’ and
|
the Pacific coast, and that the public au- cred the duty of preparing those of this ance and intellig
enee among the inhabitants of Oth. This little town is twenty-three miles
race whom God calls to preach to their
drawal, in 1843, of those who formed the
*+o-+
thorities there do not protect the Chinaman people! Heaven
bless the men find 'wom- Ireland, instead of sending them money to en- north of Goldsboro, on the Weldon and WilWhatever may be the feeling in fav- Free Church. This act transferred the in his rights. Here is the origin
of this en who have given money and personal courage them in lawlessness and in the refusal mington R.R. The church met and tranor of Charles Bradlaughe~who has now right of appointing ministers from the whole ‘anti-Chinese feeling,
There are service for their education! Heaven bless to improve their condition by accepting the sacted all the business Saturday afternoon, 50
been returned by the borough of North- hands of rich patrons to the congregations 100,000 Chinamen in America.
! provisio
‘“schools
ens offered by the
as to devote Saturday night and Sunday wholly
of the
prophets m Jjust and equitabl
Thelr their
The
expectation
which
hampton for the third time to represent it themselves.
May they ever be under the wisest guid- Land Bill.
to devotional services.
The brethren had
presence and peculiarities, and the hatred
ance and the holiest influences !
in the British House of Commons, it must some had that the Free Church would, af- felt towards them by
——The twenty-sixth annual Catalogue of been holding a series of meetings, which rea certain class of the
Coming from such a source the utter- Hillsdale College has been received.
sulted in the conversion of several persons,
be admitted that the present embarrass- ter this, gradually become absorbed into population have doubtless precipitat
Its. fiftyed ances
of this book are weighty and sig- four neatly printed pages give an inside view two of whom were immersed, Sunday at 9 A.
‘ment is due pot a little to his own impru- the Kirk was not realized. The Free some very difficult social
problems which
dence, not to say manifest lack of princiChurch remained as distinct and stronger California has thusfar been unabie to solve nificant. How grateful may we, as a of what.the eighteen professors and teachers M., by Rev. Crocket Bess, the pastor. Their
people, be for the part we have ‘had in are doing for the college. The students are house of worship is a temporary structure,
ple. When he first appeared at the table than ever. To sll overtures from the completely. They are not
very much too small for the congregation,
classified as follows:
to be solved the
college classes and preand
great work of lifting up this down- paratory, 538;
of the House to be qualified for his seat, Establishment aiming at a uffion of the ina day or in
is standing on leased ground; but funds have
theological department, 84 ; coma year. But California
trodden race ! What sacred emotions are mercial department,
though well known throughout the country two bodies, the Free Church has replied. seems
been collected to buy the site, and the lumber
178; music department,
unwilling to try to solve them,save
stirred by the mention of Myrtle Hall,
as a lecturer against Christianity, he took that it can never assume any responsibil- by the policy of proscriptio
170;
art
is being hauled for a new building.
department, 93, making
a
.
ton. She has
My object is to visit as many of the church.
special pains to vaunt his atheism by de- ity of a state endowment.
The Synod of brought her grievance to Washington, Anthony Hall, Storer College, Harper's tal of 1008. Deducting repetitions (192), we
Ferry, and Cairo! And is our duty as yet have 816 students, drawn from eighteen States es, where I have not been, as possible,
claring that the words * So help me God” the United Presbyterians, the third great and persisted
until this prohibitory bill is
Hie
B. F\ Fox.
fully discharged? May we have clear and from Canada, who have been in attendance
were meaningless to him, and declining to ecclesiastical body in Scotland, has re. Kinston, N. C. March 9, 1882.
the result.
during the year, Of the geademic student
s
take the usual oath while it contained such turned the same reply to similar overfaith.
stgong
and
vision
63 3-4 per cent. have been in actual connection
We do not believe the action of the
objectionable words. When, however, he tures. By the act of 1874, mentioned
with some Christian church. The Free BapSenate accords with the sober judg.
appeared the secon time for this purpose, above, new incentive was given tc push
tist patronage was 27 1-2 per cent. The large Blinisters and @huxches.
A PHASE OF THE ‘WOMAN
ment of the people in this matter.
be expressed his willingness to take the on and to demand the removal of all naper cent. of the patronage from other denomQUESTION.
It is a cowardly shirking of a great
z [We invite the sending from all our churches of
inations shows that, though under the care
oath just as it stood, whatever might be his tional endowments from the Kirk. The responsibil
for this department of news. These items
ity. It is a pitiable confession * The question of the equality or the ine- of the Free Baptists, Hillsdale
College
- respect for the language therein used. Be- agitation began seriously to affect politi- of lack of
is
cath.
|
must
be
accompanied by the addresses of thewrit;
quality
of
the
sexes is constantly assert. olic in its character.
faith in republican institutions,
We congratulate the bung
ing again rejected from the House, he ex- cal circles in the fall of 1877, when Lord and
at
ing
itself
ht in order A
and
demandi
ng
recognit
of
our
college
ion,
ability to grapple with the
It
on its increased prosperity.
pressed his determination to take his Hartington, leader of the Liberals in the
BOS ny
oho ight - lis hd ojoct,
great social and religious problems which seems quite useless to ignore it. It has
~—We called'utention recently to the cir | when Jor dny rotson
seat, and foolishly led an infuriated mob, Houseof Commons, visited Scotland and
i pips Well to dos,
God in his providence is forcing upon us. also a variety of sides by which it may be calars sent out by the pastor of the
resolved at all hazards to force his way was induced to say that it was for the
Boston
approach
ed.
Among
them
are
its
histor.
It
is
not
‘church,
only
asking for the addresses of Free Bapagainst the spirit and tenMaine.
to the benches. This time he was seized Scottish Liberals * to decide whether the
ic, theological, and social sides.
tists going to Boston to remain, Bro. Perkins
A very precious revival has been in proby the constables and forcibly ejected. At question of disestablishment of the Scot- dency of the age, it is manifestly ubjust also its physiological side, which There is writes, “ We
are receiving
has been
many ' replies gress recently at Howland under the labors of
the reassembling of Parliament he again tish Kirk should be a prominent’ feature and unchristian. Whatever immediate definitely and forcibly presente
to these circulars.”
The
fact
d
is
in
worth chron- the pastor of the Milo ¥. B. church. The
an
arti.
relief
it
might
seem to bring to Califoriappeared at the table to take the oath. in the policy of the Liberal party.”
cle in the March number of the Popular lcling,. Circulars too often meet the fate meetings have been held at Howland Point, 8
nia,
in
the
end
it
will
work.
nothing
but Science Monthly, entitled
In the debate uponithe question,
Since last May, the agitation
the Prime
* Science and the of the first snow flakes of autumn. But that little village on the Penobscot river, at the
harm." ** All political disasters grow logBoston circular was an unusually good ofie. mouth ef the Piscataquis. There have been no
Minister, and John Bright, the Home ly increased. At the Conferencehas ofgreatV
oman
Questio
n”,
by
Miss
M.
A. Friends, give
the ically out of attemptsin the past
the Boston brethren u list of regular religious services there for many years
to .do Hardaker,
Secretary, urged Bradlaugh’s right to his Scottish Disestablishment
Association, without justice,”
names & rod long—not the names, but the
and there is no charch fot several miles. The
Seat. But again the decision of the
The
author
held
does
what
that
many would pro- list, There are enough truant Free Baptists
month we think, it was resolvHouse
This continent i
meetings were well attended and 18 started in
| to no race and to nounce an uiwomanly, thing in present
+
ing
in Boston to

a

sustain

several

churches,

The

in

attained a high

“The Religious Feeling,” * Old Faiths jy
New

Kinston

NOTES.

manliestof mén, who, daring our terrible war,
stoodin the House of Commons a champion

He ‘writes from

the stand-point ‘of intelligent Caristian

considered, she is not inferfor-to man.

views for satisfying the wants of Ireland.
There, too, is noble John Bright, one of the

lusion is made, is president of &. college

in Georgia, and great ‘weight should

should not be duly recognized, and that she should not in every way
have a fair chance. Ina practical point of
view, what woman is doing for herself, by
the aid of the uplifting power of the gospel, in this nineteenth century, which is
properly denominated
woman's age, far
outweighs a score of limping theories.
‘The opportunity is given her to conquer
prejudice and demonstrate that, all things

brosd, and, as some

Haygood, authdr of the bookto whieh al-

all intelligent ‘men were: leadership, and speaks for the best, most.
ready 10 admis
that this is Hot exejusipery
|
“In relation to our duty towards
‘a white man’s government,” = \
** cur
f.°
brother
fnblack,” Dr. Haygood uses these
We are mistaken. There are tweéntyre
nine Senators of the United States. whip strong and incisive words:
The
probl
enybefre
us, the Northern
have recently put themselves on: record as
and Southern people together, and the
denying the right of a certain’ class.of Southe
rn people in particular, is the right
men to enter or reside in the territoryof education and elevati
on of our black
brother, the" (ree negro, in our midst.
the United States.
0

country when

maked, *“ I am sure

glad to welcome him

knowledge ourselves unequal to-the task that much of woman’s power at an imporwhich God has imposed upon us. But we tant period of her life must be devoted to
can grapple with them. In proportion tg* maternity. So far all looks well.

maintain her position as an intellectual,
All honorto Senator Hoar and others | moral and accountable being.
To our
for their manly words against this bill. mind this point in her favor
quite counterTheir feeling is something more than ** a balances the ‘points made against
her.
England that would follow disestablish-.. mere sentiment.” It is a sense of justice Moreover, the entire argument
of Miss
ment in Scotland, the I/nited Presbyterian and of the rights of man. Itis the Christian Hardaker is flavored with
that gross masays, ‘ When this movement prevails in sentiment of the age protesting against terlalism which is too much charactersitic
Scotland, as it soon must, then will come
the exclusive and selfish spirit of the of the present age.
the question of disestablishtfiént in Eng- past.” The walls that once separat
ed the ' But granting that the average woman is
land. The Church of England under- nations are being thrown down,
and no physically and intellectually inferior to
stands this, and its friends in Parliament legislation of Congres
s can set ther’ up man, it does not appear that an intelligent
woman is not more entitled to the ballot
are striving to stay the movement in Scot- again. The American people
should
than an ignorant man, that her service in
land, and in this way put off the evil day solemnly protest ‘against
the passage of
any department

ed Church of England is no longer the
Since 1688, the establishment of the Pres- | churchof the people. And
it is well
byterian as the national church of Scot- known that this church is no longer
land has been complete and unop posed. the bulwark of Protestantism in England.
Recently, however, the question of its It has become largely but a feeder of the
disestablishment, has been much agitated Papal church. Its evangelical ministers
by the
non-conformist or dissenting are at a discount, and the “really evangechurches of the country.
listic work among the peuple of England
State patronage, not altogether un- is chiefly by the churches outside of the

known before, was forced

in the

the effort made to Americanize
ind Chris-.

oclast,” takes special pride in railing but of England as well, must yield to this
against whatever is considered sacred and spirit. Old forms must pass away. The
of good report. It will be a long day be- new wine must be put into new winefore special provision will be made in the skins. The religious faith of to-day and
British House of Parliament for the ac- of the future can neither abide in nor tolcomodation of avowed atheists: and yet, erate those old forms known as State
with England's love of fair play, some churches ; they must meet the
fate of all
means will probably be devised whereby things that belong more to a dead past’
this emergency will be met and Charles than to a living
present.
Bradlaugh be permitted to take his seat
In anticipation of the consequences in

other errors of
thought. Everybody that they know is ' the dissent now existing in Scotland.”
The leading body of dissenters in ScotSound inthe faith. What they want is
land
is that known as the Free Church.
that sermons and religious papers should
It had its origin in a secession from the
be spiritial, and speak of things that conKirk, under the lead of Thomas Chalmer
cern the soul. This train of thought was
awakened by noticing that in England a

and more a spirit has been growing, first’

avert the

the Christian

life,

all of

whom

are married

=

MD
AA BN

for

ad

sent

en

ose.

unless stamps are

of its peril as a State institution, and its

friends are
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manuscripts

;
aware
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of

mail-

pres-
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side

to

their

had

ene

recover

Teen

on

with disestablishment views.
The Established Church is well

could

eT EE TERETE

only

it preparator

members

aA

write

roll

not

election to Parliament from Midlothian
very largely to his well known sympathy

a

tributors will please

their paper and

ing. They must send full name and address, not
necessarily for publication. We cannot return

press djsestablishment as a practical
question of polities, particularly with a

evening he made his appearance quite
unexpectedly at the table, and before the
ence of mind, he took from his pocket a
Testament, hurriedly repeated the oath,
kissed the book, and took his seat. No

.

the physiological argument for the inferi- let-them- alone-andthey’ll-come-home
as good as tie Irishman’s, and rests on ority of her sex. She assumes as proofs however well it may answer for policy,
* Bopeep;
reater power and superiority on the sheep, is not the proper course to. pursue
the same basis.
America is the natural: of
wity
vagrant church-members,
:
and inevitable reservoir into which th e NS of man greater weight of brain, size
——Monsignor Thomas John Cape
swarniing millions of the old world must of body and quantity of food consumed.
1 ig Com.
ing to visit America. He is
In
each
case
quality
is
avowedly
ignored.
a celebrateq
flow. Congress trying to keep out any
Roman Catholic
race is like Mrs. Partington stemming the A strong case is consequently made out. England. At prese educator and Preacher jy
nt he is in Paris. He hs
The
brain
measurements
are
quoted
from
Atlantic ocean with her broom. The
lately declared, “I have reaso
n to believe
Bastian,
Tiedemann
and
Gratiolet,
eminent
logic of destiny, the truths of human
that the European powers
are awakening t,
authorities, and they are presumably cor- the neces
brotherhood, the principles of Christianity
sity of the Pope being assured 5 more
rect. It is répresented that in the adult perfect independen
ce than he enjoys at prey.
are against any such narrow and unstatesthe ‘mean average weight for the male
manlike policy. The problems we have brain is forty-nine ‘4nd one-half ounces, ent,” He thought that in the event of pj
leaving Rome, Pope Leo would choose
Malt,
to solve may be very complex and very and the usual range is from forty-six for
the place of his residence. He furthe
r pe.
difficult, ' but
they will
never
is

I

letters
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“The Chinaman’s right
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All communications designed for publication

should be addressed to the Editor, and all

on business, remittances of money, &c., shoud Bo
addressed
to the Publisher, Dover, N.

view to the forthcoming general election.”
Mr. Gladstone owed his overwhelming

i

no nationality.
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Resident Editor.

ble that his seat would have been secured
to him. But, with his usual rashness, one

to
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, ©. A. BICKFORD,

‘ed ““ that it is the duty of a Scotchman
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went against him, ard he quietly retired.
Had he here left the matter in the hands
of the Government, it is more than proba-
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| have any of our F. B. friends call on us, where
they
will
find
a welcome
reception.

over the

resented, and the delegation from outside was
small. The social meetings were good, and the
preaching very good.

Belden, or J. Carpenter, - or notify either of
B. church at Springvale, closes
wish to their desire to stop at our place, and we will
the present month. The committee take
the be on hand to receive them, especially our
to
obtain the services of ‘some one
next
the
for
ministering brethren.”
:
5
church
the
of
charge
pastoral
RichFrom A. B, Gleason: * The Lord has visited
vear. For further particulars, address
the Mill Creek ehurch. Rev. John Palmer comard Shackley, Chairman of the Min, Com.
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Scott, who has
extending a ¢all to the Rev. R. Gorham.
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rian the people there are truly denominational.
are hoped.
By divine help large accessions
two visits
acknowledges
Scott
R.
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was present to heal.

and also,
stantial evidences.of their regard; friends at
the
from
donation
liberal
a
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March
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more have said
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been thrown beneath his horse a month since.
fe has suffered intensely, but it is hoped
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Bro. -Bryaut is now
- we trust he is todo
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of 40, and
B. came to Arooktook Co. at the age
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has given 23 years to the smaller interests
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New Hampshire.
“The Rev. W. L. Noyes of Ashland

s
:

that the church

re-

has

and

into

R

the Union Evangelical church of

.
d
f

religBro. Lynch, a young mas
Nd the Rev. N. C. Lothrop: ‘ The
burden of the day.
good.
tous interest in Deerfield still continues
ively, stood nobly by the good work,
comparat
us
Bro's Folger and Shaw were again with
giving the land and investing nearly or quite
large
a
quite
time
that
during
and
Mar. 6—12,
$500. They have a fine brick ~ house, an hon-

burden fell upon three or four of the brethren.

150
aumber came forward for prayers. About

;

It evinces the zeal and
or to the brethren.
The Bear Creek
devotion of the community.

manifesin all have, since the week of prayer,

has
ted a desire to be Christians. The work
the
heen quiet, but deep, and all sections of

;
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.c.
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Massachusetts.
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of i
was elivered by the Rey. G. 8. Ricker.
a
eight
Lowell

“Mr. Ricker| has been in
of seven as we stated fa our; noyears, instead
ticeof his vesignation.

-

Lewell.

“ns were baptized, one a man about sixty
is
years of age. Our cause in Springville
steadily gaining; both congregation and Sabbath-school having increased in numbers. I express thanks to the Springville and E. Concord churches for a donation, given in Dec., to
the amount of $160.”
The Rev. S. R, Evens renders thanks.

to the

friends of Middlesex for their annual donation

at the parsonage, Jan. 4, of $70; also, to the
friends of Vine Valley for a donation of $20, on

the

the evening of March 3, at

residence of

Myron Hawley.

Rhode

Island.

under way

The-church in Olneyville is well

)

a

It has decided to build

in a néw departure.

new and long needed heuse of worship, and the

The

loca-

from

sixty

of the old church.

The

at once.

work will be commenced

tion will be on Plainfield Avenue,

to seventy rods west

new house will be spacious with all essential
With funds already
modern improvements.
accumulated and those accruing from the sale

of the old house and lot, there will be more
than twenty thousand

which

dollars with

to

commence the enterprise, and we predict no
debt at its completion.
Both pastor and peo-

ple are to be congratulated that they are to go
forward with substantial unity, and though
what is old and dear are to be relinquished,
the things to be gained will be found to be far
more valuable than those lost.
Pennsylvania.

The meeting in Oakland closed Feb. 28, In
the meeting there were * about 40 seekers, 25
conversions.” Thus far 16 have been baptized,
and the accessions to the church 21. More
are expected to unite.

The church has receiv-

ed good material and is much encouraged. The
Rev. Mr.

Shirey bas preached two sermons
A seon baptism since the meetings closed,

ries of meetings began in Deanville March 18,

:

Ohio.

The Rev. Rufus Clark

- date at South Ridge,
. neaut Creek.
s

be
baptized

March

it

one

candi-

12, in ‘the

Con-

Towa.

The Rev. C. H. True of Edgewood,

“Co. , desires to correspond

with

some

Clayton
F.

B.

brother,living in Northwestern Michigan, wit
a view to locating in that portion of the State:
Kansas,
fa

The Rev. J. Carpenter writes: ‘The Rev.
-Ji Westley, together with the Rev, Mr. Meier
of the M. E. church, belda series of meetings
at Mt. Pleasant, Brown Co., commencing Dec.
27, closing Jan. 29, which were blessed of God

in the revival of his work. Christian hearts
were quickened

and

strengthened for

duty.

Some 25 to 30 professed a hope in the Savfour, eleven of whom were received as candi"dates for baptism and church

membership

by

the F. B. church, and 4 were added by letter.

About the same number united with the M, E.
church, Our little church has more than doubled ‘since its organization last full.
Christian
‘sympathy and love prevails between the two

churches,

They unite in the weekly

Joeeting, making it a means for
community, = The two churches

prayer-

good in the
have united

in builittoga house of worshipf, which will be
completed during the summer.
’
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had

has
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month.

27,
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full of promise.

1.ast Sunday night (Mar. 12) six per-

Christ.

ch roh-half

he Salem
7
TaD Bn Fel? 486 wo Bear. Creek once
successful

meeting here which we

The

and four days.

I° began a special
weeks

two

continigd

to he

was. pleased

Lord

up the
and building
with us, awakening
To
church, calling home poor wanderers.
faith in |
His glory be it. said He called and saved a

of saving

on

profess

The writer

to them.

Under the presidency of Rev. S. D. Bates with
a fine corps of professors and assistants, all is

Febville: * We held a series of meetings in
was
church
The
results.
good
ruary with
sev" greatly quickened “and encouraged, and
a

Bro.

year and the prospects for the future are good.

Lb
New York.
The Rev. A, F. Bryant writes from Spring-

ralmade

are also giv

society.

ing promise of a good effectual
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building of anew
They

house in the near future.

Pierce yet preuches

Pierce.

Rey. Asa

by

They are contemplating the

in he Report

Li By ‘nilstake, it was not stated

The Stone Station church

there

held

meetings
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Apel

A

the

and held by

organization, having been built up
ago as the result of a series of

is a new
pre year

vors with the Naw HamptonF. “Weschurel,

worshipin a

but

house,

the people

Lutheran brethren.

‘Union meetings sre now held foyr evenings in

i

no

bave

brethren

house built by

interested.

less

or

have Ween more

town

and

heat

the

bore

Collins

Bro's Lynch and

We desire

to

of our

number

and

men

young

er of his Word.”
—

meetings were held in their new house of'worship
and passed off pleasantly and profitably to all in
attendance. A majority of the churches were reresented by Jetterand delegation, though many of
fhe delegates were not in season to participate in
the business meetings. Rev. G. B. Cutler of Sanilac
Q. M. was with us and preached the Sabbath morning sermon to a large and appreciative audience.
The Woman’s Society occupied the time Saturday
evening and the exercises were interesting to all.
The society hae bevome a fixed fact and has been
:
increasing’in interest from the first,
E. E. STIMSON, Clerk.
Next session with the Ricks church, April 21—

4,5.

(0.)—Held with

The churches

the

were all

York

church,

represented

by

additions
Revivals aud
of the churches. A reso.

lutton on the death of Rev.

G.

W. Baker

was ad-

opted by the Q. M.
Vhereas, since we last met in Q. M. at this place,
we have been called to record the death of our
who has
beloved brother, Rev. Geo. W. Baker,
labored much for our denomination, and more in
this Q. M., perhaps, than any other; thercfore,
Resolved, That this Conference deeply sympa-

thize with the bereaved widow and FB connection in the loss they have sustained by the death
i
of our beloved Bro. Baker.
Next session with the Newton church,June, 3, 4.
E. R. OUTLAND, Clerk.
;

Wapsipinicon (Iowa)—Held with the Welton church, Feb. 3—5. We had a thin attendance
of delegates. Jo we (rust that good was done in
the name of the Master,
Next session with the Wilton church, Friday
June 2, at 2 P, M. At this time the churches are re-

quested to send the Y. M. and Q, M. Tax, equal to
15 cents per resident member; also the statistics
of the churches.
D. C. CURTIS, Clerk.

Belknap (N. H.)—Held its one hundred and
forty-firat session with the firet church ‘in Canterbury, Jan, 24—26, Cold weather and badly drifted roads prevented the attendance of many who
by breth:
had arranged to be present. Preaching
ren Quimby, Hurd, George, Roper (Cong.) and
3 ors
tem,
Pra
erk
ol
fe
Quimby,
Cate. Bie.
reception and generkind
meetings,
interesting
readithe
and
church,
the
Ape, by
ous phi
.
ness of Jesus to bless.
May session at Lower Gilmanton.
’

C. M: BMERY,

understanding

(N..Y.)—Convened

heart.

This

ivess and merge all other

gen-

sulted many

physicians

and

ut in vain. . At
medicines,
fected the happiest resu ts.

Clerk.

Oxford (Mich.)—Held its Feb. session with the
Lynn church at Sharpville Keb, 24-26. The meeting was_well attended, the weather was fine, We
were indebted to the Sanilac 3: M. for ministers.
Warren represented
Rev’s G. B. Cutler and J. 8,
thatQ. M.,and preached the Word with much powand effect. Two were converted in the meeting 3abbath, and 8 rose for prayers Sunday evening. Rev.
H. Perry was appointed Cof. Mes. to the Sanilac
Q. M. and Rev. K. J. Doyle to the Genesee Q. M.,
Next session with the Bruce church, May 26—
28.
E.J, DOYLE, Clerk.
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the Waterford church,

isters’

Institute

will begin

Wednesday

evening.

June 21; at which time a sermon will be preache
by Rev. J. Phillips. The: other exercises of the
Lr
Institute will be as follows:
What are the duties of the Christian
Essays:
citizen’ J. R. Page; What are the peculiar duties

respectively of pastor and people? R. Clark; How
shall we meet Ingersollism? MH. M. Ford; How
shall we cure the inefliciency of our polity ¢ D. L,
Rice; What are the duties, personal, social and
political, of the Christian toward the temperance
reform? 8. J. Weed; What 18 the relation of the
church to the 8. 8.8 A. Striemer; How shall we
H. Higbee; How
promote and utilize revivals ¢ E.
all we introduce and use our publications? L.
. Boynton ;- Have Christian educators a duty in
veoruling th ‘ranks of the ministry? D. J. H.
Ward; How shall the Josioy ‘best promote and
[erpciuate the peace of the church ¢ W. Parker;
ow shall we animate and bring forward our peoBe to the attainment of sancti fication? Geo, C.
ker; How shall we secure the daily and prayerful study of. the Scriptures in the homes of our
people? G. H. Damon. Five minate sketches of
SeHuols rom all members of the Institute on 1st
J. PHILLIPS, Clerk.
eter 2: 24.
The Central N. Y. Ministers’ Conference will
convene ac Phoenix Wednesday,

June

21,
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Rev. S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio. (52t38)
Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whom all
money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. aud Education Societies.
25t)
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer
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coffee,” and to whom tea is as
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do better
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we

the Romantic Biography of" MOBoth closely follow facts.

.

- Sunday-School
and Home Libraries.
sheep, $3.50; half-calf, $5.90:

2

i

:

“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nu-

Those people who, like Swedenborg, are apt to see visions *“ after

ue

emernbered
Inthe. Biographi-

The.
Lives&w
(81.50),
Of 2GOTTS.
HALK (§1.50), of HAND! 1 e005: op SINT
($175), oF SCHUMANN (81.00)
0 VON WEBER

EPPS'S GOGOA.

7 Sickness and Health,

Portland,

gmane

PARK (61:10)

7 ($150), and

GR ATEFUL—COMFORTING.

FOR

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
enevoiens Societies sbould
from the churches for our
5;
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
All money contributed for the Maine State Mis-

1

Translated
by William A. Whiston, M. A.
crown, 8 vo, with 100 illugtrations; cloth,

32 Franlin

"For Breakfast,
Dinner and Tea,

of cures

Ria FOR

author, an appendix, and marginal notes, making
it particularly valuable as a work of refegences
\

character

not given,

»

Lists,

the. great masters.
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i
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Advertisers.

evidence

Notices.

to whom

I
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nance:

{The
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1 Tole each

nhc’: | Paving |
-JOGPAISS:.
| FQVILS ‘WORKS. : -

time it shall appear that the managers have been
deceived as to the character of an admitted advertisement, they will at ence proceed to expose -its
real character to the public.

from prominent persons.

of the Home Mission Board,

nF

and Miss

will be admitted to the columns of this paper of

INDICA

per bottle, or three bottles for $6.50.

To
Notice is hereby

for a friend.
Your medicine has'cured me of
CONSUMPTION.
Iam as sound and well as ever
I was.”
SALLIE D. BENTON.
Jan. 2d, 1882,
Keysville, Crawford Co., Mo.
A single
N. B.—This remedy speaks for itself.
:
We know
bottle : will satisfy
the most skeptizal.
that it .positlvely cures Consumption, and will
$2.60
break ui ) a fresh cold in twenty-four hours.

for book

rT. 1. by

Me.,

O.

the

no escaping

finely and fully cured me.”
0. S. BISLEY, DeKalb 8t., Lawrence Co., N. Y.

& CO.,

Brooks,

Barrett.—In
Rutland,
O.,
Rebecca A. Barrett, wite of Rev.

reject

Philadelphia, and get CANNABIS INDICA, which

Send stamp

Mass:

ded,

H. TRUE 9.
v0.

“ Send another $12 box of CANNABIS

arrest.
—In Blacksione,

‘the Rev. H. ‘Small; My
Ervin
1da E. Dodge, both of Jackson.

terrible death—at least 86 all the doctors told me-=
when a friend advised me to send to 1032 Race St.,

sion with

y

:

"the Rev. lewis Dexter, Mrioared Many
and Miss Lizzie Barrett, both of Blackstone.

ill confer a great
favor on the musical

iy ple of the egmmunity by, adding these books

B

§ 13,

Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New
“York for coughs, colds, bronchial and tubercular
consumption, scrofula and general debility. The
most mild, bland, and nutritious form in ‘which
Coed Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the patient by a single teaspoonful of
this Jelly than by double the quantity of the liquid

Rev.N.

PM
na
Ee
Tow jo) Libraries

558 and 560 Washington St.,

Henniker' NH
al NC
ner0
$0

Send to Mrs, ‘Lydia E. Pinkham,
233

Mass, for pamphlets.

MILLION!

Ditsoni.
& "Co. publish a very delightful series o
standard. and new books, designed to nd in Heros
tractive literary form, all needed information about
musical history
and some portions of the study of
aig,
:

BY Fox Ki
stan
BY RX PRESS.
Rey C-A Hilton North Pama N

has
Lydia E. Pinkham’s" Vegetable Compound;
rapidly mate its way
to avor among druggists,
who have observed its effects on the health of their

For sale by all druggists, and E.
Platt St., New York.

Sherwin,

| Musica reAdiG.

NH

11: Gove

LAR a battle. |

oil, and the most delicate stomach

F.

.

Him

Easter, Mi sic from all Authors in Great
> ii Variety.

Stan.

of
Wilson
so a

Liver an
dneys. ‘Cures Constipation, and all
diseases and weaknesses peculiar to Females.
1t is for saleby all our Srugglsts at ONE POL-

Lun .

Solos,

y

Ses Sore | CINCINNATI, 0.

|: +...

Dr. Hennedy’s '¢¢ Favorite Remedy 2 res
moves all impurities of the blood, regulates the

A

i

the “hymn, ¢¢ ley

can be shown.

Waeat

NOIrS.

h

RISEN AGAIN.—(Choru

H

D Wes

Sri

Wheat Bitters have received the endorsements:
of medieal men of the" highest standing.
These

customers.

:
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8
R' PASSOVER.—With
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will take
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do

JOHN CHURCH & CO..

« Solid comfort” can be realized by those saffer«
Hood's Sarsaparilla and be cured.

Carols-

‘By Dr. GEO. F Roor,W. F. SHERWIN and

Ginger

Tonic." It cured me of nervous prostration, and I
have used it since for all sorts of complaints in’
our family.—Mrs, Jines, Albany.
ing from all forms of Scrofula,

:

MUSIC—1882.

J LRAT SONSG.£0. -Easter.

I wonder

Parker's

York.

BRIGHT, SPIRITED, CHARMING !

Mansur

Straitom—F A

¥

ve East Ninth Street, New
81 Randolph tronic

1882.—EASTER

It cured my daughter.

without

indicated at the left.

1tf 2t11

Quint—F Rodman
-W J Robbins—J Rand—Mrs
L J Ruoals—Aunie Record—S Ring—L W Shaw—

J C Steele—S F Smith—A T

Goss,
05
Tour,.
R10
Barnby,05

BICLOW & MAIN,

Dalley—

P

35 cents

37. Why seek ye the Living among
the Dead,
Hopkins,
06
#5 Please order these Anthems by
the

gestible food. Sold enly in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CoO., New York.

A Drowne

Oszood—B

se:

‘Thorne,
06

34. Christ our Passover is sacrificed

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep-

M Elliot—S8

J Mills—H

Nason—J

Bibs

3

33. Christ is risen from the Dead,

aration makes such light, flaky, het breads, or
luxurious pastry. © Can be eaten by Dyspeplics
without fear. of the ills resulting from heavy
indi-

304.24
1reas.

A

Paine—Potter,
Yates & Co—F J Parks—J
A
Preston—J Parmly—F H Peckham—S 8 Priest—
O D Patch—Jas ¢ Printy—C T
Parsons—D
I

last 8t. Jacob’s Oil ef-

It seems (o satisfy a family want, and
how

W Dunton—A

appropriate

EASTER TIDE.
NUMBER
PRICE EACH.
31. Christ being raised from the Dead, Elvey, 05
82..Christ is risen from the Dead,
Eivey, 035

Absolutely Pure.

-

Evens—T G Earle—M A Eonsign—G W Frederick
—A M Freeman—J H Gireeley—H Gilkey—C W
Griffen—F Gilkey—F D Geprge—L Graves—G A
Green—G ¢ Haynes—H Hawk—A G Hil-M C
Henderson—C A Hilton—A H Hanscom—E A
Hackett—J M Hopkinson—I Huckinos—J T Hill—
L Hulse—J Hoag—B S Hobbs—J E Holden—H
Isham—B F Kenney—S C Kimball—J C_Kenney—
M R Keoney—J D Lamb—H Lewis—W H Little
field—+A Lovejoy—R A l.each—Mrs H N Languill
—J 8 IneE
C Lothrop—S McConkey—W
A
Myers—M I Mowry—L Malvern—E Mowry—Mrs

to

kinds

6.00

R. DEERING,

G Donnell—S

We con-

used all

Carthage

Seal.

Ser.

mail.

ENGLISH MUSIC FOR CHOIRS.

POWDER

I Allen—N A Avery—M Atwood—N E Aldrich
—E W Abboti—I J Allen—Mrs § Banister—C A
Bopra—L W Bacheldar—B G Blaisdell—S Bartlett
—C Bishop—Miss C Benedict—T
Barstow—D
Brown—F H Butler—J Brown—J Blaisdell—G H
Brown—J W Curtis—Mrs J C Crane—C G Card—
H G Chamberlain—C P _Clark—E Chapman—Mrs
J C Crossman—Mrs M J Chandler—G W Colby—
J Cashum—C Case—J G Chipman—O Crosson—
C Cumpbell—R Clark—M A Curtis—A B Dréw—R

© [Ypsilanti (Mich.) Commercial, ]
Our representative lately learned the following
from Mr. Carl Seigmund, y corner Congress an:
‘Washington Sts.: My daughter suffered from
Rheumatism to such an extent that it crippled
her, rendering her unable to walk at all.

Ch

en

by mail.

Ioney Letters Received.

bus-

the

Boyd

fi
FY,

with the church

meetings into

J

Bro

Easter
Annuals No. | to
Paice for each, $4 per 100 Copies

W. H. SAYLER, Clerk.

Ch Corliss St Bath 5.00 Ch Amherst 4.35
Ch Aurora 1.85 Cb N Mariaryfile .50 8
Mariarville .73 Ch Otis 1.13 E Branch
5.00 Hancock 2.15 Ch 8 Hancock 10.00
Ellsworth Q M 10.00 Ch Patten 4.70 Ch
Patten Village 5.11 Ch Danforth 15.01

brethren wisely decided to do the necessary

Me.

Ger “3ee (Mich.)—Held with the church at
Marathon Jan. 20—32. Through the kinduess of
the , Prot. Methodist church of Columbiaville the

Harmony

come

gion should be sent to Rufus Deering,

Quartéely Beetings.

letter and delegates.
were reported by some:

ear

“ Twenty one
women. s| CONSUMPTION.

Twelve of the number were received into the
church, and others will come in. The work
seemed but fairly begun, but I was worn out
and taken sick and Pres. Bates, who was with
us the last two evenings, could not remainon
account of the feeble condition of Sister Bates
in their deep affliction; so we were compelled
Praising
to close the efforts in a special way.
God for the good done by his Spirit and Word,
we will trust for the fulfilling of the promise
that bread cast upon the waters shall be gathered after many days. The church in Ridgevile
has called the writer to preach one half the time
the coming year, beginning in April. This
We bearrangement will doubtless be make.
speak the prayers of all God's children for the
Itis small and weak, but is
Indiana Y. M.
strong, we trust, in God and in the great pow-

Feb.

to

by Rev

Scrip-

:
P
N.
Easter Annual
No. 6 —§fsiccarorr
ex 100 Copies; 5 cts. by mail,

Receipts for Maine Mission Society.
Ch Presque isle 5200 Main St Lewis-

Coll

The June session with the church at Gilbert's
Mills: the opening sermon by G. P. Linderman.
:
G. P. LINDERMAN, Clerk.

went to work,

ass,

brethrén

(Mich.) with the Jackson church;

Hodsdon Ch 3.25 Mrs Teages’ Estate
100.00 Ch Danforth 2.51 Bowdoin Q M
ge W Waterville 5.00 Ch Boothbay

The attendance

Easter

of

lections and Songs for Faster Services, by Dr.
VINCENT.
t
$4 per 100 Copies; 5 cts. by mail.

Mrs Abbie Randall 25.00 Miss
A FBower 5.00 ChS Gorham .60 Ch
Newport 1.00 Mrs Bean (Limerick) 1.00
Ch
Bangor 2.80 Ch St Albans 2.80 1st

|

session

eral meeting, which was done with great profit

so they
of have a house of worship,
celved and accepted a call to the pastorate
isoften the case, the ‘weight of the
as
and,
Thret Rivers,

2

for

The

ton 16.00

‘|

vival interest.
Rev. A. B. Earle, D. D., the
evangelist,
was
conducting
a union
revival
meeting in the town with great
success.
The

must

go down or they

must

t

at Phenix,
March 4. The churches except one were
represented, and reported some progress. All are
supplied with Qasiors for the coming year. Gilbert’s Mills and Phenix churclies report some re-

at Day’s Creek are also worthy of much commendation, for while few in numbers, they felt

enjoys life and a fair degree of health.”

d J

B.

made the session spiritual and heavenly. The
ministering brethren in attendance were Rev’s T.
H. Drake, Wm. C. Hulse, G. H. Damon, all of
whom preached the Word, and judging from apeurances, to good acceptance. We are rejoiced
that all our churches have regular preaching once
more.
Next session with the Cleveland church, Saturday, May 27, 10.30 A. M., to continue over Sunday.
G. H. DAMON, Clerk.

as Father Clough and his son Ezekiel to will is
to do. The two brethren expended-over $1000
in the house and its furniture. The brethren

{n his 77th year, and with his aged companion

t

listening

chapel is situated. The Salem brethren have
recently erected a fine house of worship. Their
numbers are small, but with such noble souls

He is now

preaching as opportunity affords.

;

favorable

the Q. M. last June and found five church organizations with two new church buildings
and the college building in which the church

speedy.
him. May his recovery be sure and
known
Rev. O. W. Bridges, so long favorably
years
{in Sebec Q. M., is spending his closing
he is
where
Fairfield,
Fort
In
son
with his

the conferC.

its Feb.

church.

made the time

Oswego

‘I came

and

Brockway

?
5. Har
C. B. HART, Clerk.

Fri

Opening sermon by! Bro. Carter.
2
. A. MYERS, Clerk.

Jasper Co., Ind,

from all the churches, which they did, and manifestly came with song, prayer, exhortation and

2

College:

Q. M. and Ridgeville

This field still needs

teen that of a pioneer.

Indiana.

to preach

the next session,

Creek

E.

church,

miles west of Rensselaer).
A minster is wanted
in the Q. M. Address the clerk at Rensselaer,

of

beautiful

Service

" $7.50 per 100 Copies ; 10 ets. by

White Co. (Ind.) with the Newton church (7

Cleveland (0.)—Held with the Royalton church,
Feb.4, 5. Moderate weather and passable roads

The Rev. W. L. Hosier writes of the Salem

Sprague's Mills, Ashland, 1st and 2d Mapleton
labors;
and Limestone have shared in his
watchhave
outposts
feeble
the
of
many
while
has
od his coming, but not in vain. His work

-

so soon.

out on the side of Christ,

Spragueville,

Hill,

Mars

Blaine,

Hillsdale

April 7—9.

_—A
SHS.

The
Mori ne FA very papillae Easter
vice, by
De. VIN CENT. 24 pages.

’

Lake

J
ISen :

nse

ture and Song. By Dr. LOWRY, embracing
pew and appropriate Songs never before pablished. 16 pages.
$4 per 100 Copies; 5 cents by Mail.

D. Boxp, Clerk.

(Ind.) with the Wolf

: Ri
e

day, Aprit 21.
J, STOCKMYER, Clerk.
dams & Waushara (Wis.) at West Plainfield, June 2—4.
. PHILLIPS, Clerk.

was much larger than usual and the interest of
the meetings very good. The weather was’ summer-like and the gathering
of the people to the
house of worship showed
their interest in the
things of religion.
Next session with. the 2
ond church,
3,at
TP. M,
Jute
. H. HUBBARD, Clerk.

three have come forward in the prayer-meetings, five been baptized, and twelve received
into the chifsgh. Others are expecting to go
forward soon
baptism.
Several, of those
now under convietion are expected yet to come

Bro.

ter in the years to come as in years past.

i

at

with the Honey

Since the meeting at Waupun church closed,

age, and
63 years of
good work for the Mas-

sermon

C.

Honey Creek (Wis.)—Held

Wisconsin.

case.

in his

inprovement

is some

there

do

Rev.

of Fairport Jas appointed
ce

means

Th

of

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
Noble

into work-

the

5%

(312)

a deeper interest in the cause of mis-.|

to deliver the 8. S. address.

We have now begun meetings at the Union
sehool-house with very good prospects of success. Brethren, pray for us that God's work
may go ou and much good be done for the
cause of Christ.
J

‘Rev. J. A. Bry-

The Rev. J. Boyd writes:

wished to

we hope it will be

sions in all our churches.

The church was revived

they

And

awakening

and strengthened, and some fifty to sixty manifested a desire for religion. Twenty-two have
united with the church there, and a number

sub-

leaving

Hebron,

from the friends at E.

>

ing order.

with them Jan. 22, and the power of the Lord

secta-

not

while
is old F. Baptist ground, and

I

Worden. |

Sor. (Mrs T. A. Stevens, Pres,), which was organ-

ized three months ago, is just getting

ings, where, we hope, some good may yet resuit. By request of the Dewitt church, Bro.
. Palmer and myself began a series of meetings

afproportionto their means, and look well
This
pastor.
their
of
interests
temporal
ter the

b

represen<

THe sTOWil and gevelopmgit of Christian character
in all its members.
Letus pray that our next
session, which is to be held with the Parma
church, may be a season of great interest. The
Penfield church, under the leadership of Bro. T.
A. Btevens, has enjoyed a good degree of spiritual
life since the week of prayer. The session came
to them in a good time.
The meetings were full
of interest.
Rev. G. P. Linderman of Phenix
preached 10 us the Word of life. The W.Q. M. M.

tor has found 8 most pleasant field
the ‘people, closing the meetings with the Mill Creek
and, in answer [0 the prayers of
Several .church, Bro. P. went into what is: known as
abundantly.
blessed
has
Master
the
of in- | the Durby district and held a series of meetdegree
good
a
and
converted,
pave been

"

in having

oly, owned and controlled by seven ministers,but
a mutual benefit assoclation having for its object

found the Saviour precious. A number have
joined the church and others will probably
join soon. To God be all the praise. After

the pas"
willingness to work in both churches, of labor,

of the Holy Spirit, Rey. F. oH. Butler; Claims
Unrisiian missions, Rev, I. B. Coleman.

tives in the conference. This Q. M.,18 not a monop-

church was revived, some backsliders were
reclaimed and we trust some thirty or forty

lost its
for years. Kast Buckfield had almost
union, and a
visibility, but there being perfect

pastorates, Rev. E. C. Hodge; Character and work

A. M. JONES, Clerk.

est on the part of the church

held every evening for some time, and the

just closed his pastorate al

Is

P.
M.
resses by Mrs. G. P. Linderman and
Mus. Libbie Cilley Ceiffin: Theme—Religion 1
the family.—7.30 P. M. Public Temperance Addresses by Rev. G. P. Linderman and Rev. A. T.

For Easter.

|

Lang-

Rochester (N. Y.)—Held with the Penfield
church Feb. 17-19. Not as many ministers as us-

ie

menced labor as pastor of this church the first
Sabbath in Dec.
Several rose for prayers at
the close of the first meeting.
Meetings were

last June in
E. Buckfield, Oxford Co., united

his

J. M.

worthy; Comparative merits of longer and shorter

<

has

method of préparing sermons, Rev,

June Session with the Gardiner City church,
commencing the 2d Tuesday, at 1.30 P. M.

EY

ted
in

fieeds of the Free Baptist denomination, and’ how
they may be supph
Rev. L. P. Bickford; Best

Ere

ad

and passing

Central Branch Union Pacific, on arriving at
Whiting, Jackson Co., can inquire for 8, P.

of the F.
The Rev. B. G. Blaisdell, pastor
his labors there

;

cothingby R.R.

the church up to it, Rev,W. H. Merriman ; Pulpit
ower, Rev. A. T. Worden ; Life and doctrine of
mfucins, Rev.G.P. Linderman; The special

with
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valent, has almost wholly disappeared.

(Me.)—Held its March session

ry a 2 oa
DS —

py the fact that profanity, which was very

pi

Bowdoin

the N. Street church, Bath. On acéount of the
bad traveling many of the churches were not vep-

pe

The
people of30 years of age and upwards,
as show
influence over others is very marked,
pre-

ey,
Ps

T
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that,

would

T

:

Thé man had to go two*-or three times
‘| to carry us all, because the carriage
wouldn’t hold a great many, and 1 went

last, I

To those whose friendships never cloy.

and

Gracie

Spencer

and

some

more, and we took the basket up to Eva's.

"A weeping day, a day of tears;
‘Who has not known a day like this,
When sweetest hopes were lost in fears, 4

And darkness shadowed all our bliss?

;

oranges and candy and the last hour we

Temperance.

played plays and told riddles. Miss
Barnes let Nellie come in. = She had to

keep herout in the dressing room

most

to the

ture

tumbled
in

them at home, but the man

drove

away

is,

listen

things in a paper bag and let Eva ‘and
Nellie carry them down to a girl that was
sick and ocouldn’t come.
‘After they were gone shé told us to
clear everything away and sit up straight
for she had some things to say.» So in
about a minute you could hear a pin drop,
and then, Tommy Waite sat up so stiff he
tumbled over After he got picked up the
teacher began to read a letter. I've got
it copied—every girl in school copied it—
and I'll read mine to you. Miss Barnes's
voice trembleda little and she had out
her handkerchief. She said she found
the letter on the table with the other
things. - Eva wrote it. Now I'll read it:
*“ Dear teacher, Miss Barnes in the fifth
room; I have been trying to be kind to
Nellie Archer as you asked us and my
mother had her come up to my house.
Dear teacher, she feels
because she |
doesn’t hive good clothess#®
If she tries to

than strychnine.

1

Reiley’s

place to the beautiful in

their

strictly non-partisanhas
,
presented to the American

in all its features, and

library.

In fact,

:

an artificial one. When the purple grape
glows in the warm sunlight, that I admit
is a good creature of God ; and when the
golden grain shivers through all its ears

Political

To-

of Politics.

i

spit

me? ., Why ‘should | wicked woman. I will love you ti}
dh
a heer madder to Bave. the: things i From -your scholar, Eva , FaIu
than if nobody lad brought aly.
|
i. Well, when Miss Barnes read t:.:

1%1} hey

vied. . Xes, she WIped
Ber eyes w=:

-

" Magbe Fni'too big now $6 kick | had to'stop and wait before she got {a tha
(I'm most ten), but I did once and. they | end.
Smebody else and Lot me up stairs,
#nd I cried till I was so . And then she talked to us and said
«no

e had eyerything ito ‘eat, ltred’l
fifi
Joi
went tovsisdp.
‘Why: shouldn't | | was afraid she had notiiried hard #5: :
Gig
folks |' folks feel just the same when
n't it, Bowmuch folks:
when they wake | to get acquainted with Nellie and sue
{SometimesIt seems, as if up ag what they do'when'they}go'to sleep? wanted. us to
tell our mothers about her
14 te is to do, only “going I don’t see. Why, when. I waked
up thut whemwe went h ome’ and think what
ising, oficourse.
time, I'don’t s'poge any body in this world | could: be done.
he
was eyer. so 'shamed as I was. It seem: : Then she talked about Eva’s name and
e

\And he'saysMr: Randall let Lizzie have
‘that party to be. popular — * poplar,” as
3

“he calls, it. « “yy.}

—

5 NojiEva didn't ‘go to the party; for,
!: first, there wasn’t anybody at home to go
Viafter her

when" twas

ten o'clock;

and

~ ~grhen Mrs. Randall said we should all be
sent hoiin the carriage, she couldn't be.«

cause thecbaby spilt his milk on Het dress,

".,
for they
hadky only milk and hasty-pudding
A
v
.

aan
f

as SIX= | | ‘Baidit fitted

told Guy Rollins. :- Guy lives right across

_ but to bed, so her mother could wash out

the milk; for she only had two

‘dresses

and the other was washed, because jhe
4 -had on this one, you know.
Well, Mrs. Randall laughed when we
told her, dnd said she hoped Eva had
learned not to cry for¢ spilt milk,” and

then she

said everybody

could put into

their pockets any of the things left from

supper, but she hoped we would remember Eva first.
:
“ Now she’s told us the what,

she

ex-

pects us to find out the how,” says Lizzie after her mother went away, * and I
think we'd better pack the things in
grandma's work-basket.”
;
* Oh, yes,” says

Mattie

Dall, * won't

know
but I should have died ‘if the cat

Well,

this isn't what I was going to

tell you

about.

Not, I mean,

what I

wanted to tell you most, but I had to
this, so you'd know about Eva.

tell

Now there's another girl in our room;
Nell,—no,

Nellie

When I've
I called her

Archer.

will be polite to you,” so I showed her
where she could bite my apple and what

do you think?

¢ Let me

take it in my

hand,” says she, and as quick as she got
it she ran off
laughed; laughed a

good deal more hatefuller than if she'd
said things.
I trembled.
What do you 'spose made
me do that, when I wasn’t afraid of anything ?
And the teacher—now, Miss Barnes is
pretty good , not always. quite as polite
as she might be, and I don’t think she
takes ‘much pains with her hair—she was

real good to Nellie, and that girl would
laugh right in her face-—wouldn't do
thing she wanted her to do!
Miss Barnes

used to

talk

to

us,

a

too,

about being good to her, but after the
first we didn’t try much; for as Tilly
Small said,

like

her,

and

if

8ays, ‘‘ she

she didn’t like her.what fwas

the

use

to

‘she'll

die

some day if she isn’t more saving of her
breath.” But she’s good.
i
Lizzie went to get the basket and two
or three went to help her, and when
they dropped a ball of yarn, Tom Wales

got it round his foot. The more they
pulled the more he got wound up, and
Chester Smart stuck a needle under his
Perkhips you
can guess what happened then? Why,

things flew! I shouldn'tbe surprised if
someof them hada’t been found yet, and
Lizzie didn't care a. bit. She said her
grandma wouldn't ¢are either.

she

try to like her ?

didn't

:

Well, Miss Barnes sent her up to Mr.

and every body seeing, but Nell just looked up with her black eyes and laughed—
that worse laugh than bad words.

put it away.

Once he had to get up

Just
to put away his skates after he'd

Don’t you

remember

the

real Eva's

father called her a truly evangel to him ?
So we talked about itat home, but twas
| vacation and then Miss Barnes wag sick

and'we had a new teacher two weeks, so

we didn’t get the things for New

Year's;

and this is the secret, ¢* Nellie’s

&o hg

to

have a valentine!” It seems kind of‘queer
to give presents. for valentines,

Aunt May says its L right.
Valentine ‘was

no

but

my

She says St.

for his

love

and

charity ; so 'its;all right. My Aunt May
knows,
Nove
It's a’ big valentine. A dress, garnet

thibet, and two aprons,a handkerchiefand
a white one, and red stockings and

boots

and leggins and mittens and a collar,—

Aunt May made it ; feather-edge braid you
know—and handkerchiefs—and lace in
the sleeves—yes, and a hood and

if she’s

good, Miss Hilton is going to get a gossamer. Do you spose she will be good?
And on the outside of the wrapper
Aunt May painted a little bird and made
this verse:
~

'rivalets, and flow back agdin into the
i Boiace
bo (pete
‘hidden’ ‘springs of health, and disease
drinks and sleeps. Andto the pure

sweet natural faste that isienough ; it delights jn this pure diamond of God. Bat
laboratories. : makes

‘man-ia his
‘spirit—a

fiery,

en the
| coarsens

flaming

appetite,

another

- spirit,

and

which

vitiates the

taste, and scerches tke throat, and

burns

hood of the man who gives way to it, and
blights all his happiness, and destroys all

the hopes of his family. And if I am to
have my

choice

between

these two so-

and we

so Christmas

Barnes ought to give her five checks for

chewing gum

and Lill Fisher only four

fascina-

* PROHIBITION.—The

liquor traffic still

lingers in some of the larger cities of
Maine, where it is conducted upon a com-

paratively siall scale, and with more or
less secrecy, mostly by the same class of
men who keep gambling houses and houses
of ill-fame, the lowest part of our foreign

poptilation. The traffic here occupies the
same place in public opinion that these
other crimes do.

This persistency of the

corrected by and by, and -then the last
vestige of this great evil will be summarily swept away. Wa shall then be able
to

demonstrate

to

the

world,

more

thoroughly than we now'can, how great
are the benefits to the State and people
resulting from the absolute’suppression of
the liquor traffic, from which the nation
suffers more, year

by

year,

and

every

famine, those greatest scourges
human family.”— Neal Dow.

of the

She said she was

a poet laureate and “Since women have
arrayed themselves
rhyme on so grandly in opposition to the evils of ingy thought "twas real temperance, and men have
testified both

given subjects, but

good and we told hér so.

Mrs. Bates is going to look

after Nel-

lie’s clothes and don't you think Miss
Webster—she lives up on the hill—she’s

wears diamond rings—
she says, * Howis it with the little Evangel? Does
she like music

and are

people able to do much for her?”

her

and

fru-gal-i-ty,

they

young.

** Well,” Miss Webster says,

(oh, you

ought to see her eyes shine!) ¢ you may
say to Mrs. Bates, if you will be so kind,
that I will look after her daughter's music
lessons by and by, if she would. like" for

me
to do 80.”

|

-

respect and admiration for their efforts,

the gentle admonition not to be too radi
cal and cut off the last solace of forlorn
bachelorhood—a good cigar—has too often been met with a smiling acquiescence,
or the tacit admission that so venial an

offense might be

tolerated,

or

at least

* what can’t be cured mast be endured.”

popularly

known

as

the

and the Secretary of War of our country
decides that we cannot afford the expense

of trying to make soldiers of *¢ young
American” smokers, is it not time for

——

>

r

bound,

ways of making a poetical

reputation : one by’

‘writing a poem that would command atténtion:
at any time, another'by

dextérously catching

‘some new and popular theme, and elaborating
itin a way
that Mr.

at once witty and attractive; and

Harte adopted the Jatter method.

He

fastidious as to the moral qualities of what is
offered for its entertainment, if only it is novel

and amusing, applauded him to the echo. Mr.
Harte has worked bis vein—the profanity and
slang and roughness of the wild lives of Californian miners and desperadoes--with considerable
dramatic
but has
he has in
anything

skill and force of character painting,
accomplished
little besides.
Unless
store something higher afid finer than
yet produced, we may consider that

authors of our

land is likely to be neitker a very exalted

nor

a permanent one. We are to have an edition
of his complete works,of which the first volume
is that whose title is given above,

is to consist of five

volumes,

The editien

crown odetavo,

printed from entirely new plate§—and

best and most tusteful
Press, as is plainly
volume before us.

style

'in

the

of the Riverside

evinced..by

the

beautiful

THE LOST ESTATE AND OTHER STORIES.

By

Mrs. J. P. Ballard. Jp. 217. New York:
National Temperance
Society & Publication
House, 58 Reade St.

The first desirable quality about a book is
attractiveness.
No art is more assiduously
studied, nowadays,than, by publishers, the art
of making their books inviting to

the

eye.

It

is to the credit of the volume before us that its
appearance is such as to suggest this fact. It
is a neat volume, and the forty-eight pieces, in
both prose and poetry, which it contains are
worthy the setting which is given them. They

are evidently a collection of pieces heretofore
scattered and fugitive. They are short, bright,
pointed, and illustrate in an

effective

way

for

young minds the innumerable evils of strong
drink.
i

Woman in Civil Service Reform is the
title of a pamphlet of fine mechanical execution

containing forty-five pages, by Mrs. Hugh L.
Brinkley.
The author makes a special plea

in behalf of women who have taste, refinement and ability and who need to have
avenues of labor for which they are adapted
opened to them, among which are many
places

in

within

the

gift

post-offices, custom

8he

wields

a

beld

of

the

houses

and

government,

and the

vigorous

pen,

like.
is a

vice.” “ Ahla gallant’s bow on the promenade and a smile in the parlor may be a consideration to the woman who has the world at
her feet, but they will not bé worth’ .a.moment’s thought when she feels the ‘world
clutching at her hungry throat.” The alleged

smile at a disease so. malignant, that,

York.

eancér upon the body politic ? Se’.

ture, or public

ww!

wire,

Though

sold

tained by parties ordering direct for delivery,

C. 0. D. (a new feature in the publishing busi.

ness), or by mail. Canvassers can be assigneq
territory. Price $5,00 per copy for Cloth,

$6.00 for Sheep or
Library, $7.00 for fine
Half-Turkey.
Address Fireside Publi

shing

Co., 20 North 7th St, Philadelphia.

‘. The series of articles’ which
appeared ‘in the

North

has recently

American

Review

written by Col. Ingersoll, Jadge
Black ang
Prof. Fisher, are now given to
the public in
the form of a pamphlet entitled
The Christian

Religion. The paper by Prof. Fishe
r is able,
candid, and convincing.
It exhibits plain
traces of the influence of modern thoug
ht upor
the old theological dogmss, but it may
be de.
pended upon to go far toward exorc
ising ‘the

partly re-appearing specter of
the eighteenth
century infidelity. As it turns out,
Mr. Rice

may have rendered the cause of relig
ion - good
service by his enterprise in securing
and pub.
lishing a discussion of the kind here
presented.
Price, 50 cents. Published by the
North Amer.

ican Review, 80 Lafuyette Place, New
York.
We have received from A.D. F. Rand
olph

& Co. three very beautiful

and dain‘y ~ speci

mens of the publisher’s art, which ‘pleasaitly
remind us of, and may help us to prepa
re for,

the advent of another Easter

day.

The first is

an elegant red-line edition of William

Wilber.

force Newton's choice poem, The Voice of St.
Joh; or, the Story of the Jirst Easter Day.
It is faultlessly printed,and its fifteen or twent
y

leaves are bound together by a bit of gracefully
tied pink ribbon. The title on the white paper

cover

is

tastefully

printed

cultivated woman’s

in

gilt.

taste must

Some

bave

deyised

this charming’ product of the press; we can not
believe any man’s wit equal to it. It is sent
by the publishers, post:paid,en receipt of sixty

cents, The second is a purple line edition
thick paper illumivated covers, tied =!)
Easter

Poem,

pp.

14,

Price,

si:

7

in

Ber

nd

:

hic a:

and prose.

and

i+

It is called The Easter Hericage,

sells

for

thirty-five

cents.

Fractional

amounts may be sent in postage stamps.

Ad-

dress A. D. F. Randolph & Co., 900 Broadway,

;
| New York.
The Christian World for March contai
ns
the usual interesting and valuable information
touching the religious status of the world.

The

most striking article is one entitled, “ A
Heathen’s Indictment of Christianity "—the

heathen being

a native of Japan.

again the regret that Christ bas

misrepresented by those

name.

Price$1.10a

who

It arouses

been so

often

have borne

year.

his

45 Bible House,

N.Y.
Littell's Living Age.
The number
for
March 4th and 11th contain— Ancient Animals,
in South America, and the Life of Mr. Cobden,
The Babylonian account of the Deluge, Bishop
Thirlwall’s Letters; Dr. Sheridan; A Seven-

teenth Century Worthy—Sir Simon

Harcourt;

The Authoress of“ Auld Rebin Gray,” and
Marie the French Queen ; Some Old Comedies ;

The Channel

the Ainoes;

Tunnel;

andin

A

Bear Festival among

the

way of

fiction * Let

Nobody Pass,” “Lord of All,” and Installments

of “The Freres ” and “Robin,” with the usual

amount of poetry. For fifty-two numbers of
sixty-four large pages each (or more than 3,-300 pages a year), the subscription price ($8.)
is low; while for $10.50 the publishers offer to
send any oneof the American $4. monthlies or

weeklies with The Lwing Age fora year,
both postpaid. Littell & Co., Boston, are the
publishers.
Frank Leslie’s Sunday Magazine for April

contains
the opening chapters of

Donald's new story,

entitled

George

Mac-

* Weighed

and

What I saw of Mormonism,”

Wanting,” and

by the.Editor, Dr. Talmage. The magazine
certainly contains what it claims to—* attractive, useful and interesting reading for everybody.” Frank Leslie, publisher, 63 Park Place,
New York.
Our Young Men is the title of anew
monthly magazine of instructive and interesting literature, anda record of Y. M.C. A.
work in the Northwest. Price, $1.00 per year.
Cobb & Wright, publishers, 244 Hennepin
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minn,
The Original Chatterbox fer March, full
of big pictures for little folks, and costing only

(able.

to our

ten cents, comes like a sunbeam

Estes & Lauriat, publishers, Boston.

LITERARY NOTES: |
ul
“Rip Van Winkle,” is just published, with
-i

gh

TORE CO aN

Jie

other of Irving’s choicest *‘ Sketches,” in a

charming little red-line, gilt edge volume, for
the low price of 40 cents, by
The Useful
Knowledge
« Publishing Co.
They issue an

master of logic, is keen at satire,and makes out
edition of the same, bound In cloth, for 22 ots,
4 strong case, Two quotations from the body postpaid, another ‘named * Utility,” for only
of the work given upon its title page. are 13 cents, postpaid. A postal card will secure
representative of its striking features. * Give specimen pages and catalogues from The Use-

to woman's
objections

Ed

being sewed with

by subscription, this valuable work can be
gp.

Easter, ate
selection
It has been well said tha there are two printed appropri

advancement

are

well

mothers, to inquire if it is quite wise (o ‘met; and the closing appeals are pertinent and.
strong. Soldby the American News Co., New

%

given fp

od
at

heaven-inspired women, the wives and

even from an economic standpoint, it is a

matter

| thisir
N
a unique
= igo ¥
d _
which is ri
he k' 1 - DO
FV OrBe—UiRIeCt
way
WW
"and miscollansons poems, | The stiff illuminated
covers are anch.
sketches, national
parodies, burlesques,
and a drama called ribbon-tied, and clasp between ther:
leaves, also anchor-shaped, upon.
‘The Two Men of Sandy Bar.”
v:
a

“

But reformers must lose their title to
the name when their demands are below 8 woman a chance for indépendence and you
the high-water mark of sober legislation. , give her a chance for virtue. Open one more
When Germany prohibits the use of“toe door to labor, and you closé one more door to
bacco by boys under sixteen years of age,

of

The typographical qualities are first

James,”

PAMPHLETS AND MAGAZINES.

they often found it hard to

wealth

Truthful

traffic in the cities is due entirely to some

defects in the law, as it now stands, which
we know perfectly, and which will be

The

Jalia C. R. Dorr’s Dayl » sk of n,
ribbo

his position among the famous

+o)

stand—marble-top
you know. We got with in-dus-try
it at Mr. Epp’s (he keeps chairs and rugs- eonld rear their

buy the present at her father’s store she'd
give two dollars. She didn’ ‘think Miss

doubtful, insidious, serpentine
tion.—Canon F. W. Farrar.

Book IV—Parljy.

morous poet ‘of an altogether new - order; by

his diglect poem of “Plain Language from

| (he vitals, and degrades the very man- |
|struck a new vein, and the public, not over-

year, ‘‘ than from war, pestilence, and

* Fly, little bird, o’er sea and land,
Nor rest that wing of thine
Until thou drop’st in Nellie’s hand
This little valentine!”

was coming tw Mrs. Perry was there and she said,
got Miss Barnes a little Bible- they - were not really im-pe-cu-ni-ous
;

Well, and

Chester said he wished his fathor'd go and, music-stools and most: everything
while. If he like that), because Alice Epp said if we'd

shed he has to go right out in the dark
and

little ‘teeny

Rice, and Mr. Rice sent her down t, Mr:
going to have Nellie come up to her
Graves and. once she ran away and a house
and see if she can leach her to be a
p'licemaii brought her back. Oh, you singer... She
came down to my house and
think of it! Why it makes me sick to told my mother so, and
when she was tythink of a p'liceman taking hold of me ing her hood-she

$0 school over there a

leaves a things out of place in the
wood-

being good just the least

in ‘thé" rivers and

hadn’t come up and stayed with me. | mite that was. I don't mean she pla
called ** creatures of God,” I prefer the
Cats are a great deal of company, | thHbse words, you’kbut
now,
I guess thes “first—that which is harmless and sweet
grandma says.
;
mean just the same.
and innocent and not that which has a

the condiments go in be-yur-tifully?”
* Now, what did she mean?” Horace
gushes ;” says,

her, for an evangelis one

teen hours, just because I was ashamed |! that brings good news and it was good
to go down to see any body. I don't ‘Des to hear that. Nellie thought about

for supper, 80 her mother could buy told you, you'll know why
“some lad to'put mn “her dress. And it Nell first and Nellie atterwards.
“wasn't a very good dress either; there
She hasn’t been thereso very long,
was.cotton in it, Hattie Nevins said.
~ but such a girl!
Bs
)
How did we know about the pudding
Now you know they're always saying,
and milk? Oh! her little brother Joe ¢: Be polite to everybody, and everybody

their yard. So she didn’t go to the party,

ond

LS

ie

are madethe pute crystal of fount-

gins, dnd they bubble

Issues;

The whole volume of 1100 pages is strongly

and so the
mission, and
treats of the
as unfolding
The author
with much

and Gracie almost broke her neck looking back to see if any body came to the
door. She thought she could see someThese weeping days, these days of tears,
Tell thee the penitence we feel.
body all but doubled over. Maybe twas
when out of, not the growth, but the deO come and save us from our fears,
only a shadow. She thought she heard
While humbly at thy feet we kneel.
cay of it, not the composition, but the decrying, but I guess it was cats, for when
composition of it, not the life, but the and that the blooming of
Eva came to school the next day she
May we but hear thy welcome voice,
:
beauty in human
death of it, is formed the product, of character is the exercise of the moral faculties
Once mere thine own indwelling know,
didn’t seem to feel a bit bad. She said
which we know that the use by all will in obedience to God’s Word. The book fsa}
How gladly will our héirts rejoice,
her little brother picked up some things
be
While tears of lov®“forever flow.
inseparably cennected with the abuse very welcome addition to recent Christian
in the morning, and the snow was clean
some—and when we know that that literature, and will undoubtedly finda large
by
and the things were good. She saved
These weeping days and days of tears
.
abuse is the prolific cause of vice, misery, circle of readers.
Will not prevent communion sweet;
some of the mottoes in a glass box her
and
lunacy,
ruin,
almost
destitution,
every
Nor quench our hopes in future years,
{ mother had when she was a little
girl.
POETICAL WORKS,
INCLUDING THE
other evil under the sun—then I must THE
Though sorrows lead—in waters deep.
- DRAMA OF “ THE TWO MEN OF SANDY
Chester felt a good deal more bad than
— Golden Rule.
BAR,” OF BRET HARTE. Boston: Houghton,
she did, for just as quick as the basket went fix herself, her mother laughs at her and confess that it is only in a very narrow
Pe
Mifflin & Co. The Riverside Yi
ty
and peculiar sense that I can speak of al1852. pp.
445. Price $2.00.
Yor sale
by
over he went off down a eross street and calls her * toney,’ and then she says
she cohol as being 8 good creature of God.
E. J. Lane & Co.
EL
.
NO. FIVE'S SECRET.
in the morning he didn’t come to school | gets mad and acts just as bad as
she cun. But if it be, .there is another good creature
Mr. Harte is a native of Albany, N. Y., who
BY ANNIE 3. 1IBEY,
for fear everybody would laugh and say She says girls in good clothes scorn
girls of God about which I have no doubt what- went to California, in 1854, a youth of sixteen,
things at him, and in the afternoon his that don’t.
My dear teacher, we know it | gver,and which I, for one, prefer,and that seeking his fortune. He has won his enviable
That's our'class, Number Five.
When
father wouldn't write an excuse for him is not true, but she thinks so.
reputation as a poet and story-teller since 1564,
you are in the hall you will see it at the
She says iswater. The great sea rolls its pure fresh
or let his mother,
but Eva asked the she loves to sing but is afraid somebody
at which time he was editor of the Califor
top of the door, No. 5, gold, on a black
waves inviolate, and the tropic sun eévapo- nian in San Francisco. In 1868, he started
teacher not to say anything for staying | will laugh. Dear teacher,
plate. What I am going to tell gbout
away; so all she said. was to ask |said I might write to tell you; my mother | rates them, and they are distilled in the the Overland Monthly. Two yeurs later he
or she says | sweet laboratory of the air, and they are was elected to the professorship of modern
ough to have been Christmas, but ‘it | ys to write in our spelling
books, | you havea great trial with so many. chilwasn’t, so how could I -tell it? Now, I} «A brave man never wants to
winnowed by the wings of the wind, and, literature in the University of California, but
be shot in | dren. Her mother has a temper.
the ensuing year, came East, and
will begin.
freed
from all impurities, they steal resigned
She
|
the back.”
settled in New York City. Since them he has
chases
her
with
the
broom
sometimes.
|
down
softly in the dew and in the
She goes to my school. Her name is
Well, there, if I'd been Eva Bates
: and She spends her money for snuff to rub her silvery rain, and they gladden the bien much in England. . He was widely.inEva Bates.
Yes, I know about the Eva had
troduced - to public notice first by his sketch
to stay at home and lost most all my | teeth. I think Nellie will bé better some:
in “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” We got that
1 green leaves, and they ‘slide. gently ‘into called, * The Luck of Roaring Camp,” which |
| good things, do you s’pose I'd have gone time. She says nobody. likes”
} bosom of the rose,
book
)
n
er. My lie
and:‘then
they was Published in the second
' number of the
(round smiling 4nd, thanking evefy body | mother says it will be sad for
Overland; and afterwards, in 1870, as a huher
£6
be
-&
Arickle
through
the
fresh
soils
of
earth;
(of it true... "Tisn for rememberin

g.

Platforms; Book TEI ~Grey

these books must be seen in order to be ap.
preciated. Each book is completely
indexeq, .

rare than one would at first suppose.
Few
men really keep their eyes open, and see what
is going on around
them.
Ruskin said that
hundreds of persons can talk for one who can
think; but thousands can think for one who
see. A great value, also, in this book is the
devout and religious tone which pervades it,
téaching that the hight of all beauty is God,

crushed the ‘sweet poison of
wine,” —and when the golden
mashed and battered ‘and mixed
I know not what ingredients—and

indispensable to an

mentary Practice;
Book V—All Existing
Political Laws; Book VI—A Complete
Feder,
Blue Book; Book VII—A Tubulated Histo
ry

wealth of illustration. He teaches how to see
beauty. This, certainly, is a gift far more

under the wind of summer, that is a crea‘ture of God; but when out of the purple

never before been,
reader. It is new

There are seven books in the can

Speeches in Great

Prof. Reiley’s book is particularly addressed,
8s its title indicates, to artists;
professor sets forth the artist’s
-method, and resources; yet, he
sense of beauty in general, ‘and
itself in artistic
productivity,
writes in a charming style, and

v

volume of about 1100 pages, as follows: Boo
I—History of the Political Parties, Book
; 4
“=All

art, and in the soul the principles of beauty.
To all students of msthetics this volume will

prove a valuable help.

of the

all important test votes. A histo
ry of this king,

class in
before the

doctrine.

that.

measures and party records thereon,
includ]

day multitudes are. seeking in nature, and in

is at least a natural poison, and alcohol is

grape is
misused
grain is
up with

of Prof.

history of

of leaders, -descriptions

especially

The lectures now come

Itisa complete

face
each other on every leading issue, they
With the
views

following Kant, have brought forth large stores
of ®sthetic material, and Emerson and Carlyle
have drawn upon these thinkers for many of
their principles.
The Scotch school gave a

in what respect alcohol is more of a creaof God

hia Bar.

Political Parties,so presented

public; and are welcomed by mamy persons
‘who delight to see beauty in nature and art.
The theme is one attracting particular attention at this time. The German metaphysicians,

with a somewhat disdainful smile when
they next hear quoted against them
the argument in favor of alcohol, that
every creature of God is good. I know
that alcohol is a poison, and I do not see

be done Miss Barnes put some nuts. and

members

Asthetics,

There is one thing which I do hope tothat

an
State Committee; - ed ja
Hector T. Fenton, Esq., member of
y the Phi).
adelp

Palati-

nate College. Philadelphia: John E. Potter
& Co., 617 Sampson St. 12mo. pp. 165.
The substance of this volume was originally
presented in the form of lectures to the

~ AN EXPLODED IDEA.
tal abstainers will de, and

Languages,

| students of Palatinate College, and

alcohol is'much less so, because strychnine

the coach was screaming and talking and
telling whatto do, all at once.
a
I almost cried myself, to think of the cocoa-nut cakes, for mother says: they’re awfully indigestible and won’t let me eat

O Jesus, wilt thou not forgive,
Though sin has stained .me o’er and o’er?
May we not look to thee and live
And taste thy pardoning love ence more?

any more about that now, but in the afternoon we ‘had apples and peanuts and

That lovely pink ice-cream just

right over in the snow, and everybody

~

a

all the time, but she was real good that
Chester was going to put it on the door- afternoon. _ I never saw her so good only
step and when he'd rung the bell, he said once when she didn't have any shoes fit
he could jump back into the carriage and to comie to school and Miss Barnes gave
we'd be gone before anybody could get her some money to buy some rubbers.
to the door, but just as he pulled the bell, She was good then till her mother got
Cad Gray says, ‘- They're coming, quick, some money to buy her new shoes and
quick!” and Chester jumped and fell right she left off the rubbers.
over the basket and then everything
When it was almost time for sehool to

| went, mottoes, chocolate and everything.

No hope to plead!
Oh! can this be,
Since Christ has given ‘himself for us?
Will sin forever hide from thee
:

had

I can't tell

D., Professor of Ancient

fd

-~

said

never

life.

other girls,” and we mustn’t expect her
to be made right oyer, but I hope she
will be different. “Don’t you ‘spose she
will? It seems as if [ can’t wait to see.

A Study in

By Rev. William M, Reilly, Ph.

dg
Ul
ey

she?

have

Barnes

AND HIS MISSION,

Aisthetics.

V.

and Senate and is Chairman of the Penngy)y
nia Republic

Ra

A girl wouldn't

have thought Miss

present before in her

“ThE ARTIST

compiled by the
Hon, Thos.

:
bas served terms
in the Pennsylvania Houge

a

up nights. Emma

a

A weeping day will sadden hearts,
Destroy the hopes that once gave joy,
Repress the loves we should impart

A weeping day it was indeed;
The clouds were dark, compelling fears;
The way obscure—no hope te plead.

I wake

a

How eft they come to us in life!
:
‘What pain they give us while they stay;
‘What gloem, what syetow mixed with strife.

fh knew a day, a day of tears—

of it when

Baxter says, ‘It's a nawful sponsibility,”

‘Whb had any taste for politics, law, literaaffairs?

Here

is a book

for

ful Knowledge

Publishing

les William 8t.,

New
ork Clty ~———One of thé most valuable
historical NOLES which bave peared jn many
years
is Green’s *‘ Larger History of the En-

glish People.” Ranking with Macaulay’s.great

work in A AOIDIng interest, it excels that in its
adaptation to popular needs. It richly de-

serves a place in the homes of the masses, and

» now reduced in price from the $10,00 for the

our volume edition of the Harpers ‘to #8 low

88 50

cents

Knowledge

for

one edition

Pub. Co., N. Y.

lishing it in several styles,
volumes Elzevir edition,

by

The

cents, cloth 30 cents, half Russia, 40
volume, (po

Usefu

They are pub-

as follows: In five
Utility binding, 16

five
to seven

cents

cents per
per

vol

ume extru) and
» model octavo edition, in one
volume,
Utility binding, 60 cents, cloth,65
i
half Russia, 80 cents, (by mail 16 centsext

rs).

4

*

Wa

packed in.

bowl, some pink and white ice cream,
“just like fancy soap,” Nox Chartist said.

A day of tears, a weeping day,

A weeping day it is with us,
Although the sun may brightly shine,
‘Where sin drives far away from us
A Saviour’s love, a love divine.

give for the

stand, brought other things ; Alice Frazer,

lh

to make | gant oil painting.
Then some, that didn’t

issue the 20th of this
thorough political library.in one vol month
me, ry
ed American Politics, from the
beg uning oF
the U. 8. Goyernment to date,

®

After the pleasure of possessing hooks there is
hardly anything more pleasant than that of
speaking of them, and of communicating to the
public the innocent.richness of thought which we
have acquired by the culture of letters.—Nodier.

be

us on a present aud always be twitting!
They brought four dollars and got a nelr-

a vase, and Frank Blake, a handkerchief,
but Miss Barnes says, ‘* Nobody but God
Some turkey and jelly and all the kinds of and some others, other things, and they
knows how hard it is for Nellie to be like
piled
them all up on the stand and you'd
cake and nuts and candy, and last, in a
Well, we got ‘Eva's things

D.

The sinner pleading in the dust?

the

al

H.R.

skates and getting back to bed

long

up

first.

A DAY OF TEARS.
BY

hanging

| up all the time he lost going too early at

here's saglace —J. Howard Payne.

!

aud

you ean not afford

aha bate “aha

meet

:

dressing

which

to be Withg
The Fireside Pub’g Co. of Phila
delphia, a’
vertise to

Lu

world, you'll not

enough

yon

lh

the

home, west home!
p
lace
like home.

it

Book Table.

Pubs fs

Home,

to hallow

You just think of Miss Webster's giving
any body music lessons !
And, oh! de you spose Nellie (we're
all going to call her Nellie, and she is to
be the class girl) will be good ? I think

be

elsewhere.

seems

she

In

with

skies

said; but

dns

the

she

Th

from

there,
‘Which;
0 through

note,

AH

to bed early that night and he was
A charm

a

ETRY

for writing

wasn’t going to have the fourth class beat

go

|

for that

him

care

a

gone to bed, but he didn’t

though, because his father made

A

Family Circle.

A
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—

He

od

buried.

This

irl stands watchipg a frail basket that occurred toward the close of the wander.
fthe aquatic vegetation

is floating among

ingsat Kadesh, and her grave

by the side of oné of the canals of the
river. She'is evidently not an Egyptian,
but one of a lower caste, a slave. She
wears none of the adornments that orien-

was

visi-

ble there for many generations, not far

alone,

abolitionist.
He took the Star 40 years. His

‘earliest recorded act of her life—her
cesses Sarah and Rebekah does this thin faithful watch over her infant brother.
their deis

‘Slip of a girl appear, yet she

\

either .of them.

It isin this manner that Miriam is first
introduced to us. She isonly a young girl,

gave splendor to her public career.

That little

designed her was a
the service that she
nate and helper of
have been immense.

merid simplicity of the age, to bathe in the
sacred river, and discovers the ark and
its contents, the girl is at hand to recom-

mend a Hebrew nurse, and she was comone, - which she
missioned to bring

|promptly did.
Eighty years pass before we hear anything of Miriam again. The babe whom
she watched:

fidelity has

over with such

become a great man, the leaderof a nation, and the prophet and interpreter of

In the meanwhile the girl has de-

God.

way, what we see of the woman

is suffi-

cient to win our highest admiration and

lost. She

other woman

of

mation,

her

as-

asthe

gociate of her noble and gifted brethers.
Micah names these brothers together as
the deliverers of Israel. Her Biblical dis-

tinction is ** the sister of Aaron,” and her
acknowledged iftle is the** prophetess.”
She is indeed the first of that distinguished
household to whom the prophetic gifts
are directly ascribed. She was distinguished by the same high intellectual
| character and lofty spirit as her brothers;
and from what we know of her after life,
the suspicion is pertinent

early

her

that

life fell under the influence of that Egy ptian cultore to which Moses and Aaron
“+ much.
time of the Exodus Miriam had

i long beena wife and a mother.
‘21 to Josephus, she was married
sous Hur, and
by him was

ier of the architect -Bezaleel.
ist nothing by her marriage.

BE

hunts

‘38,
iin

Bezaleel was

2, manufacturer of many cu4% a skillfal worker in wood

ia, and

stone.

Moses

and

Aa-

ron's postérity were confinedto the tribe

of Levi and to the priesthood, but Miriam's was transferred into" the tribe of
| Judah, and added eclat to the

history

of

; that princely tribe.
Lh
. Moses is the great central
figure
through all the forty years. of wandering
in the desert and is incontestably = the
chief persenage. , But Aaron holds the
second place, and Miriam has a sort of
ipdependent position between the two.
Her part was to supply the voice and
song to her brother’s prophetic power.

After the crossing of the Red Sea, Miriamstepped into the place that she filled, with
one slight

intermission,

until her death.

She was prophet and singer, the prophetic power showing itself in her under the
same form as that it assumed Tater in the

days of Samuel

and

David—poetry ac-

compained with music and processions.
Few prouder positions were there than
the one she filled when she led the wom-

«an of Israel with timbrels and dances and
gave utterance to her

song.

divinely

inspired

First of all the daughters

of her

race in intellect, in greatness of gifts,
rank and place, Miriam stood beside

in
her

brothers in the sight of the Lord.
Sad it is to relate that this gifted, this
stately woman had not strength of mind
sufficient to resist the temptations of her
rank. ' Pride and ambition crept into her
heart and prompted her to speak evil
things. Was it that, or was it the petty
petulance of a woman indulging her feminine spite against a distasteful sister-inlaw? We will not hazard a decision,
though the

former

would

not lower her

as much ingour estimation. Pride and
ambition are the vices of great minds;
jealously und envy can exist only in small
ones, We would rather think her the
aspiring rebel than the envious detractor

of a brother's fame, or that of a brothers
wife,
Whatever sin it was, it was justly pun-

Ponder

been seen on the

hand of her younger brother,

“all over her body.
the hour

More

of her’ dismissal

broke out

crushing

still

without the

camp, where for seven days she wandered unclean, In those long hours of agony she had ample time and space for re-

pentence.

The fact that

she improved

the time worthily is implied in the cry of

anguish

that went

brothers ; for not even

up from

both her

the grandeur

of

bid

#\.

them come

J.W.BURGIN.

of thirty years standing.

Catarrh is about well, sand hus been fot some

Oxygen”
1109 and

1111 Girard 8t. Philadelphia, Pg.

:

m IIE PAIRS

should

one-third of mankind

be

of consumption,
healthy, robust
nounced

A.

a

the

phlet

=ugy

5

and

Dr.

almost

Pierce’s pam-

Kindred

Dispensary

scrofula, and when once settled has the pow-

those afflicted.

be appreciated. by

The remarkable cures of

young children ard the more wonderful cures
of those of middle age and late in life, as illustrated by our printed testimonials, prove
HooD’s SARSAPARILLA to be a reliable rem-

>

'
:

=

the bl

ferer

SARAH

C.

Pike.—Died in E. Fryeburg, Me., after a
brief illness, Nov. 28, Mrs. Hunnah H., relict
of the late Rev. John Pike, aged 88°
years and
11 months.
Mrs, P. (maiden name
Hubbard),
born in Limiogton in 1795, was married- Mar.
23,1819.
Rev. and Mrs. P, ever made their
home at E. Fryeburg.
They worked faithful
ly together more than 58 years, honored and
beloved by all. She was the mother of 5 children.
One dled in infancy. one, Mrs. R. B.
Wentworth, lives in Port Portage, Wis.; another, Mrs. Stephen Gowan, lives in Biddeford,
Me. ; another, Mrs. Chas. Stearns, in E. Fryeburg.
The son, John Pike, resides on the old
homestead.
The good mother has gone to the
home that knows no sadness, and now a second generation rises up in the home she has
left, * to call her blessed.”
The funeral services were conducted by the Rev. J. R.
Mason, pastor of the Cong. church of Fryeburg
Village.
:
CoM.

well in 1791, was

converted

and

1828.

Luther Emerson,

aged

80

of this notice
any

church

never

10

had through life great respect
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A book that can not

Plof the worst forms of this terrible disease
have been quickly relieved, in a short time

husband, who for 64 years walked life's pathway by her side, is left desolate,
but his hope is
strong in God and he looks forward with joy
to an early meeting with the loved and mourned.
Jo WW.
Emerson.~Died in Madison, Me., Feb. 8,
himself with
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BNCCess.
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Jesus sustained her to the last, and she died in

The subject
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DENVER,

ure.
We have the indorsement of the press, gocotles. ‘and prominent workers in all
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, Bays: | ‘Your knee-deep plan, if adopted Hi
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>
2
‘tall other means combined.”
FRANCIS WILLARD says: “My heart sings hallelujah as I think of your splendid
ants.”
2
GOVERNOR ST. JoHN, of Kansas, writes: -** IT heartily approve of your plans;”
Maine, Adds, “Your publications are admirably calculated to promote tho prs HA
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RHEUMATISM

ed a member until she removed to Bath
in 1867 and joined the No. Bt. church, of
which. she was a member at her death.
She was the mother of five children, all ef
which survive her, the youngest being 60
years of
age. She leaves
a hushand
90 years of
age, hats
ing the first death in the family.

the full assurance that she was
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ow bei ig perpetrated. The writer offered $10,000 b
e entirely from drugs. Extracts froz
library of secret books, Eiving receipts for making and doctoring—advertisements of essences, facsimiles of laof one bar-

most cases

Eastman.—Lucy,
wife
of James Kastmun, died
in Bath, Me., Feb. 3, aged 90
years and 4 months.
She was born in Harpschurch in that place about

My

‘““DRINKS FROM DRUGS.”

Is a skilfully-prepared compound, concentrated extract, by a process peculiarly our
own, of the best remedies of the vegetable
kingdom known tomedical science as alteratives, blood-purifiers, diuretics, and tonics.
Sold by all druggists.
Price 81, or six for
85. C.I. HOOD: & CO., Lowell, Mass.

all

BEST

I and hence the

Startling Exposure «z= Liquor Traffic.

HOOD'S: SARSAPARILLA

to Pike, and, Sept. 15, the funeral services were
held at the house of her brother, George
Wood. Sermon by I. B. Smith, Text Rev.
92:10, 11, The faithful wife and fond mother

UIPPED

its

Its effects are

Walnut or Ebonized

North-Western

Northern Illinois,

:

PETTENGILL

EATTYS

{rom scrofulous ulcers or sores, which:

had finally reduced me to a helpless condi
tion, as described in my letter to you in Beps
tember of that year.
The continued excel
lent health which enables me to keep house
for my aged father and to enjoy life, keeps
alivemy intense personal interestin Hoon’s
BARSAPARILLAand I cannot refrain from expressing my gratitude for the permanent
cure this wonderful medicine effected in my
case nearly two years ago, while living in
Lowell, when all my physicians gave me up
a8 being
in an incurable condition.
One
thing before I close. I have recommended
your Barsaparilla to hundreds, and I think
more
a thousand cases, and my faith in
its invineibility in curing scrofula has become absolute by the wonderful cures it has
effected aside from my own.. I trust you
will not be slow in making the merits of
HooD’8.SARSAPARILLA known everywhere,
for it is a duty you owe to mankind. With
best wishes I remain yer truly gon

5

WEST AND NORTHWEST!

Row, New York, are our Agents, and are authorized to centract for advertizing at our lowest
rates.

-

Mrssns. C. 1. Hoop & Co., Lowell, Masa.:
Gentlemen
— For ten years previous to the
early Jak of 1877 1 had been a constant suf-

i

LEADINGSOF THE
RAILWAY

life. I have been
enjoy comfortable

v

Ss. M.

INSTANTANEOUS.

[= —

positively cure scrofula and eradicate it Irom
N. H., Jan. 21, 1879.

trial will prove

merits.

so.

DEA, THOMAS, G. EARLE,

1yl

Scratches,

“WURaeo:

One

with me-ean do

physicians despired of my
by your pills, and. now

1t is a safe, sure, and
effectual Remedy for

Galls, Strains,
Sores, &¢., on
apr

EQ

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.
A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
He reof Oberlin College, Ohio.
President
late
soon after his conversion to
nounced Masonry
Wabash
13
CO.,
&
A.COOK
B.
Christ. Messrs.
Avenue, Chicago, Ill, Price in Paper covers 35
cents.
T
They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Mason
ic Books, and publish the Christian Cynosure, &
18.page weekly paper opposed to secret societies.

Ears, and all other
Pains and Aches.

a

edy, oontaining remedial agents which do’
WARNER,

BEST

mmmme Frosted Feet and

found where it

&

: wi

RAILWAY
Is the OLDBST | BEST CONSTRUCTED

FREEMASONRY
EXPOSED!

Burnsand Scalds,

that can destroy the germs of -

er to root it out, must

U. 8. A.

Sciatica, Backache,

SCROFULA.
FULA.
A remedy

CO.

Sprains, Bruises,

Affections.

Medical Associa-

What is that which can often be

She told them net to mourn for her, as she
was anxious to go. She bore her last severe
ains with true Christian fortitude.
Accordng to her request her remains were brought

8.

World’s

for

is not #—fault.

East for burial.”

think of her as one gone to her reward.

“G lden
of cases

of the door.

satisfied she should never be aly better, calmly made arrangements for the disposal of her
earthly goods und said, *‘If not too much troub-

we

Consumption

&

NEURALGIA,
CRAMPS,

for which

7 Dr. Pierce’s ‘ Favorite Prescription” is the de=
bilitated woman’s best restorative tonic.
A emart thing—a mustard plaster.
A jam in the closet is worth two in the crack

ceeding her death; she told her friends she was

but

stamps

intense that

ey work like a charm. One peculiar
health.
ty in them is, a continued use requires a ess dose.
With thankfulness I remain yours,
7
EDSON DUNTON.
Sample packages free to all. Price 25 cents per
box. oT $1.00. Address all orders to the preprietors,
DR. D. DYER, & SON,
22
Burnham Waldo Co. Maine. ..

> REEUHATISH,

Who in this world of ours their eyes

i

bereaved family,

on

THE

and men are living to-day—
men—whom
physicians
pro-

two

and
rn

EXTERNAL

In March first opened shall be wise;
In days of peril firm and brave,
An
weaga bloodstone to their graves.

many mourning friends. The spacious church
at Dale, half filled by relatives, was crowded
by the people who came to pay their last respegts to their highly honored neighbor. In
the absence of the pastor, Rev. J. C. Steele of
Attica, assisted by Rev. Derby of Linden, officiated, preaching
an able sermon from 1st
Cor. 13:12.
Sister Smith professed faith in
Christ many years ago, was baptized- by Rev.
H. Perry, and united with the ¥. B. church at
Dale, Her walk with the church has ever been
steady and true,
Her faith in Jesus never
fast:
fatted aud was brightest a
Powell.—Died ut Belmont, Kan., Sept. 10.
Elizabeth L., wife of Charles Powell, ‘aged 55
years.
The familv were for many years residents of Pike, N. Y., having moved’ West the
spring before Mrs. P’s death. Sister P. had
been for several years a great sufferer, having
been prostrated with lung disease
in the
spring of 1877. In the following Oct. she fell
whiie being belped from a carriage and received an injury from which she never recovered.
Yetshe was thé light and joy of the
household. She made a profession of Taith inp»
Christ when quite young and joined a Presbyterian church. The church belog disbanded,
many years she was without public manifestation of religious faith, In 1877 she again
took a decided stand for her Master, and never again faltered until she heard the call, ** It
is enough, come up higher.” The July pre-

is missed by the

Send

Address,

fifteen years
the commu-

WINE

# disease

Chicago

for sev.

Council

FOR MAN AND BEAST.

tion, Buffalo, N. Y.

nity, had grown up with the growth
and
improvement of the
country.
Beginning
with the forest home and rude fare of the pioneer, by well directed labor they gained a com_petence, besides providing for a large family.
{er life was: one of toil and care, having

le I would like to be taken

VOGELER

_yTHE(

Nov. 4, 1881.

(Park 8t., F'. B. Church,) No. 40, 80. Winter 8t.,
Providence, R. I.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—
DEAR SIR:—I have used your Golden Ointment
for piles and your pills. Iwas go low when I commenced using your pills, in 1868, that my friends

LL REMEDY

incurable, because one jung, was

gone.

Smith.~Died at her home near Dale, N. Y.,
Jan. 17, of pneumonia, Sister Lydia Smith,
aged 75 years. The deceased was the widew

of Henry Smith, who died some
ago. Both, old residents of

with

your

At times#the pain was so

as follows,

$0LD BY ALL DRUBOISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®

up

Try it. See adv.

there is no remedy ? Dr. R. V. Pierce's
Medical Discovery” has cured hundreds

says,

communicate

its claims, pIRECTIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

To Comsumptives.

Obituaries

Me.,

recommending

yeu claim for them.”

It is the short and best route between Chicage and
all points in

uals St. JA0OBS OIL 8 0 SAFE,
No Preparation on earth
SURE, SIMPLE and ONEAP Ex rnal Remedy. A trial entails
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every
one suffering with pain can have cheap and positive proof of

Reader, can you-believe that the Creator aflicts

NOTICE.

in

N. B. The above recommendation is voluntary
and of my. own free will, without any solicitation
or reward from'any one, and only with a desire
that other sufferers like myself may be benefitted
in like manner. Any person. who may wish to

ACHES

No bigger than my thumb;
I let him travel with Barnum,
And lived on the income.

BRIEF .and for the public. For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by pers+*ns who do not patronize the Morning
Star it
1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words, VERSES are inadmis8ible,

-pleasure

free as people in general from headache.
Have
not had one of those raving headaches for several
months, and feel that I am entirely cured. I
would recommend them to every one.

TOOTH, EAR
didigs
HEADACHE,

~ I had a little husband,

© Obituaries.

\

Please send me 40 boxes.

eral Fears,

. QUIPS AND CRANKS,
.

Pill.

1 Had thoughts of a resort to suicide to get rid of
my sufferings, but about sixteen months ago, I accidentally found a box of Jour pills and commenced to use them immediately, and found relief at
once. Have, up to this time, taken, perhaps,
three twenty-five cent boxes, and feel that 1 am

American
people. Kidney-Wort will cure it.
Kidney-Wort has. cured kindey complaints

“I think,” writes a patient who had used a
two months’ Oxygen Treatment ‘that my
weeks,” Treatise on *‘ Compound
sent free.
Drs. Starkey& Palen,

of

great

PROVIDENCE,

Truths.

Habitual costiveness afflicts millions

Liver

DR. D. D. DYER & SoN.—Dear Sirs:
1 have been subject to chronic headache

and you will add one more to their number.

Catarrh,

PARTICULAR

tion,

Baltimore, Md.,

on these

Mandrake

Rev. 8. P. Fernald,
.
B.) Melvin Village, N,
H., writes, - * Yeur pills give the best of satisfac-

|:

Torpid kidneys, and constipated bowels are
the great causes of chronic diseases.
Kidney-Wort has cured thousands. Try it

ished. Solemn and impressive was that
soene before the sacred tent, and stern the
rebuke that was administered to the plotore thun half a century Sister Eastman lived
ting sister and brother. Miriam as the
Christian life and was permitted the privichief offender was the most severely pun- alege
of gating. all her children Christians.
ished. It must have been’ a humilating Age rested lightly upon her, and she carried a
outhful heart in her aged body. Only a few
moment to the proud prophetess, when the Aen
before her death she was able to visit
hateful Egyptian leprosy, which for an in- among her neighbors, Her faith in the Lord

stant, for a sign, had

shall

:

pills, for they do more than

pad

mau, and so she erred.

Wig

a wonder-

| «1 take

by

tor husband mentioned on' two raised to maturity ten sons and daughters,
living within a few miles
occasions as the associate in who are now
of tha
old
homestead.
She kept
her
with Aaron,
and his famil
senses to the last, making full distribution

gigas

received to the

and

who

Pills.

A

be said of them by their acquaintances and

higher.

The independence and high po-* esteem. If she had, possessed Moses’
faith and Moses’ meekness, she would
sition given wy her superiority of age she have approached divinity. She was huthe
all
above
high
swnds

veloped.
never

:

Headaches of 40 Years’ Continuance have
been Cured ky Them.
They are the
. TESTIMONIALS. .
Rev. A. Ridlon, (Cong.) Hallowell,

may

Him

LEAD.

SALEM, MASS.

£

- Great

and united with the F'. B. church of 8. of which
he ever remained a worthy member. For more
than a year he-was unable to attend church.
This was a heavy burden. His testimony for
Christ had the ring of pure coin, and no one
stopped to discount his sayings. His many
friends comforted one another with the united
testimony, ** Uncle John was a good man.”
The daughter bade tarewell at the head of the
coffin in these words, ¢‘ It is worth everything
to have a good father.”” May the children emwliate the life and example of their parents who
have gone before them, so that the well done

Con

:
7.4
BR. D. DYER’S
Headache Dyspeptic and Liver

SORENESS

public career, and vices by the writer, assisted by Rev, J. M.
J.
W. PARSONS.
rendered as co-ordi- Bailey.
Thompson
died
in
her brothers must ‘ Thompson.—John
‘| Starksboro’, Vt., Feb. 18, aged 78 years. Early
To few women has in life he chose his home among God’s
people,

on the stage of life, and we wonder no
more at the vast gifts that were hers by
nature than at the royal part she played
so admirably and ably, swerving only
once from duty. She was a great-brained
woman, and we conjecture that her heart
was of corresponding dimensions. Any

SHEET

Lid

plete, no murmur escaped ber lips, but she often prayed, * Thy will be done.”
A ‘husband
with whom she had walked 22 years and a son
mourn her departure. They have the prayers
and sympathy of many friends. Funeral ser-

it been granted to play so august a part

name

Card

OF

1yl

long and painful, but in it she remained calm
and peaceful. - The victory of faith was’ com-

part: for which Providence particularly

the Ho-

after

down,

ian princess comes

She

prophetess, ‘singer and counselor, but
the facts are left to be imagined.
The

ket of papyrus, daubed with bitumen,
holds her little brother, the youngest born
and darling of her mother’s heart. She
When the Egyptis a faithful guardian.

iif

fellowship of the Saco F. B. church of which
she remained a faithful member until the summons came to enter into rest, By her genial
nature and Christian charity she had endeared
herself to a larger circle of friends who deeply mourn her loss. Her last sickness was

may have been the obedient, serving wife,
to perform an the faithful loving mother, as well as
boat, or bas-

but she is commissioned
important task.

ed by Rev. J. M. Bailey, was

Doubtless she had talents and virtues that
shone about the domestic hearth and in
the home circle, as well as those that

grander character than

and a

scendant

in-

American

PIPE

NARROW

Fane A, BROWN, Treas.

I} BACKACHE,
ifc-ouT,

fluence and example was very helpful. COM.
Wingate.—Mrs.
Lydia,
wife of B. F.
Wingate,
died in Saco, Dec. 15, aged 51
years and 6 months.
Sister W. was a native
of Buxton, was converted in 1857 and, baptiz-

Not much like

AND

SCIATICA,
LUMBAGO,

sufferings,

MANUFACTURERS

LEAD

NEURALGIA,

which were very severe, and died as he had
lived, trusting in Jesus. He was well-infermed, liberal,a friend of temperance, and old-time

distant from that other lonely sepulcher
of her priestly brother on Mount Hor.
| Of Mariam’s private life we know noth-

1a] maidens delight in; her dress is sim- ing save what is mirrored forth in that
the prinple and plain.

Patiently he bore his last

Chromo Cards,

in Gold and Jet, 10c.
West Haven, Ct.
‘5

AND

agents.

OF

Elegant New Style

bam, N, H. Feb. 14, of enlargement of the
liver, aged 66 years. He leaves a wife and
daughter, who deeply mourn, but not without
hope, Funeral services were conducted by
Rev. B,F. Jefferson, assisted by Elder 8. C.
Kimball.
Bro. Meader was converted under
the labors of Elder Elias Hutchins, baptized
by the same and received into the F. B. church
in New Market of which he ever remained a
member.
He strove to Ye faithful in every relation in life, never relying upon himself

last event

GRINDERS

Ag’t, Chicago.
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in Dur-
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harvests,

its tropical

luxuriant

Meader

{

Nile,

the

thé-banks— of

with

PROPHETESS.

Meader.—William

»

—

om Tia
‘e pig

them, had they not known that the crushed
heart was repentant.
Miriam lived thirty-seven years after
this event, but nothing else is recorded
of her save the simple statement that she

VY.
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her position nor the heaviness of the blow | krandchildren 6" mourn their loss. Funeral
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TUESDAY, MARCH 14.——The President yesterday nominated Samuel Blatchford of N.Y.

,10

be

Associate

Justice of tbe U. S. Supreme

,

Court, in place of Justice Hunt, retired, and with his people on the old homestead.
Mr. John Russell Young to be Ministerto Chi- The
Rev. Dr.James T, Chapin, Ex-president
‘na.~—The Secretary of the Treasury issues a cf Colby University, died at Portland,
Me. , Mar.
call for $15.000,000 of continued six per cent. 15, of
paralysis, aged 70 years and 9 months.
bonds.——=Over
one hundred cases of virglent
small-pox have developed in South Bethlebem, He was the author of several text books.
ing.——Three

thousand

miners go out on a

strike in the Cumberland coal region.— One
hundred and twenty ring spinners of the large
Pacific mills, Lawrence, quit work in comse-

quence of a reduction of wages,
°
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15.—Two

;
are

men

killed by a boiler explosion at Lynn, Mass.
Four are badly wounded.——The banking firm
of Ralston McQuade & Co., of Fairview, Pa.,
suspends, with
liabilities of between $200,000
and $300,000.—Judge Blatchford has accepted the
position of Associate Justice of the Su-

preme Court, tendered him by the President.
THURSDAY, MARCH 16.——The Cumberland

coal miners are still on a strike.——A collision
occurs between two trains on the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad, in which several passengers are injuréd.——Sergeant Mason is taken
to the Albany Penitentiary.
FRIDAY, MARCH 17.——There have béen 138
business failures throughout the country during the past seven days.——Seventy more ring
spinners from the lower Pacific milfs in Lawrence strike, making the total number of strikers nearly 450. The strikers in a mass meeting express a determination not to yield.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18. — Charles S. Wells,
of the Dudley Observatory, discovers a new
comet.——Miners representing
106 collieries
meet in Pittston and form an organization to
discourage strikes.
:
MONDAY, MARCH 20.——The Pond
tract
Company’s works at Williamsburg, N.
Y., was
burned on Friday night, the property loss aggregating $200,000.——Palmer, the embezzling
city auditor of Newark,N. J., has. been sentenced to twenty years’ imprisonment.
ABROAD.
TUESDAY, MARCH 14.——An earthquake in
Central America has damaged four Costa Rican towns,——King Humbert’~ birthday is celebrated in Italy.——By the caving in of a coal
mine shaft at Durham, Eng.,150 miners are
temporarily imprisoned.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 15.—The Russian
Ministers at the German courts have received
special instructions to assure the respective

governments to which they are accredited that
the Czar is determined to maintain amicable
relations with Germany.——Queen
Victoria
has directed that letiers patent be issued formally annexing Morant Cays and Pedro Cays
to Jamaica.
THURSDAY, MARCH 16.—It
is "affirmed
that the Turkish occupation of the Balkans
was disapproved by Prince Bismarck.——The
Russian Nihilists having determined to abandon their policy of assassination, imperial
clemency will be extended to political prison=
ers.——The new Greek Ministry is in favor of
amicable relations with other nations, especially Turkey.
FriDAY, MARCH 17.——It is reported that
Germany and Austria will form an alliance to
jointly resist a Russian attack upon either
power.——General Prendergast hus resigned
the Captain Generalship of Cuba.
SATURDAY, MARCH 18,——The Crystal Palace Theater in Marseilles is burned.——Great
destruction of property and loss of life by rainstorms in Brazil.——A theater in St. Peters-

Burg is burned.

MoNDAY, MARCH 20.——1It is reported that
Germany has publicly éxpressed lack of faith
in the protestatiors of the Russian Cza
General Skobeleff
has received fore Riaroe
challenges to duels in Germany.

the soil, both grain and grass, and other cultivat-

College Is nearly raised, $50,000
quired sum.
J

being the

re-

Olivet College (Mich.) has 329 students, 102

of this number in the college proper; but only
36 are in the classical course.
The University of Pennsylvania has increased
its endowment nearly 300,000 .during the past
year.

Ex-Governor

E. D. Morgan 'of New

York

education can prevail : ir temperance fail, education must fail.”
Richard A. Proctor, the astronomer, denies
that be had predicted that the
world will be
burned in 1897 by the fall of a cofiet- into the
sun. On the other hand he thinks it will
continue to exist for millions of years.

or more to the

yield

of

a field.

Science

and

Art.

is full of pentagonal

cells

contsining

air and

water.
Under the ction of heat the water is
converted into steam and bursts the stone,
Hence the tendency of Quincy granite 10 fly
to
pieces in a fire.

‘What is the glossograph? It is an instrumentinvented by A.
Gentilli, of Vienna.
What are
the peculiarities of the glossograph?
It has a
combination of delicate levers and
blades,
which, being placed upon the tengue and lips
and under the nostrils of a speaker are vibrated

by the movements of the former and the breath

flowing from the latter. This vibration
is
transmitted to pencils.
These transcribe the
several signs produced by the action of
the
tongue and lips and the breath from the nostrils
upon a strip of paper moved by a mechani
cal
arrangement, and thus a special system of
writing, which may be termed glossography,

is produced.

This is based upon the principle

of syllable construction and combination of
consonants.
The oratef has only to breathe
his eloquence personslly through the glossograph, or hire somebody to do it for him, This

If any

Poul-

near

that with special care 200 chickens may

to market size, in.a room 15 feet square;

by;

be raised
that

the

business of raising poultry is particularly adapted
to ladies and infirm people, both in city and country: that live chickens from 8 to twelve weeks old,
will sell in the East mn April, May, June ana July;

at from 40 to 75 cents a pound, or from §l'to $1.50
or

condition.

As the

mass of peeple are ignorant of the profits of poultry raising, cannot afford to buy expensive incubators, and do not know that they, can make a
good cheap incubator themselves, with which. to

hatch

both early and late
resolution was adopted :

H.

ROUGH ON RATS.
The thing desired found at last. Ask druggist
for Rough on Rats.
It clears out rats, mice,
roaches, flies, bedbugs. 15¢. boxes.

use

of alcoholic drinks

Wheat Bit ers, prepared by solution
BEATTY

INVESTIGATED. —A

TON, NEW

JERSEY
—A

cured by

and not

fermentation.

TRIP TO

by

WASHING

representaiive of an

vertising agency visited the new mammoth

and Organ

factory of Daclel F. Beatty,

Ad-

Piano

at Wash.

ington, New Jersey, and thus speaks of the enter.
prise: ** Our party was met by his private coach,

run to all the principal trains for the accommodation af his visitors) and driven direct to the factory where we, in a hurried manner, took a run
through the acres of flodr in the new factory devo.

ed to the

manufacture

of

his

celebrated”

instru.

ments. We could hardly
realize that this indomitable man had within
five months. been burned
out entire, and thesé immense structures had been
erected and put in operation since and now turning out 30 musical instruments a. day, which we

were

only way10 raise chickens with certainty,
for early

markets, i$'by the use of incubators ; that a good in.
cubator will hatch from70 to 80 per cent. of the eggsputinto it; that people living in cities,who have net
room to keep hens, can use incubators successful:
grocers or farmers

rops & Pinkham, Dover, N.

assured

would be

doubled in "30 days,

and

the

facilities

given

to’

look

thorouehly into his business showed an entire
confidence in himself, his system and his instru:
ments. We listenedto the music of the Beethoven
Organ, now being so well advertised, for nearly

an hour, The instruments were taken at random
from the lot, and we never heard better, sweeter
toned reed organs than each proved to be.
We
can see how Rpon such a scale,selling direct to the
consumer and
having perfect organization Mr.

Gazette.)
Cleveland

nowned swimmer;

Prof. C.

O. Duplessis,

“Resolved, That the Secretary of the North Ameri-

tp market poultry to obtain the highest prices,
will be discussed, and the results made known to
the public.
J. M. BAIN,
Sec. N. A. P. A., New Concord, O.
~~

Wm. Collier, a successful
Muskegon, Mich., finds coal

fruit grower near
ashes useful among

his fruits trees and bushes to keep
away insects of various kinds.
A German

paper says

that

a

off and

roofcan

drive
:

be

made

fire-proot
by covering
it with a mixture of hme,
salt and wood ashes, adding a little lamp-black to
give it a dark color.
This not only guards
against fire, it is claimed, but also in a measure
prevents decay.
A common

and

goed

way

to

ebtaih

a

regular

common

KENT'S

COMMENTARY!

From

Rev.

C.

Smith, Pastor of the Free Baptist Church,

PEAS.

it my

hearty

birthday.
A full-len

Had
rtrait of Hannibal Hamlin is

to be hung £th po Maine

Senate

Chamber

b

the side of that of Fessenden and Lot Morrill.
Alexander

Longfellow,

who,

from

among

seven American architects graduated at the
Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris, obtained the
highest honors, is a nephew of the poet.

Mrs, Julia Ward Howe is said to have
learned Greek after she was fifty years old.
Alexander H. Stephens has announced his
intention of retiring from public life and of devoting himself to literary pursuits.
’
The two oldest ex-Senators of the United
States now living are Mr. Yulee of Florida,
and Mr. Cilley of New Hampshire.
The latter, who is ninety-one years old, is lying dan-

gerously ill,

:

s

Miscellaneons.

The cost of the British army for the present
year will be £15,500,000 for 132,905 men.

The returns of the French

exports and

im-

ports for - Jun. and Feb, show a large increase
over those of the same months last year.
Tha next meeting of the International Literary Congress will
held in Rome next May.
The Peterboro, N. H., public library numbers 4,000 volumes,
This is. known as the oldest free library in the United States.
So. Bethlehem, Pa., is in a deplorable condition on account of small
pox. "The despatches

assert that mot ome of

the patients had been

It is rumored that Thomas

w-Orleans, sank

unconsumed matter from it which pass from
burning
into the lungs
of those who are
near, and
which may be seen deposited on
ceilings and chimneys of gas lights. Besides,
every gas-burner uses up as much oxygen as
one human being, and is, therefore, always
robbing a room of fresh air.
“The theine in a pound of tea is twenty-five or

thirty times as much as could be taken at once
without notable disturbance of the nervous
system.

A pound of coffee contains

‘her crew were rescued

Senson

“of Digby, just arrived

¢ Addie

at i rovince-

wh.
:
There has been no abatement in the distress
caused by the overflow of the
ph
‘The river has had an average w
es
Trom
by

twelveor

fifteen times as much theine as one ought to
take at once.
Any child can’ measure the hight of a tree
without mounting it, when the tree is in the
sunshine, and its shadow can be measured.
Take a pole and place it in an upright position.
Find the length of the pole, the length of the
shadow of the pole, and the length of the
shadow of the tree. Then multiply the length

of the tree’s shadow by the hight of the

le,

and divide the product by the length of the
shadow of the pole. For instance,
if the pole
is six feet high, its shadow ten, and the shadow

of the tree

fifty, the hight of the tree will be

thirty feet.

It is announced that ; an exhibition
of
Belgian art under the patronage of the Bel-

n- | - Dr. Schliemann

in a;stormon

> Captain Millet and crew of the brig

Another great
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fact that there are none of those emanations of

fan government is to be
previously vaccinated.
$iay at Philadelphia, ~~
abe ship * Screamer”, fom Buiiadelphia io:

stant. .-Adl-bat four of

Nast is about to

Now that the électrical light can be better
divided, Dr. Duval considers that it is absolutely uninjurious to the eyes.
advantage which it possesses
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found to be 5 degrees centigrade cooler
the air of the forest.
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ife said I was a fool when I brought home
of Parker's
Ginger Tonic.
But when it
brokdup
rove away her neuralgia
and cyred my by cough,
8 dysentery, she thought 1 had
made gn
nt investment,
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THOMAS GRIGG, Baltimore, O.
$2. by druggists, or by mail, post-paid. Pam.

phiet one stamp.

‘Healy's Vegetable Tonic Pills are a Special
remedy, not a;*‘ cure all.” They are expressly for
Chronic Female

weaknesses, and always care,

as the

A cold in the head is one of the best things

that

I

Dr. Bull’s Cough Sytap is decidedly the
edy to cure that cold.
:
:

afford the

The Baxhets.

An honest mau

is the noblest pursuit of woman,

The Yale College Boat Club will accept no ‘challenges except from Harvard College.
.

.

It is a great virtue fo restrain the tongue, to
know how to be silent even though we are in the

right.

The correct

colors; such as

style tor children’s

shoes,

Pearl, Cuir, Bronze, etc.

*¢ Always pay as you go,” said

an

is fancy

3teowl2

old Aberdon-

ian to his nephew.” ‘put, uncle, -suppese I
haven’ anything to pay with?” * Then don’t go.”
Dr. R. V, Pierce’s Compound Extract of Smartweed is an excellent stimulant and diaphoretic
with which to break up colds, fevers, and inflammatory attacks, and is also

sprains

and

bruises.

the

best

liniment

Of all druggists.
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to remove the
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Hood's

Produce

Boported by HILTONBROS & CO., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
8, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No. 8,
uincy Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, March 18, 1882.
FLOUR.
SPRING WHEATS,
Western superfin€.cceeeesecescisseseascd

Common extras. ....
Wisconsin. ...eeesenanss

Minnesota, bakers. sseeeessersseacaness id
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....7
WINTER WHEATS,
Patents, choiCe.ces coves

Michigan..eoeessnsennses
In@iama.
cue evenssinnins,

Tinois.cvsveuessserenses
BL. LOuiBec.oansseasensss
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‘Sold by dealers.

It is proposed to erectin (he central hall of the
DW fotton Exchauge in New Orleans a statue of
Eli
Whitney, inventor of the cotton-gin, mounted
on a
pedestal of granite from Massachusetts, Whit-

or a man who has been editor
newspaper, and in the
ple and affable mann
vated in the journali

.

Vresneans

878

BYO Flours cscs cosvressvasasssasesssens
525
Oat Meal, com. to good West..........650
Oat Meal, fancy brands. ......ccoeeees
700
BUTTER. The gupply of strictly choice Butter
hag been quite light for a few days, pust, and
medium grades are plentiful enongh
hard to
sell except at concessions.
Fine fresh made
Western ereameryis sold up at 40 8 43¢, and

It is’now asserted that a few
te of flowers,
a sleeping room, are not injurions to health.in
Neither is a barrel of flour in the kitchen.
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to diWw ils
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bitters which cre-

action.

which
healthy

:

Female Weakness.
Vegetine acts directly upon the cause of these

com Vm
It iavigorates and strengthens the
whote system, acts upon the secretive organs and
allays inflammation.
.
1
mplaint the
effects of the Vegetoe Jia cowpia immediately afler commencing to
take it; as debility denotes deficiency of the blood,
and Vegetine acts directly upon the blood.

.Vegetine

tely kill the desire for.
whiskey and other intoxi- .
tifig beverages

Rev. G.W.Ric, editor of

IS THE

Spring Medicine.

BEST WEE

Yeeetina
is Sold hy Druggie
all

the American Christian Re-

view, says of Brown's Iron
Bitters:
Sey
Cin., 0., Nov. 16, 1881.

BEST

‘ano GRAZING LANDS ssc rowscn

Gents :—The foolish wasting of vital force in business,
pleasure, and vicious indulgence of our people, makes
your preparationa necessityy*”
dreds who resort to saloons
for temporary recuperation,

~ Northern Pacific R.r.

1» MINNESOTA, DAKOTA,
ano MONTANA.

BIG CROP AGAIN IN (881
Low PRICES ; LONG TIME: REBATE FOR IMBROVEMENT: REDUCED FARE AND FREIGHT TO SETTLERS,

FOR FULL INFORMATION, ADDRESS

Brown's Iron BITTERS

R. M. NEW "ORT, Gen. LAND AGT, |

NEVER WASTE

MC:ITION THiS PAPER.

has been thoroughly tested
for dyspepsia, indigestion,
biliousness, weakness, debility, overwork, rheumatism,

Your time or money

renting

“BUY on your O

neuralgia,
consumption,
liver complaints, kidney

a farm when

you can

E and TERMS

a

Fine FARM and HOME

troubles, &c., and it never

With the BEST MARKETS almost at your door.
ecte Tare pesments
the World. Easy payments.
300.800 ACRES frevv

permanent relief.

ge

fails to render speedy and

time.

4
bu. by

Low rate of interest. For terms,

RN
AL. BANE.
Lansing, M

BAAN

re,
rastPst-Provr. A
50c. 3b,
freight or ex
not

Ln no ht
WHAT

THEY SAY OF KENT'S NEW COMMENTARIES.
Manuals for Young Men
ai
Young Ladies, ** The best book I ever read.”
“Itisa
e.” ‘I wish everyF Young may had a
copy.”
Every young lady should read it.” * It's
tone Is pureand ennobling.” * No father or moth.
er can give a better gift.” “ We have not fer a
long period passed upon a more practical book
than Kent's
Manual for young ladies.” Elegantly
bound, full morocco, $1.50; muslin, 50 cents,
Manual for Young
Men, $1. Either sent, post.
paid, on receipt
of price. Circulars, testimonials,
NT, Publisher, Davenport, Iowa.
4612 15 18 21

MONTHS
ly Journal,
pack of 50
with name

Sl

ST. PauL, MINN.

WHITEE

ardy, proiific,
1 1b, hs postpaid,
pda
pont,
1.00,
prepaid, $1.25

#200, New bags he aach.oxirh

your merchant for circular,

Ad

D. M. FERRY & CO., Detroit, Miche
Send for Ilustrated circu-

lars and proof that $100

a month is made selling
¢ Mother, Home and’

Heaven.”

* Curiosities

of the Bible,” Bishop Haven’s * American Projue,” Bibles, eto.
.
1
E.B. TREAT, Pub., 757 Broadway, N. Y.

CASH

FOR

LAND

WARRANTS,

dress W, C. HILL, Washington,

FREER, an Illustrated Monthto all who order my sample
New Styles Chromo
Card
‘on 10c. Yio W. Frederick
one

Wellsville, N. Y.

address

d.

AC.
D. 13¢

Great
church
LIGHT:

The

ph) ’

FRINK’S Jiatent Reflectars ive
the
Most
Powe
the Boftest,
and the Mest Light known
res, Show
Windows,
Offices, Picture Galler-

eto. New and glee
Shier room. Get

THE

MORNING STAR

an

50

not.

ear, if paid strictly in
Within ‘the first thirty

h subscriber will please notice the date

SEND

FOR PAMPHLET.

This is a true bone

may
or

supé:

be used
on any
, inthe
either with or
ce a much

hate, and

|i

hill or drill
manure,
rand

of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
!
-The Star is not discontinued when, the time
expires for which it is paid unless
persons reis discontinued
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A true assistant to nature in restoring
system to perfect health, thus - enabling it tothe resist
disease, is Brown’s Iron Bitters,
!

0

ons devolving up:

$

Patents, common to good
Ouesrnsvennssssscnnyne

) the

tine has restored theusands to health
long and painful sufferers.

‘the place of all liquor,
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4
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i
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fill Also for sale STOCKBRIDGE MANURES.
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wish to tell the public.’
Thirty years
RISTS, gives us such
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FREE,
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to debili-

as a

cleanses

Vegetine is not a stimnlating

d at the same time abso-

vi

Report.

Corn Meal ¥ bbl...coverersrsnrnnrenend 10

The greatest thing for a man to know, said AlSxandes the Great, is that with which he is least
acquainted--himself in person.

as

Boston

but

ates a ficticious appetite, ro gentle tonic,
a ssists nature to rstore the stomach to a

intoxicating stimulant, and

you

orite Remedy” for sale by all Druggists.

For aged men, women, weak and sickly children, withouta rival. ‘Will not cause headache.

Brown’s Iron Bitters.

bowels,

Faintness “at The Stomach.

from

send

i

Dyspepsia.

it will, in ndarly every case,

|

.

Constipation.

General Debility.

expense of testing its virtues. Get it of your
druggist, or address Dr. David Kennedy,
Rondout, New York. ‘ Dr. Kennedy’s Fav-

Shocking disaster—an earthquake.

etine

getine

If Vegetine is taken regularly, accord
rections, certain and speedy cure will fol
use.

for rum.

Yours truly,
JAMES ANDREWS.
No. 10 Marshal St., Ida Hill.
:
‘When we consider that the medicine which
did this service
for Mr. Andrews
costs
only one dollar a bottle, it would seem that

best rem}

lood.

the great blood purifier.

fruitful source of intemper-

the largest piece that you may see of what it is
composed.
Since then I have felt no pain. I
now consider myself cured, and can not express my thankfulness and
gratitude for so signal deliverance from a
ble disease. You
have my consent to use this letter, should you |
wish to do so, for the benefit of other sufferers.

can

of the blood.

Vegetine, and
4

oy
Catarrh.
oor this complaint the only substantial benefit
n be o
throu,

have

is

can happen to a lady with a lace handkerchief,and

chair is not gina,

¥::—I can
It

rough on its surface.

Tumors, Ulcers or Old Sores

Are caused by an impure state

Piles.

ance by promoting a desire

doctors the Brick-dust

ney’s native State.
f
Pe
——————————————
‘Governor Cameron, of
Virginia, thinks that the
gubernatorial

Wo

Worth its Weight in Gold, .
uently th e sufferin
ind to

There is no change 80 sad to contemplate

lately ob-

Owing
to the rapid evaporation of moistu

long, and

!

Py
skin depends entirely upon an sho
cause, and no outward appl
oan ever cure
the defect. Vegetine is the great blood purifier. eo

Ve,

is one of the very few tonic
medicines that are not composed mostly of alcohol or
whiskey, thus becoming a

Sediment.” For
about a year past this sediment has not passed
off in the usual quantity,
but has accumulated, causing me untold pain.
Having heard of * Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy,” I tried it my case, and
after using about,
“one and one-half bottles, I voided a stone fiom
the bladder, of an oval shape, 7-16 of an inch

persons afflicted in like fashion,

last ten cents left from a ten dollar bill,

has now free scope for his

according to Le Chevaler’s theory.

Co.,

THIS AND THAT.

ora

- The firman which be

and

Ee
a
lL

and

tained permits him to search the whele
Troas.
He intends to investigate closely the environs
of
Balli-Dagh where
ancient Troy g was

hi

is a good soup for invalids.

PSend name and address to Cragin
hil adelphia, Pa., for cook book free.

500 @

Deagnove

sassination.

one gill of vinegar. Beat these together and pour
over as much grated radish as it will moisten
sufficiently .
.
.
:
»®
BARLEY S0UP.—One pound of shin of beef, four
ounces of pearl barley, one potato, salt and pepper to taste, one quart and a half of water. Put the
ingredients into a saucepan, and simmer gently
for four hours. Strain, return the barley, and
serve. An onion added is an improvement. This

greatly

Diseases,

ason should teach us that a blotchy, rou

.

arsSyz

retire on hisjcapital.

Personal.

rad-

‘ish. Take two tablespoonfuls each of made mus.
tard and white sugar, half a teaspoonful of salt,

the

suffered

=

the most i.

Face.

15¢c; Venison

aaa

Alfred Tennyson has written a song to commemorate the anniversary of Queen Victoria's

_

favor
i

1s

gravel, called by

years

cure

So

Mercurial

auS

John Rogers, the sculptor, has been engaged
by Joseph T. Temniple to complete an equestrian
statue of General
Reynolds within two years.
Mr. Temple is to pay $25,000 of the $30,000
required, the balance to be raised by subscription.

3

in

sauce

preferred by some people to the plain grated

0@

Brown's Iron BITTERS

RoogegResavI

ueen Victoria has written a touching letter
to
Bir William Harcourt, expressing her appreciation of the enthusiastic tokens of loyalty
evinced by her subjects, and in fuct the whole
civilized world, at her recent escape from as-

The Senate has voted
the franking privilege.

HORSE-RADISH SAUCE —Horse-radish

and

had for several

Canker,

Pimples and Humors on the
Be

3

No Whiskey!

date I:

Nos

of restoring

Munkacsy’s great picture, * Christ Before
Pilate,” has been purchased by the Austrian
Government, and therefore probably will not
be exhibited in this ont

baking plate, Sweeten to taste, add one. egg,
flavor to taste,

your

Y.:

flexible pore

yogeting does not act

_TrOY, N. Y., April 8th, 1880.

8

:

enough

8

did

Henry & Johnson's Arnica and Oil Liniment
the best family liniment made.

a recent

Vegetinedas never failed

tate

I caught a severe cold and, remembering you
told me to use “Dowas’ Elixir,” I bonzht a bottle
and in less than three days my cough and sore
PUBLISHER
throat had vanished! I¢'s good.
:
New Market, N. H., Advertiser.
Please send me six bottles Dr. Baxter’s Man-

DEAR Sir :—Until within

Canker.

$1058 1 10; Cana-

~abling each to perform the fu
on them.

See advertisement in another column.

Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N.

in case of Cap.

et
are prescribing Vegetine to thelrin paciaa
y

_—

Limerick, Me. Nov. 29, 1880.

IIR

have decided that the people do

to fill

cream

choice, ¥ bu

SMOKED HAMS. Prices are unchanged, with
sales atll @ 12c¥ Bb, including large and small
sizes.
LARD. Sales continue io range from 11 11Xec
¥ Bb, including Boston and Western.
Henk

H.

that

The Makyellons &ffect ofVi

tine
cer and Cancerous
Humor
profound attention of the medical
whom

The Vegetine meets with wonderful
sons, 75 8 80c; Seedlings 100 @ 105¢; Burbank
| the cure of this class of diseases.
Seedlings 85 @ 90¢; English and Scotch 60 @ 70c.
Bustos iy
ONIONS. The market 18 dull, with sales at $2 e
$2 25 ¥ bbl.
Salt Rheum.
GREEN APPLES. Apples, choice, ¥ bbl., ih 0e|
Tetter, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, &o.
$3 25; Apples, common to good, $1 50 § $2
Saluly yield to the great alterative effects on ea
HAY AND STRAW. Eastern and Northern—Choice
e.
coarse $198 $21; Good $16 @ $18; Fine $15 @$17;
Poor $123%14; Swale Hay $9 @$10; Rye Straw
choice 18; Oat Straw $10 g§ $11.
- POULT& RY
GAME. W
* Vegetine has never failed to cure the
most ;
AU
nd of Erysipelas.
Tost inves

Limer

©666s

not desire it.

‘- CREAM PIE.—Take

nada,

approval

| drake Bitters. 1 never used a medicine
me 80 much good as this.
IRA TAYLOR, Rolland, Mich.

Cancer, Cancerous Bumgy,

Maine Central Rose, 105 @1 10; Northern Rose,1 00.
@1 10; Prolifics, 85 @ 90c; Peerless 85a $ 90; Jack-

and endorsement. The warnings against vice and
the motives te virgue and industry, contained in
this little volume are timely. And
I would commend it to the careful perusal of every man,
and I
think it would not harm older people to read it”
. H. SMITH,
:
Pastor Free Baptist Church.

kK,

as for

Rh

da, common 85 @ 95¢; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
@ $1 45; Green Peas, Western $1 60 @ $1 65¢.
POTATOES. Aroostook Rose, ¥ bu., 1108 1 15¢;

ick, Mamne.: “I have read a few pages of “Kent's
New Commentary,” a manual for yeung men, and

I take pleasure in giving

Scrofulous Humor,
Vegetine will eradicate from
the
tuintof Scrofula and Sorofatons
Huon
permane; ntly
cured thousands in Bog
cinity wi
A

Red Kidneys, 2 756 & 2 90.

St. Jacob’s Oil, and who have testified to its effi-

0Gapeeo0068

cus assembled

the nation.— The Magazine of Art.

same

1%.

355
4 860;
Medium, choice screened 8 50 @ 3 55;
Medium, common to good 280 @ 345; Yellow
Eyes, Mmproved 8) 0
8 354 Yellow A)
choicé
ats,
@ 3 10;
Yellow
Eyes, common,2
7. 300 5

cacy in unqualified terms.

. oee0008888
| BESEE sg

revenue taxes on tobaceo and distilled liquors,
because the ‘Republican ‘Congressmen in cau-

at Washington,are gradually progressing under
1Campanella, the successor of Brumidi. The
atter was the best painter of altar pieces ever
seen in America, but he failed to grasp the idea
of projecting a design on a curved surface that
was intended to be seen from a distance below.
It cannot be said that Campanella succeeds
much better. The interior decorations of the
Sabie, are for the most part cold, artistically
feeble and a disgrace rather than an honor to

i]

sugar, raisins and cinnamon, the
other puddings.~: .
%

109

beneficial effects of that most remarkable remedy,

Eaill.

the signature of the President.
believe that the operation of this bill will ultimately destroy
polygamy, there are others
who fear thai the law will be declared unconstitutional, or that the Mormons will succeed
in maintaining control over the government of
Utah, because the provisions of the bill are directed against polygamists and not against
Mormons, many of whom are not polygamists,
Thereis to be
noreduction of the internal

to goo:

are among the myriads who have experienced the

afsghsa

| of such an artist in Washi
elevate the rather low tone of art at the capital.
y
While some
The frescoes in the Rotunda of the Capitol:

@ 15;
estern

choice 12

EGas. Eastern,¥ doz. 18 @ 18)c¢; New-York and
Vermont, 18¢; Western, 17 € 17x. :
BEANS,
ea, Northern,
H. P.,# bu, $360 @ 3
65 ; Pea,N. YH. P., 8 55 8860; Pea N.Y.common
30 food 285
@3 45; Medium, choice hand picked

STONES IN THE KIDNEYS

oTity.
a] ry

factory,

Western factory, fair to good 10 @ 1c;
Factory, common 5g 8c; Worcester Co., choice
12 @ 13c; Worcester Co., good 9 @ 11¢; Worcester
Co., common 5 e 8c; Sage, choice 14 @ 14%; Sage,

Invention might fill the worfd, with joy if the supply of cider vinegar, says the Country Gentleaverage speech of modern times were only
As a purifier of the blood, Ayers Sarsaparilla
man, is to fill the barrel nearly fall-of good, sharp
better worth reporting. With all the ingenuity
cider vinegar, and then draw away every
has no equal. It wonderfully improves the comfew
of the age, nobody has yet difcovered an ar- days
plexion, and brings to old and young the bleom of
a few quarts at a time, supplying its place
rangem
Cengress.
; nothingent by which the gentlemen who have
health.
to say may be kept silent. Such a with an equal amouat of cider which has not yet
The Alcoholic Commission bill which re- machine would be well worth,
changed. The larger quantity of sharp vinegar
not onlya
I would say to
cently passed the Senate provides for the ap- patent; but a money appro
in the barrel will change the smaller quantity:
priation.—
Sel.
chance to read this
iss
pointment by the President, * with the advice
‘
:
added, before the next draft is made.
on's Botanic Cou,
Mr. Andrews,
and consent of the Senate,” of a commission of
the
well-known
rtrait |
4
a long time
painter of Washington, has recently Thm
seven persons who are to investigate the manmedicine.
It cures when
ed
an
admirabl
e full ‘length Jportrai of ° Pregi- |
ufacture, sale and use of alcoholic liquors.
Yr
——— mR
Thaw Arma
>
in Br] fail, and I woul
Not more than four of the commissionére<can
dent
Garfield. The ‘nose ie over aud at the
same time vigorous, while the likeness is re- bread is out and there is not time for biscuit, may
belong to the same political party or be advobe made in this way: One cup of milk, one ‘egg,
markably faithful,and is at once a presentment
cates of prohibition. They are to investigate
the sub,
with reference to its economic, of the lamented patriot at his best,and excellent a bit. of melted butter, flour enough to make a
as a work of art. The features are exceedingly
criminal and scientific aspects in connectign
stiff batter, and a little salt. Have the oven hot,
natursl; the mouth is better represented than:
with pauperism, social vices and public health.
and the.gem-pans warm, and the tea cakes will be
The results effected in the several States by io any other portrait yet painted of General
and Bladder Expelled—Long Suffering of
i
light and tender.
prohibitory and license laws are also to be Garfield, and the complexion is capitally renone of Troy’s
Best People—A Lucky
OATMEAL 8AMP.—Put a pint of oatmeal to soak
Man.
.
:
thoroughly examined.
The Commissioners dered. The figure stands forth prominently
against a massive drapery of dark crimson.
are to report within 18 months after the pasin warm water a few hours before cooking it, just
The black garb seemed a little cold and out of water enough to
sage of the act, and are to serve without pay,
It is by no means strange that Dr. Kenne~
cover it, then pour this mixture
tone, but, with this exception, this is in every
and $10,000 are to be appropriated to cover
into boiling water, a little at a time, with a good
dy should have received the following letter.
way a great painting.
r. Andrews is one of
their expenses.
:
The Anti-polygamy bill, which was recently the very few pupils of Knaus, but yet employs pinch of salt, and let it cook slowly, the same as a By reading it you Will see in one minute why
assed 1n the Senate, has been adopted by the original methods of expression. The presence corn-meal hasty pudding, for half an hour longer. James Andrews was thankful :

i
wil ct
Thon BE
’

Western

Cleanse the blood thoroughly with
these complaints will disappear.

manager

ing,
Esq., Asst. General
Superintendent,
New
York Post Office; Hon. Thomas L. James, Postmaster, New York; Stacey Hill, Esq., Mt. Auburn Inclined Plane Railroad, Cincinnati, Ohio,

At the next meeting, the subjests when and where

skim, 2 @ 5c;

SCROFULA

e
e@
e
g13%;
\ North.

oderate demand,
25 8 $1475; new
pa
at $19 50

Ohio;

ChicagojGymnasium, Chicago, Ill,; Wm. H. Ware-

that plain directions and diagrams, for making
a
good incubator, that they can make at home, at a
cost of less than $5, and that will hold 250 eggs,
can be obtained by addressing oar Secretary,
enclosing 2 three cent stamps, for return postage.”

.

CHEESE. Northern factory,choice,¥h a3
Northern factory, fair to good, 10
12¢;
ern Sharm tu half skim, 6 @ 8c; Northern

Grouse,
¥
350;
Ven

Chas. S, Strickland, Esq., 9 Boylston street, Boston, Mass.; Capt. Paul Boynion, the world re-

chickens, the following

can Poultry Association,be authorized to inform
the
people, through a leading newspaper mn each
State,

AR

Beaity can outdo all competitors, but teat they
should be out-done to the extent they are, is yet a
mystery.
Success to Mayor Beatty and his efforts accomplished, in bringing these instruments
within the reach of all.”
(Pittsburgh Commercial
The Rt. Rev. Bishop
Gilmour,

e
3

fair tO 200d. i ccieserrvsseens
8

Dairy packed, pe
_.+ Do common
to good:

me

Erysipelas.

and

trebled in 90, for it must be remembered that the
final finish on instruments in this new factory had
but just begun. The treatment received from the

proprietor,

;

Low grades...eseeeeses

PRA Asso My frequent or difficult urination,
kidney diseases. $1. Droggiste. Depot, Loth.

egetine

rg,

WESTERN.
Creaniery choice, fresh made...........41
Do

quick, complete cure in 4 days, urinary af.

Excessive

soil, in a

try Association. Afterregular business,the subject
of “Incubation” was thoroughly discussed, and
the
following facts substantially established: thatthe

ly, getting eggs from

Dupli-Kate.

The man who spends all his monev on a dia.
moud shirt-stud carries everything before him.

whole field, or in any part of it, is wet from holding its own catch of rain, or from water flowing
or
soaking from a higher to lower levels, and it
i$
not underdrained, it is best to run deep double
or
‘triple plowed furrows through it, down the
grade,
to carry off excess of water in rainy weeks,
and
then at harvest run the mowers and reapers-parallel with these open ditches.— American Agriculturist for April.
:

each, according to variety

According
to
Dr.
George W.
Hawes,
employed by the Census Bureau to report
on the building stones of the United States,
a
Florida stone called
coquina answers admirably for use in Florida, bat a house built
of it in New "York
would
soon
tumble
down, while the granite, which'is so favorite
a building stone in New
York, would soon
rot in
the Florida climate.
It
has also
been found that the far-famed Quincy granite

plant food;
form. Let
be carefulAn hour’s

February meeting of the North American

Hon. Paul A. Chadbourne, late President of
Williams College, will immediately enter upon
his duties as President of Mass. Agricultural

College at Amherst.
Horace Mann said : +“ If temperance prevail,

it prevents the entrance of air to act upon
the

elements contained, and fit them for
it often keeps iron salts in a poisonous
all dead furrows and their outlets
ly cleaned now with spade or hoe.

one

BUCHUPAIBA.

New,

and if
plants
feet.”
clam-

work of this kind niay add, twenty to forty bushels

By direction- of the Secretary of the Navy,
Professor Asaph Hall has been ordered as a
member of the Transit of Venus Commission,
in addition to his other duties, and Professor
Simon Newcomb has been detached from duty
at-the Naval Observatory, but to continue on
duty as superintendent.of the Nautical Al¢
manac.

has given $80,000 to Williams College with
which to build a new dormitory.
This in addition to the $20,000 previously reported, makes
100,000. Gov. M. believes that endowments
of Sdleations) institutions are the best investments.

my;

hole a foot deep,
after a raintall,
or less from “wet
keeps it cold and

parents christened

Wells’ Health Renewer.
Absolute cure tor
nervous debility and weakness of the generative
tions. $1 at Srusgists.
Depot, Lothrops &
Pinkham, Dever, N.
H.

ed crops, in field and garden, trees and flowers
included, all suffer from standing in soils that
hold

too much water. Spade a
it contains water four days
in that soil will suffer more
Water standing in the soil

The

SKINNY MEN.

Next to the lack of nourishment (plant food) in

The Garfield professorship fund at Williams |

Pa., since Sunday, and the contagion is spread-

Kate and the other

OROPS SUFFER FROM WET FEET.

The students of the Mathematical department
of. Hillsdale fiojlege huve presented their instructor, Prof. A.
E. Haynes, with a fine gold
watch. Prof. Mauck spent his vacation in Ohid
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